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अजमि जनियोगं प्राप्तेऽवर्यो योग- 
दृगति च गतिमं म्य प्राप्तेऽवर्यं हनेकम्। 
विविध विषय धर्मं प्राहिसुगुणेश्वरणं 
प्रणति भवत् ब्रह्म यत्चतुतोस्मि॥ 

(शकराचार्य-कारिकाभाष्योपसंहार: कन्दना)
MOTHER, SALUTATIONS ACCEPT

Salutation to Madurai Meenakshi.
Salutation to all Prophets and Saints.

I am extremely glad to note that the Madurai public has so well reacted to the 41 days’ Upanishad Guana Yaja, the fifth of its kind that I have been deputed to serve. The discourses that were heard at Madurai Yajna Sala during these 41 days (from 14-2-1954 to 26-3-1954) are being compiled here into one solid volume to serve two kinds of people, those who have not been able to attend the Yajna, and those who attended it. To the former this will be a complete text-book, and to the latter it will serve as notes helping their memory to remember what they heard while attending the Yajna Sala.

I know that the Yajna Committee owes its thanks to thousands of people for their co-operation and divine enthusiasm, but for which the Yajna would not have been such an unprecedented success as it was in Madurai. But all the same, mainly the committee should remember its gratitude to the Lord Himself who gave it the chance to conduct this Yajna, since it is He who guides us in all our endeavours and doles out real success for all our consistent and persistent endeavours.

I must congratulate especially the President of the Committee, Sri P. A. C. Ramaswamy Raja of Rajapalayam for his diligent and faithful editing of this text-book. I feel confident that all the salient points that were discussed in the Yajna Sala have been faithfully reported in these pages.

Good or bad, success or failure, complete or incomplete, I consider no work as mine and as such I feel no hesitation in placing this volume as a flower of love and homage at the feet of our Reviving Hinduism.

Renascent Hinduism is rising. She has decided to work out her queenly vision of serving humanity all round the globe. The general enthusiasm with which the faithful are now flocking for the study of the Upanishad, in such continuous discussion groups, clearly reveals that the Rishis have started their unseen work of guiding their exhausted children to their philosophical
wealth and spiritual nourishment. The earlier our readers complete their study of these scriptures and reinforce their intellectual knowledge with consistent and intelligent practice, the easier would be the work of our Eternal Mother, the Sruti. If you are not enrolling yourself in the army of Hindu missionaries as a member you will be soon finding yourself a foreigner in your own native land!

Move with the times and know the Timeless Time. My grateful and humble regards to all workers and sincere volunteers who have contributed their work to make the Yajna such a glorious success; especially, I owe my gratitude to Sri Gopalakrishna Pillai, the Secretary of the Committee, who had been a flawless sevak of Mother Sruti.

May the blessings of the Rishis be upon you all.

With Prem and Om,

Sandeepany Sadhanalaya, Powai, Bombay-76
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THE ETERNAL VEDAS

The Hindus believe that "the Vedas are Eternal". To the modern sceptic it is certainly a revolting idea, smelling antiquity and thriving only in blind faith. But this opinion can come only to a hasty student who has not scientifically approached this statement, and has not understood the entire depth of its significance.

In its primary meaning Veda is not only a mere text-book in Sanskrit. It is only in its secondary meaning that it has come to acquire a suggestiveness as "a Bible in four great volumes". They contain the entire Spiritual Knowledge of the Hindus. The word Veda comes from a root Vid which means 'to know'. Since the text-book deals with Knowledge as its subject matter, the entire literature has come to be named as the Vedas.

Even today when we walk into a modern library we can come across shelves styled as 'Philosophy' or 'Poetry', 'Electricity' or even as 'Skulls'! These labels do not mean that these shelves are filled with these stuffs! It only means that they contain books dealing with these special subjects. In the day-to-day life it is quite natural for us in our conversations to call the container by the name of the contained. Thus, when the Hindus believe that the Vedas are Eternal they do not mean that their Palmryah-books are indestructible nor do they feel that their Bhaja-Patrams are imperishable!

As a matter of fact the Hindu philosophers, insist and believe that the entire world of matter is finite, and that the only permanence in them is the very "principle of their impermanence". As such, when they say, "the Vedas are Eternal," they mean only that the Knowledge which is the theme of the Vedic-literture is Eternal. That there is a Fourth Plane of Consciousness, which is not generally recognized by man—in his endless preoccupations with the lower, finite, three fields of conscious activities—is an Eternal Truth. It is possible that at a given period of history, this Knowledge may be relatively more veiled from man than in another Golden Era of his culture and spiritualism. This is true even in the material field of Science.

Almost in the same sense in which we say that the Vedas
are Eternal, we can also say that electricity is eternal. Before the earliest scientist came to discover the existence of the electrical energy, electricity was there, veiled from the cognition of man in every running brook. At a given period in history, mainly by accident but equally well supported by intelligent and conscious self-effort, a series of scientists completed the discovery, the capture and the taming of this wild and ferocious energy and ultimately trained it for man to employ it in his day-to-day life. It is also equally possible that in another era, man may come to a state of existence, wherein he and his generations may live in total ignorance of this mighty slave, now so beautifully tamed and so fully trained. But the existence of electricity does not depend upon man’s knowledge or ignorance of it; whether he knows it or not, electricity exists as long as the material world exists.

Similarly, the Truth as the Conscious Principle in me and Its all pervasive, homogeneous nature, do not at all depend upon any generations’ intellectual cognition and spiritual experience. In a given generation even if the majority has come to experience, this Eternal Unity underlying the pluralistic diversity of the phenomenal world-dream, the Vedas do not gain thereby a greater status. The mount Alps is there in Europe whether you know it or not. The majesty or grandeur, the might or strength of the Niagara Falls do not in any way depend upon our individual personal knowledge of it!!

Thus, it is perfectly true to declare that “the Vedas are Eternal”. In saying so, true Hindus do not mean to contradict the other Bibles of the world, nor have they any disrespect towards any available Quorans. Also they do not mean to laugh at the possible future prophets or their texts. All prophets declare only some aspects of the Vedas, and irrespective of all new editions, unchallenged by any of the existing restatements, unaffected by any disregard shown to it, the Veda eternally rules the Kingdom of Knowledge, ever and anon, as the sole Pole-Star for all that is noble and pure in human life.

This discovery of the True and the Eternal in the nature of man who is the spiritual being is not an accidental gift-parcel from any God or Gods to a chosen Rishi of that blessed era.
It is a birthright of man to know his True Nature, and in any century, when there are communal happiness, social security and individual prosperity, that generation can be guided to live seeking the nobler aims of life, and they too shall come to discover for themselves the fundamentals of the inner world—as readily as and as easily as the scientific world of today opens nature’s Pandora-box during periods of war, to let loose more and more painful and treacherous, outrageous and soulless weapons to annihilate itself!!

The ways of living and the goal of life, declared by the discoverers were handed down from Guru to disciple in the past dim distant days of the known human history, and along the avenue of time they descended from generation to generation. The torch-bearers of Knowledge maintained the relay efficiently up to the time of Veda Vyasa. In his acute intelligence, for the first time, he detected a growing danger and a possible threat to the continuance of that sacred relay race! He found that the generation had come to live an age of greater competition. In their preoccupations with life, learning dwindled, because, as we do today, they too had to suffer, perhaps, the consequence of their intemperate living and the natural sorrows of an age of growing population-pressure on land! These are all certainly conjectures, since we have no data to substantiate any positive view. Vedic India is to us a land of no historical reports: it refuses to talk to us!!

Whatever be the reason—and certainly there must have been sufficient reasons—for the first time, Vyasa, the poet-Philosopher, who was at once a far sighted visionary and a close observer of the cultural trends of his times, found sufficient heroism and courage to blast the chains of the then existing tradition of his own times, and for the first time the Veda-Mantras were gathered and recorded in a written language! Till his time every new edition of Veda was composed in the mouth of the Guru and printed directly on the memory-slabs of the pupils’ hearts; Vyasa brought the first Bhoja-Pattana and Palmyrah editions of the great Knowledge, the theme of the Vedas.

In compiling the Veda-Mantras the great Rishi brought in
the superhuman genius of his personality, and thus he found
the godly courage to edit them properly into the four Vedic
text-books: The Rig-Veda, the Yajur-Veda, the Sama-Veda and
the Adharvana-Veda. The systematic thinker in Vyasa was
not satisfied by merely classifying the entire wealth of the Vedic
knowledge into the four volumes; but in each volume, he
brought about, also, a harmonious rhythm, both in the arrange-
ment and classification of the book-contents.

Each of the Vedic text-books, in its body contents, was
again distinctly grouped into three sections. The first section
contains mainly expressions of wonderment, joy and ecstasy
at the choking visions of beauty in nature’s exuberance. The
luxurious nature of the Himalayas girded with the gorgeous
Ganges has a captivating might and power, which makes the
simple hearts dance in an extravagant of joy. They wor-
shipped or addressed the dignity of the mountain, the majesty
of the sunrise, the beauty of the moon, the grandeur of the
ocean, the orchestra of the forest, the mission of the rivers, the
dynamism of the lightning, the ferocity of the storms . . . .
in short, in and through their different songs there runs a uni-
form chord of an imperceptible cognition of an ever-elusive
Power behind the phenomenal happenings, which orders,
regulates and maintains a clear harmony amidst the seeming
throng of discord in the outer world!

In the second section of the Vedas we have the detailed
and scientific descriptions, and very conclusive instructions
as to how the various ritualistic performances are to be under-
taken. These have been prescribed as secret methods to invoke
the Mighty Power behind nature to bless the devotees’ desires
into fulfilment. In childhood, man’s mental preoccupations
are all edged with sheer wonderment, and in youth man’s
bosom is ever-riddled with the unending storms of his desires,
and he, then, thirsts for their accomplishment in terms of his
material success, glory, wealth, etc.

Since in its uncontrollable adolescence and youth the
human mind must necessarily entertain passions and desires, the
Great Rishis found a distinct technique by which these tumultu-
ous stormy passions can be conserved, directed and made to
bless the very bosom, which they reached to shelter and rule over. The strict technique of reconstructing the mind and intellect, with the help of the very forces of the enemy powers that reach a human bosom to conquer, is contained in these psychological strategies as detailed in the Karma Khanda of the Vedas.

The Karma Khanda contains two sections as it were, one, dealing with the grosser, gives out exhaustively all the rules of the ritualistic actions and provides prescriptions for the elaborate arrangements for the Yagnas, Yagas, etc., while the other portion, comparatively subtler, explains the meditations that are part and parcel of the Vedic ritualism. They are called Upasana Khanda.

It must be evident now that from the childhood days of wonderment, to the adolescent years of uncontrollable, self-deluding desires and ultimately to the comparatively quieter days of maturity and meditations, the individual grows to be sufficiently balanced in mind and intellect and becomes fit to enter the portals of discriminative self-analysis and intelligent philosophical contemplations. These matured ones are served in the last section of the Veda called the Upanishads; they are otherwise called the Aranyakas: the text-books that can be with profit studied only in the quietness of the Himalayan Valleys and in a mental climate of psychological and intellectual retirement from the stormy outbursts of desires and passions.

The Upanishads contain the cream of the Vedas. They constitute the sacred Bible of the Hindus; alas, nowadays it is an unknown text-book to the born Hindus! Even the educated erudite pundit-class is for all practical purposes absolutely illiterate in the field of the Upanishads, because the Upanishad study cannot be undertaken merely with the help of the sledge-hammer of language-knowledge, or the pickaxe of word-meanings! Equipped with these instruments, when the grammarians and dictionary-muggers reach the Upanishads they hack down the glory out of the Eternal Knowledge and make them as bald as the profit-mongering contractors have done to our sacred Himalayan slopes! When such profit-hunters have depleted the forest, the very climatic conditions of the country have changed, causing our food problems, and this has ultimately altered the
very face of the Hindu Nation. Indirectly, the cutting axes falling at the root of the trees in the jungles, have today left marks of furrowed ugliness upon the faces of the ever-smiling Hindu Janata. In fact, the word-hacking pundits have done, perhaps, more harm to the cultural heritage of the country than the sceptics, who, at least, have left, in their dread and disgust, the sacred books intact!

THE UPAnishADS

The very word Upanishad has been coined with a purpose to indicate completely some pregnant suggestions. The word is made by combining the suffix Upa with the word Nishad. Upa means near; nad Nishad, to sit. Thus, the very word indicates, that this is the science that one should learn at the feet of the master, because if you read with the help of an encyclopaedia, the true import of the scriptures will be completely lost sight of.

There is yet another interpretation wherein Upanishad is a word composed of Upa + Ni + Shad where Upa means, having approached a Guru in extreme humility, with full faith and an indomitable heroic spirit of seeking; Ni means Nishaya (well-ascertained)—that is the Truth declarations of the Guru must be without any mental reservations or intellectual dissatisfactions, understood fully beyond all doubts and in their right import; and through meditations when the truth-contents of these volumes are realised, they can pulverise, end or bomb (Sadh) the entire Ignorance in us and its consequent false values and perceptions. Thus, at all hands Upanishad is a volume of knowledge to be rightly understood from a specialist, and the student must, through a process of living, come to experience fully the subjective glance of the God-Consciousness, and, thereafter become redeemed eternally from all his sense of finitude and mortal limitations.

*

The scripture is certainly recorded in language, but language is a series of sounds arranged in a particular order, wherein
each sound has its own known connotations. Thus when I say 'orange' you certainly understand what it is, and it is not possible for one to mistake it for a 'tomato'—if one knows the language. Thus, language is a systematic series of audible sounds which have a mutually consented sense or meaning for both the speaker and the hearer. The words can be used only in conveying lived experiences which are commonly known to both the parties using the language. Finite experiences alone are the common property of all men; therefore language is available only in expressing experiences in the finite field. In fact, even in the finite world it must be the experience of everyone of us that all of us cannot as fully describe our experiences in our mental and intellectual zones, as we can describe the objects of the gross external world. At the level of experience language falters, stumbles and lags behind!

And yet these great Rishis have made a successful attempt—not so much, perhaps, in expressing directly the concept of the Infinite as in conveying it to the intuitive appreciation of at least such students as are prepared to live it. The impossible has been thus made possible by employing the suggestiveness of the words used and not because of the literal word-meaning of the language employed. Therefore, we can find that the Upanishads, learnt through a dictionary-understanding of the language, lands us in a morass of confusions, misunderstanding and misunderstandings.

The finite words cannot successfully define ever the Infinite. To define God is to defile Him. The so-called definitions of Truth and the explanations of that Plane of Consciousness which form the core of the Upanishads are all ideas painted in words, which, when consistently pursued with full concentration and intensity of application, can take the mind of the meditator to such giddy heights of roaring silence, that therein he gains an experience of the "true awakening." Thus, even the very terms employed in the Mantras are not only sign-posts to Truth, but they themselves are the very stepping stones on that dexterous path.

The contents of the Upanishad are the esoteric spiritual knowledge recorded for the purposes of reflection and contempla-
tion. Therefore, the deeper a man dives into the significances of the passages during his meditations upon them, the greater the hidden meanings he could discover in them. Mere superficial scholars of the language cannot be fully catered with such philosophical literature, which are discourses upon Pure Truth challenging the authority and authenticity of the fields of the human mind and intellect. As such, many are the unprepared students who having reached the Hall of the Upanishads had, in pure disgust, run away from it in their incapacity to see any Truth in them! This reminds us of the story of an enthusiastic boy who once upon a time went to the seashore and returned disappointed, as he could not see the ocean, "because of the waves"!

The study of the Upanishad has thus become unpopular in this land of the Rishis not only because of its language, which is today almost foreign to many of us, its method of treatment which is difficult for us, who are a generation that cannot at all appreciate and understand the technique of subjective enquiry, but also, because, unlike the study of secular subjects, which are being taught in the Universities, Upanishad studies cannot be fruitful merely by an academic acquaintance with the texts as such. In the study of the Vedas, the reading of the scripture is to be undertaken hand-in-hand with intense subjective discipline and Abhyas. Hence it is that we insist on all those who are attending the Yagna, to live the Four-Point Life of perfect Brahmacharya, pure food, clean thoughts and regular divine contemplations.

*       *       *       *

Just as in literature the study of a poet or a dramatist is not successfully undertaken without a study of the history of his times and the personality of the author, so too, the study of the Upanishads is not very helpful unless we know something of the physical, mental and intellectual temperament of the Rishis and the social order of their times. Those were the days when this sacred land of the Rishis, especially the Gangetic valley, was thickly painted with nature’s guileless beauty at its best. Perhaps, nowhere else in the world was a patch of scenery
so captivating and a climate so salubrious. The generation which
came to live in this extravagance of beauty in the Agra Varta,
developed, therefore, in themselves an irresistible poetic tempera-
ment and an imaginative and contemplative nature.

They were a generation of active men capable of intense
meditation and acute intellection, besides endless powers of
physical endurance. They were heroic adventurers walking the
Path of Truth seeking their goal, the Absolute Reality. To
them any sacrifice was but a child’s play, since, as a nation, they
had the courage of conviction to live up to their own intellectual
convictions.

Exhausting all the possibilities of science, they came to the
logical terminus of all material knowledge. Their seekings
brought them to turn inward, and they continued their seekings
after the Ultimate, in the depths of their own nature and per-
sonality. In complete detachment from life as such, they observ-
ered the panorama of happenings in the outer world and evalu-
ated it in terms of the mental and intellectual reactions it created
upon the individuals. Thus, the material scientists in them
grew themselves, in their slow and steady evolution, to be the
spiritual seekers—the Scientists of Life. What each generation,
in their observations, analysis and estimate, came to understand
of life, they handed it over intact to the younger generation,
and trained the new youths to work afresh in the "Laboratory
of Life."

The new generation thus equipped with the necessary
physical, mental, and intellectual temperaments plunged into
work, questioning and observing, seeking and analysing, con-
centrating and meditating, and thus peeping into new Realms
of Knowledge—not as mere hypothetical theories and ideas,
but as vitally lived experiences of a joyous dynamism thrilling
with its perfections. Thus, generation after generation, the
science grew, and at each master’s hand the expressions gained
a glow in their inimitable beauty, rhythm and contents. It is
these handed down experiences of knowledge that crystallised
into the briefest statements of voluminous import, which were
collected and compiled into books which we call Upanishads.

All the Upanishads are, therefore, a conversation between a
learned man of realised-wisdom living the life of Perfections in Truth, and his disciples, who have reached the feet of the master seeking the great Goal of Life and demanding his help to reach it. In some of the Upanishads the dramatic scene is in all details etched out perfectly; in others it is only hinted at by hasty strokes of artistic finish; and still in others the teacher and the taught are merely hinted at tacitly.

In and through the Mantras, however, a serious student of the Upanishads can always watch the scene of an aged teacher beaming with benevolence, purity, glory and kindness anxiously peeping at a young boy of perfect Brahmacharya sitting in front of him—excited with doubts, calm in his courage, determined to seek and submissive in faith. As the conversation progresses, while removing the doubts of the particular student, the teacher, through his disciple, talks to us upon the meaning of life, the purpose of existence, the diagnosis of our sorrows and the remedy for all our finite weaknesses.

* * *

The sceptics often cry that the Upanishads are psychological outbursts of some lotus-eaters and Utopian dreamers who have become twisted in their thoughts and corrugated in their ideas because of their unnatural way of living in sacrifice, tapas and solitude! In the light of above details this conclusion becomes a foul criticism that can suit only the mouth of the ignorant.

There are some who go to the extent of criticising the Upanishads as a volume of ideas expressing the “philosophy of idleness” propounded by “professional beggars” in sabotaging the secular programmes of the state! And it is not necessary here to discuss elaborately upon the hollowness of this villainous criticism, since we are members of an awakened age, when we are fully aware that all the secular governments round the world are squandering today the tax-payers' money to establish, sustain and conduct scholarly researches in laboratories and libraries by encouraging and recognising the great thinkers of the world through stipends, scholarships, titles and endowments.
A society can sustain and grow in its own civilization, not merely by its physical sweat and labour, but it has to constantly nurse and nourish its culture with the silent and dynamic activity of the generation’s thinkers, who work incessantly in solitude, with extreme detachment from life’s sensuousness!

* * * *

The *Upanishad* that we are to discuss here, is a conversation between a Rishi, called *Pippalada*, and six disciples, who had reached his feet from different provinces, seeking elucidation and clarification of some of their philosophical and intellectual doubts. This conversation is reported for us in the *Upanishadic* portion of the *Atharvava Veda*.

This is a *Brahmana Upanishad*; it means it is a discursive thesis which has certainly an Upanishadic status and authority, but it serves mainly to explain one or the other of the *Mantra Upanishad*. A *Mantra Upanishad* is a scriptural text-book containing the crisp words which the Master, at moments of his own meditative flights, in sheer flashes of inspiration, received, called the *Mantras*, as though relayed to him from some unknown, far off ‘station’ of Pure Knowledge. Thus, *Mantras* are invariably poetic, and even the very Rishi refuses to claim for himself any authorship for these *Mantras*, since he experiences that they are not a product of his own intellectual or mental effort.

These flashes of Knowledge, as it were, came to his ‘vision’, meaning perception, while he was not at all in contact with his own mental, and intellectual sheaths. Certainly, the Hindu Philosophers and thinkers adduce a greater authority for these intuitive flashes, which are called *Mantras*, and the *Brahmanas* serve as comparatively elaborate explorations into these giddy heights of super-human and godly intuitions. Thus, you find that *Isavasya-Upanishad* is a *Mantra Upanishad*; and *Brihadharyaka Upanishad* is a *Brahmana*, and, therefore, *Isa* is more authoritative than the latter. When there are any contradictions between them, the *Mantra* text is always accepted as final.
The Upanishad, our text-book, is an explanatory secondary-scripture (only in the language of comparative discussions) commenting upon the sacred Mantra Upanishad called Mundaka.

In the present Upanishad the six disciples come to ask six different questions for explanation, and though they may seem to be accidental questions suiting only the individual temperament of the students, they have in their very sequence a message for the Vedantic secer. The first question deals with the problem of creation of the pluralistic world, and, therefore, it includes and incorporates in its scope a study of the ‘world of objects.’ This is mainly to give an edge and a temper to the detachment, Vairagya, in the student from the irresistible charm which the painted beauty of the objects exert upon a mortal’s heart.

The second and third questions discuss in detail the methods of worship and the initial Sadhana necessary for a perfect integration of the seker’s mind and intellect before he steps on to the path of meditation in Vedanta. While advising these Upasana methods the Guru has guided the students to make a very clear analysis of their body as a seat of office for the five sense-organs of Knowledge, and for the Vital-air Prana to function in us.

Having elaborately discussed, thus, in all details the technic of Upasana, with the fourth and the fifth questions an exhaustive enquiry is undertaken to study the how and the wherefore of the dream and the sleep, with an extra special emphasis upon the exact identity and nature of the ‘dreamer’ and ‘sleeper.’

Lastly, in the sixth question the main problem is taken up to indicate by the finite words the seat of the Self, in all Its infinite glory and Eternal Nature. Here, the words and explanations are so true and full that if a student could faithfully follow up to the fifth, not only academically but in the practice also, certainly, to that fit aspirant the expressions in the sixth discussion can provide at least a clear star-lit-illumination to show him the path to the Temple of his Fulfilment.

We shall now enter the text-book proper and try to understand the true import of the Master’s words. Our attempts can be successful only if we are ready to find in ourselves the
faith and the sincerity, the earnestness and the spirit of sacrifice, the purity and the self-control as found in all these six students. Let the grace of the Rishis be with us all! In their blessings may we have the necessary mental stamina, intellectual poise and physical endurance to rip open the veils of the existing negativities in us and discover in ourselves the Truth as expressed in the *Upanishads*, through its noisy word jugglery.

अतीतः पवयांत तव च महिमा बद्मनसयो- रत्नार्ध्वत्त्वत्त्व यं चक्तमन्निमत्रेऽस्मिनस्तिरः।
स कस्य स्तोत्रतः करितिविधरुणः कस्य विषयः।
पदे त्वाराचीने पतिति न मनः कस्य न बचः॥


PRASNO PANISHAD

Query I

No Upanishad opens without a prayer portion, technically called Sati Path, "peace invocation." The chanting of the invocation, an usual routine insisted upon both the teacher and the taught, is a reply to the lie that Vedanta is contrary to the Path of Devotion. The highest seers, when they gave their discourses upon the purest Vedanta, to the noblest specimen of seekers, always started their talks with a common prayer conducted by the teacher and the boys.

But the prayer here is an invocation. It is not a humble, meek, and impotent beggary, for personal gains, from some convenient mighty Power which presides over the helpless destinies of the devotee. It is not a submission. It is not done in the spirit of showing our hat around a crowd of Omnipotent Deities. On the other hand, prayer in its truest sense, is an attempt to invoke the mightier potentialities that are already in us, through a process of mental integration. My radio-set is not in any sense of the term begging the Delhi Station, when it is perfectly tuned up to Delhi. The Delhi A.I.R. cannot deny my drawing-room atmosphere its music! Similarly, the Supreme cannot deny us if we are rightly tuning ourselves up to It through the divine process of invocation. Invocation is the demand made by the head; prayer is a meek submission addressed by the heart.
ॐ भद्रं कर्णेष्म: भूणयाम् देवः भद्रे पश्चेऽश्चयिन्यजतः।
स्तैरेऽर्द्रस्तुरस्तत्तन्तन्मिथ्यशोभे देवहिं यदायुः॥
स्वर्चितं न हेंद्रो व्रद्धश्वाः स्वर्चितं न: पूषा विक्षावेदः॥
स्वर्चितं नस्ताय्यौ अरिष्टेनेम: स्वर्चितं नो ब्रह्मपतितंर्वातू॥

ॐ शान्तिः शान्तिः शान्तिः॥

Om Bhadram Karnebhi Srunuyama Devah
Bhadram Pasyac-Makshabhi-Ryatjatraha
Sthirai-Rangalihiti-Sthushtuwani-Sasthnoobhi-
Ruyasema Devahitam Yadayuku
Swasthina Indro Vridhasravaha
Swasthina Poosha Visva Vedah
Swasthina-Stharshyo Arishtahwennhi
Swasthino Brihaspathir Dadhiathu

Om Santhi! Santhi! Santhi!

O ye Gods, may we hear with our ears (always) what is auspicious; O worshipful Ones, may we with our eyes see what is auspicious. May we live the entire length of our allotted life hale and hearty, offering our praises (unto Thee). May Indra the ancient and the famous, Pooshan (Sun) the all-knowing, the Lord of swift Motion (Vayu) who saves us from all harms and Brihaspathi who protects the spiritual wealth in us—bless us all (with the intellectual strength to understand the scripture and the heroic heart to follow its teachings).

Om Peace! Peace!! Peace!!!
There is an idle and thoughtless criticism generally levelled against Vedanta, not only by the West but also by the Western educated easterners, that Vedanta is merely a religion for the inner world and not for the national, communal or individual work-a-day-world. This criticism is a laughable advertisement of the critics’ own shameless ignorance of the Vedantic philosophy.

The adverse critics of Vedanta have given charming shapes and forms to their arguments. They say that the pictures of all the western saints and sages are a contrast to the pictorial representation of the attitude of the Eastern Budhas and Shankaras. The Western saint is represented as kneeling down with outstretched hands, eyes wide open, looking out to the Heavens from where, through a crack in the cloud as it were, pours out a beam of grace and benevolence bathing the seeker in an aura of divinity! In contrast to this picture, sits the Indian Master on the banks of the Ganges, on his seat of deep meditation, with his body relaxed, eyes closed, his gaze turned inward seeking Truth and Grace in his own within.

This contrasting pictures give us no indication at all of the philosophy of the East. In fact, if we observe very closely, we shall find that the Indian saint has not closed his eyes entirely. But, unfortunately, the hasty critics, could not stand the Vision of Peace, that beams out from the face of a Budha in contemplation or a Siva in Samadhi. The peace on the face of these masters perhaps, from the canvass, hoots at the material unrest and the spiritual dissatisfaction felt by the West and the sceptic in his own shamefaced incompetence turns his face away from the picture under his observation, etc he completely examines it!

The Indian Saint is never represented with fully closed eyes; he has but half-closed his lids. It is called the Shambavi Mudra: With the eyes half-open, even while recognising the world outside, he is not unconscious at all of what is happening in the world within. To play in the outer world of plurality, established on the platform of continuous consciousness of the purity and divinity of the inner soul, is the secret of perfectly living the mortal life as a god-man! Thus, to say that Vedanta has ignored the outer world is a big lie. Here we find that
the Upanishad is opening itself with an invocation-prayer where the teacher and the taught are both crying for the peace and health, tranquillity and strength of the whole world, not only of the world of the human beings, but of the entire world of created beings.

Unless one has got this large-heartedness, love and tolerance, one cannot accommodate in one’s bosom the vast idea of Vedanta. Of recent times many of the local Pundits too have come to endorse this criticism against Vedanta, because, they, in their hasty restatements of Vedanta have missed miserably to express the true vitality of the inimitable philosophy. Perhaps, it was a conspiracy against the very culture which they started in the early days, as a deliberate process of spiritual sabotage which has come to be accepted, justified and advocated as the Eternal and the noble Truth by the children of the sad Hindu decadence!

Even a hasty analysis of the spirit and meaning of the ‘peace invocation’ is sufficient to make us understand that Vedanta is but a set of workable values of life for the marketplace activities and for the international life, prescribed to eke out for man a maximum peace and joy in his life. These are, perhaps the only values of life upon which the world can be reorganized if it has any plan to walk on the Path of Peace and ever strive towards a greater Temple of Cultural Perfection.

Here, in the prayer of the Vedic Masters, we have the “Das Capita” of the Hindu Communism! If each one in a society or a community were to ardently and sincerely wish to meet with only auspiciousness, and if each were to act diligently for the same, in such a country, at such an era of its culture, jails should be redundant, slum areas unknown, poverty unimaginable, disease a mere exception. This, in fact, is in direct line with the very basis of the Hindu Culture. The theory of Communism, as available today in the world, seems to be an attempt to bring about an equi-distribution of wealth and chances, and their belief is that this would inaugurate a golden age of the maximum happiness to the many. Indeed, it is a courageous experiment. But human nature being what it is we cannot vouchsafe in this theory a permanent and enduring cure for the disease.
There is a vivid and clear distinction between the cultural basis of the world over, and that of the Aryan India. In the other parts of the Globe their culture is based upon a "demand of rights". When individual, communal and national rights are insisted upon it is a demand of the individual or of the community concerned to grab something and to arrogate and possess it. Rights demand an acquisition; it is a taking, a possessing. On the other hand in India we find that our Rishis insisted upon the individuals, more and more to demand their chances for performing their duties. Here, the duty is the unit of our cultural life and, therefore, the individual in the community or the nation wants to give himself out in a spirit of his "duty performed"!!! Unlike, in the demand of rights, where it is a life in the spirit of acquisition, in the insistence of duty it is a life wherein the spirit of giving is the hallmark of its culture.

In fact a materialistic civilization is built upon the sands of acquisition and appropriation, while a spiritual culture is a Temple raised upon the rocky foundations, such as the spirit of renunciation and sacrifice. The Peace-Invocation chanted here clearly brings out this idea. If each member of a given community demands as his duty to see but auspiciousness around and act up to that ideal, certainly, we could, as it were overnight, change the ugly face of our nation today. In a Hindu Nation, consisting of true Hindus, living the divine culture of the Rishis, there should not and will not be the present problems of over-population or famine or ill-health: tuberculosis, leprosy and general insanity both in the leaders and the led. Vedanta is the answer to the problems of the day; it is the only specific for the malady of the age!!

To paint the nation of Hindus living Vedanta, as 'impractical men', 'cowards in life', 'deserters from the battle of competitive existence', 'a generation of suicides'—are all fables created by half-witted Pandits who have neither understood Vedanta nor cared to live its values and test its strength. This invocation itself loudly proclaims that an Age of Vedanta if truly pursued will be breeding a generation of heroic hearts and spearheaded intellects, to whom the problems of life can be but a child's
play. They lived in a spirit of renunciation and ever acted on the principles of Universal love. That perfect generation of the Vedic period, perfect in every sense of the term, was never blind to the necessities of the physical and the material world. They never complained of life; they never evaded the life’s problems. Compared with them our present generation of counterfeit men are all wandering trespassers into life! 

With an appetite the Vedic generation of true Hindus wooed life and were ever impatient in their unsatiable thirst for more and more of it! ! This is amply evident from their prayers that the Lord of the Universe must bless them to live the entire span of life allotted to them in all health and perfect vitality. This prayer addressed, as it is here to Indra, Vayu, Sun, etc., should remind us that Rama, Krishna, Vinayak and others are products of a much later age. They are deities that are sanctioned in the puranic times. In the Vedic period the Masters recognised only the Great Elements as direct representatives through whom the Eternal Reality conveys. Its expressions of glory in and through the pluralistic world.

No Peace-invocation concluded without thrice repeating or invoking Peace (Sauiti). The three repetitions are, it is explained by the Atharyas, addressed to the three groups into which all the probable obstacles in the study of the Scriptures can be classified. They are the God-sent (Adhi-Deivika), such as lightning, thunder; or phenomenal (Adhi-Baudhika), such as fire, floods, landslides, etc.; or purely subjective (Adhyatmika), such as inertia, lack of faith, insincerity and such others that arise from our own negativities. We too shall everyday open the discourses with a chanting of the invocation and when we come to the thrice repeated peace-chorus we shall sincerely pray that our co-operative attempt at the study of the Upanishad, for the rest of the days in the Yajna, may not be obstructed by any force belonging to any of the above mentioned three groups.
Om Sukesa Ca Bharadvajah, Sairyasca Satyakamah,  
Sauryanisca Gargyah, Kausalyasca  
Asvalayano, Bhargavo Vaidharbhii, Kabandhi  
Katayanaste Haite Brahmapara Bramhanishthah  
Param Bramhanveshamana Esha ha Vai  
Tatsarvan Vaksyatiti, Te ha Samitpanayo  
Bhagavantam Pippalada nam upasannah.

Sukesa, the son of Bharadvajah, Satyakamah, son of Sibi, Gargyah, the  
grandson of Surya born in the Gargya Gotra, Kausalya, son of Asvala, Bhargava  
of the Vidarbha City belonging to the Bhrigu Gotra and Kabandhi, son of  
Katya . . . . all these devoted to Brahman and centred in Brahman,  
seking the highest Brahman approached the revered Pippalada with fuel in  
hand thinking that the Rishi would explain everything to them.

The Prasna Upanishad opens here with a story of six seekers  
approaching a great Master, Pippalada by name, wanting to  
get some of their doubts clarified. In Sanskrit literature the  
great authors always employed four methods in order to bring  
home to their readers the most important theories of their  
philosophy. Thus, sometimes they glorified the noble values  
of the life (Stuti), sometimes they vehemently warned against  
the opposite false values (Ninda), at other times, they elaborately  
quoted the examples of some noble man of great name and  
fame who acted up to their ideals (Para-Kriti) and, lastly, they  
also employed the ‘once-upon-a-time’—type of stories which
are not at all historical but are meant to encourage the readers to feel a sufficient enthusiasm to live the values of the life indicated in the text-book. (Purakalpa).

Herein we have the last of the four techniques employed in a story form that once upon a time six disciples seeking a solution for their problems of doubt in the spiritual world reached the feet of a noble master. By means of the story the Smriti is trying to bring home to Her readers the essential qualifications of a Vedantic seeker, and also she hints at the perfect qualifications of a True Teacher. Perhaps, the seers of the Upanishads might have forecasted that in the times to come we would have many counterfeit masters, sucking the sap of the society, and ruining the cultural heritage of the country, when hosts of devotees run after merely the external uniform of a saint! Here we are given sufficient signs which can provide a sure touchstone with which the purity and worth of a true Guru can be unmistakably gauged.

There is a general belief that religion is the last resort of the idiot, the impotent, the ineffectual and the despairing of life. It has come to pass now, in the understanding of the educated, that religion or the pursuit of the spirit is the vocation suitable only for the congenial idlers or for the runaways from life. And this is exactly what we are finding today and, so the superficial observers among the educated Hindus, are in a way justified in their misunderstandings of the Truth.

Here, in this passage, we have a clear declaration on who all can be the true seekers. These six seekers were young men who had lived life intensely and fully and, not finding a satisfaction even with the best that life can provide, they have started on a pilgrimage seeking greater wisdom and understanding of life at the feet of some Man of Perfection. This is indicated here by the term Brahmapara and Brahmanishtha, as qualifications of the six seekers. They were already well educated in the lower themes of knowledge or the secular subjects and also well established in the science of spiritualism and worship. Not only were they mere bookworms but also regular practitioners in the Path of Spiritual discipline and religious life.

As they were fairly well established in their practice of
truth in the lower techniques of Upasanas they gained a great subtlety of mind and intellect. Such a prepared intellect alone can come to feel an impatience with the lower, and come to entertain a burning urge to know the Supreme. ’Till such a burning thirst dawns in the human heart, Religion, as a technique of Self-perfection advises him to pray in the temple grounds with mud-gods of form and attractive mythological glories around them.

Pilgrimages, sacrifices, the various programmes of the Bhakti Marga, physical practices such as Asana and Pranayama, severe tapascharya, Guru seva, etc., are all for making the seekers’ mind subtle enough to peep over the limited vision of life to the farthest beyond. These six disciples have been indicated as having the necessary inner growth. They have in themselves fulfilled the Paravidya and have now reached the Guru’s presence to enquire upon the theme of Apara Vidya, the Science of the Absolute.

This Upanishad is a Brahmana Scripture. Upanishads fall under two categories: the Mantra and the Brahmana. Mantra Upanishads contain the crisp and highly volatile metrical declarations, which are the intuitive wisdom-flashes which the Rishis have gained during their higher flights through meditation. Because of their brevity and super-divine-contents it was felt that some amount of elucidation and explanation upon them was necessary. Some other Rishis, now and then, gave a comparatively more elaborate explanation of the Mantras which were compiled together and called the Brahmana Upanishad. Prasna is a Brahmana Upanishad explaining the Mantra Upanishad, the Mundaka.1

“Fuel in hand they approached.” These few words paint vividly the rule of approaching a Brahmana Nishtha Guru. In the good old days never did the disciple-class, knowing as they did the full import of the implications of Brahma Vidya, dare to approach the teacher through hired messengers (Postal department) nor did they try to contact the Guru and clear their doubts through long-distance trunk-calls or telegrams!

1 Here we are having an explanation of the Apara Vidya indicated in the Mundaka (I. 1. 4).
As children they received during their education a sufficient general instruction in the Philosophy of the country which was the very backbone of the Hindu culture and if any one of them felt an impatience with any great doubt he eagerly reserved it for his vanaprastha-days, or, according to the nature of the urgency felt, he even severed his connections with life, and ploughed his way to the unknown valleys, seeking after a Master of Wisdom;—and, of course such men were rare.

When they thus approached the Master, they were invariably carrying in their hands a symbol of their self-surrender, the insignia of true discipleship. This symbol was a bundle of Samiti; it may be fuel for the teacher or twigs of the neem-tree to serve the master in his morning ablutions. This was a symbol for the Master to know that the youngster had reached him in Spiritual agony and is seeking for a remedy through Self-dedicated study and practice.

All these six students had their own individual problems and doubts. All of them felt that the Guru was fully efficient to clear all their doubts. They did not carry any doubts regarding the perfection in their Guru, to the feet of the Master.

तान्ह सं ऋषिक्षाच भूय एव तपसा
ब्रह्मचर्येन्द्र श्रद्धा संवत्सरं
संवत्सरं यथाकां प्रस्तानपुष्चत
यदि विज्ञास्याम: सर्वं हो वद्याम इति ॥ २ ॥

Tan ha Sa Rsir uvaca-Bhuya eva Taposa
Brahmacaryaenum Sraddhaya Samvatsaram
Samvatsaryatha, Yathakamam Prasnan Pricchata,
Yadi Vijnasyamah Sarvam ha Vo Vaksyama Iti.

To them that Rishi said, “Stay here for yet another year with austerity, celibacy and faith; then you may ask as you please your questions; and if I know them I will surely explain everything to you”.
As soon as the great Rishi was approached by them as described, they were not allowed to fire off their doubts, but, on the other hand, following the traditional law of the study of Brahmacarya the Master told them, that if they wanted to spiritually evolve and make the best use of the great teachings they will have to conform themselves to the strict discipline that is unavoidable in Vedanta Practice. Therefore he said that they should all live with him in the Ashrama strictly following the rules of self-control and faith for one whole year and that then alone they would be given the leave to ask the Guru about their doubts.

* * *

Certainly, in view of all that we now know about the qualities of disciples, it looks rather unfair that such great aspirants should be pressed to live through the discipline—that such enthusiastic seekers should be asked again to wait for one whole year. It would be considered as an idle waste of time and career by the modern seekers whose mentality has been polluted by the poison of “the sick-hurry” of the age.

These are days when the seekers reach a Pondicherry or a Tiruvannamalai, a Rishikesh or a Belur by the morning train and want to clear their doubts, gain experience, recharge themselves, all, perhaps, at a nominal payment of a ‘crossed cheque’ drawn in favour of the Mutt on some Bank in Australia! . . . and the miracle of it all is that he expects to catch the train home-bound the very same evening! !

The youths of the present age, slowly reviving as they are in India into a spirit of seeking, have sufficient reasons to get themselves plastered by a hope in this method, because, many are the institutions in the land today, wherein such quick transactions are going on purely on a basis of the true exchange of substantial cheques against effective Mantra Deekshas! Friends, this would help neither the Hindu Nation, nor the seeker in you, nor the very institutions that thus trade in religion. Such “Mahatmas” are but callous black-marketeers in religion.

The Upanishad here is indicating clearly the absolute necessity for the teacher and the taught to get a kind of spiritual
tuning up between them before the finite words of the Master could 'deliver goods' to the disciple’s intellectual comprehension and through it, ultimately, to his spiritual experience. The story here clearly indicates the importance of austerity, Brahmacharya and faith. Austerity redeems the personality in the seeker from its inertia; Brahmacharya relieves our psychological and intellectual debilities; and faith sharpens the intensity at and the sincerity in meditation. Without these three, life in the spiritual path cannot be ever graced with full and easy success.

The practical mind of the Aryans did not revel in any philosophy merely as an idle pastime wherein the intellect indulged in simply painting the impossible. They wanted good and substantial results and they were sincere courtiers seeking the hand of Life. Therefore, we find, in the Hindu scriptures more and more details for and insistence on practice. When even such great students reaching a master's feet, after years of practice in ethical, moral and spiritual discipline, are advised again to live under the nose of the teacher “for yet one year more” in these great values of life it is, indeed, an eloquent call to all readers of the scriptures to recognize the importance of these early rules of life.

Brahmacharya is generally understood as the ‘vow of celibacy’. But in fact, it comprehends a meaning deeper than this traditional significance that has come to be its limited field today. Brahmacharya includes and incorporates in itself a retreat from all sense indulgences. But sex, being the most important urge in man, has come to be over-emphasised. In that sense of the term the ‘vow of celibacy’ can be maintained only when the seeker avoids the following eight sensual acts. They are: (1) Thinking about the opposite sex with evil motives; (2) talking about them; (3) playing with them; (4) looking at them with lusty eyes; (5) talking with them in solitary places; (6) desiring them; (7) trying to obtain them; and (8) actually enjoying them. But in its larger scope, the term ‘celibacy’ should mean any excessive indulgence in the world of plurality; and they would be crimes against the “vow of Brahmacharya”.

After the one year’s training, the teacher promises that he will try to answer all the doubts of the students, “if I know”.
This is not a declaration of his own intellectual hesitation or of any lack of confidence in himself. It only shows the extreme modesty of the Man of Wisdom, even in the presence of his own disciples. However, the master guarantees them, “I will surely explain everything to you”. A true teacher is he who knows no egoism or vanity. He is invariably meek and always good; even his seeming harshness at times is but the expression of love made eloquent in the only language in which his disciples could appreciate and understand it!

अथ कबन्धिकात्यायन उपेत्य प्रन्थ ।
भगवन्कुतो ह वा इमारः प्रजा: प्रजायन्ति इति ॥ ३ ॥

_Aiha Kapandhi Katyayana Upethya Papracha_

“Bhagavan Kuto Ha Va Imah Prajah
Prayayanta Iti”.

Then Katyayana Kabandi approached Pippalada and asked, “Revered and venerable master whence are these creatures born?”

The Upanishadic literature is not only unique in its contents but in the very construction of it, in its very literary plan, there is a dexterity and a finish. As we have seen earlier, all _Upanishads_ are discussions between a Master and his disciples, and as such there is an inexhaustible wealth of dramatic potentialities in each of them. The scriptural texts as are available today, without a single exception, have taken all the advantages of this dramatic possibility. Though not a drama in its structure, by the fewest imaginable artistic strokes and dashes they have given a beautiful word-painting to serve as a fit sylvan background for each _Mantra_ or chapter.

Here the very sequence in which they have enumerated the necessary disciplines has a message: austerity is mainly for the discipline and control of the body; _Brahmacharya_ is essentially a discipline of the mind; and faith necessarily is an adjustment in the intellectual sheath. On the whole an integral self-develop-
ment and personality-reconstruction are aimed at here. The word "Atma" in the Mantra means "after"; and so, after such a vital and self-controlled physical, mental and intellectual life for one year under the Master's direct influence and supervision, the disciples, anxious to know and burning with zeal, sit round the teacher to pursue their spiritual enquiries. One of the disciples now opens up the discussion in this Mantra. The entire chapter is an answer to this question.¹

His question is a direct enquiry into the world-of-objects with a view to discovering the Ultimate Cause for all the pluralistic phenomena. This is an intellect's own useless attempt to understand what it cognizes. The intellect can enquire only through the method of hunting for the cause; to seek the cause of things is the only method of right understanding available for the intellect. Thus, wherever an effect is perceived the intellect, as an attempt to understand it, must seek for its cause. This causation-hunting preoccupation of the intellect is first of all to be satisfied if we have to redeem our sacred instrument-of-reasoning and apply it exclusively in the spiritual service. Here the student is asking for the source of all creation and, also by implication, he is enquiring the why and the wherefore of the pluralistic world of endless multiplicity.

In this chapter we have an explanation of the processes of creation. In the different Upanishads we find different explanations and theories, propounded by different Masters, to explain the same phenomenon called the creation. This had made the hasty critics to conclude that the intuition of the saints and sages is not a reliable and dependable instrument-of-knowledge since they among themselves differ in their explanations of one and the same well-known phenomenon.

If we see the same world outside coloured differently from different angles then it is clear that the colour is in the medium through which we are observing the same world, and not in the object. Similarly, if ten different Rishis are giving ten different explanations for the same phenomenon,

¹ The drift of the question is, according to Sri Shankara, to ask as to what fruits would follow when action (karma) is pursued without worship (upasana), and when a synthesis of action and worship is together undertaken.
the difference in them must be because of the difference in the instrument of their cognition. Thus, the sceptics reject—and the intelligent raw-men doubt—the reliability of intuition as a true source of dependable understanding.

All these heart-breaks can be avoided if only we understand that the Rishis did not bring intuition at all into their explanations of creation. Each Master in giving his theory to the particular set of disciples, that happened to reach them, had, sometimes, even contradicted the theories of another equally great seer. The very licence with which they almost indulge in contradicting each other is the greatest joke we have cut in the Hindu scriptural philosophy. This clearly shows that in spite of their Godly, divine and trans-intellectual knowledge and wisdom these great Rishis, when they returned to play the part of the mortal, did not in themselves become divorced from their sense of humour! Lively in temperament, laughing and joking they played deftly with the ignorance in their disciples and sought a pleasant way to bring light into their darkness!

Living as he does mainly in the realm of his body, mind and intellect, the student is full of the impressions of the world gained from the objects of his experiences during his waking and dreaming hours. His intellect is impatient to find out an explanation for the perceptions of his mind; and all that the intellect can do is to seek an immediate cause. Each time he finds our a cause for the perceived effect, but that cause itself comes to demand yet another cause prior to it. This causation-hunting becomes unending game because, even that ‘first cause’ that you can imagine, must have in its turn yet another cause! Exhausted and weary with this suicidal game a growing human intellect, must necessarily come to seek its satisfaction at the feet of the scripture.

The explanation given in this chapter by Rishi Pippalada on this question is valid Eternally. In the following passages this explanation starts. It is a convincing theory that if at all the Wheel of Creation and Destruction has a place of fixation, it is only in the twilight of our own ignorance. This theory certainly confuses the deluded but definitely it entertains the wise.
The Lord of the Creatures decided to perform penance and having performed penance, he created a pair—Matter (Rays) and Energy (Prana), thinking that they would together between them produce creatures in many ways.

From the highest standpoint of the teachers' realised experience, the pluralistic world of phenomenon has an existence only so long as the human mind is fluttering in the bosom. Both in the waking and, in the dream states, there are the perceptions of the multiplicity; but the moment we roll up our mind, as it were, in our fatigue and weariness in playing with the plurality, the multiple world also is screened off from us in our own deep sleep.

On waking up, as the mind unfurls itself, the pluralistic world of the within and without also spread out their mysterious net of temptations. Therefore, Shankaracharya and other Advaitins have come to the sensible conclusion that the world of the forms are but shadows thrown out when the mental agitations flutter in front of the Light of the Light, the Life Spark in us.

Though this is the Ultimate Truth, the student is here revealing himself with his question to be one who has come to consider all the multiple objects of perception to be real. Or else this enquiry into their source would not have risen at all in his bosom. None of us ever dares to enquire into the source
of our horns or of our tails!!

Identifying with his body-mind-intellect-equipment, the boy is now a mere child of delusion in his ego-centric misconceptions about himself. As an ego observes, there is a world, and the ego must necessarily seek to know how it has been created; here, the intellect is trying to know how the mind is living its life upon its own perceptions. It is something like the tooth-wheels in the rollers of the kinematograph wondering and enquiring how the film is moving! The movement of the film is but their own movement; if the wheels stop the films also must stop!!

When the intellect asks a question the answer too must be given in its language. Here, in the passage is an attempt to give a seemingly sufficient intellectual explanation for this intellectual enquiry. The master says that the Lord of Creatures, Prajapati, desirous of offsprings did penance and created a pair; matter and energy. This is not to be construed as to mean that a creator sitting beyond the cloud in his own heaven did create the world of you and me in all its endless diversities and at the end of it pushed us all into it to live out the pains of life.

This would be in fact a ridiculous philosophy unsatisfying to the intellect, unacceptable to the mind. We have understood that individually we have the projection of the world, when the mind unrolls itself; and the world is withdrawn again when our mind is rolled up in the restful state of sleep. If this be true to you and me, then the total creation must be because of the Total Mind projecting itself out. The Total Mind includes not only the world of man but also the entire kingdom of creatures, who have in them at least a rudimentary mind. This Total Mind concept is indicated by the term Hiranyagarbha or Prajapati. Subjectively, it becomes nothing other than the “creative potential” that is already in us as living human beings.

That which is Prajapati in the macrocosm (Samasha), is itself the ‘Creative Power’ in the microcosm (Vyasa). Just as we cannot have thoughts without a desire, and without thoughts there cannot be either a mind or a world of perceptions, desire is the very motive force which faithfully induces the
“powers of the creative urge” to manifest. This idea is clearly brought out in the description given in this passage which is an attempt to represent this subjective idea objectively. The Creator, the Total Mind first of all gets shot with a desire that he must beget out of himself the many—his own offsprings. When this desire comes, the Total Mind is set thinking as to how he will go about with the business of fulfilling his great desire. This thinking, planning, remembering, etc., are together indicated here as Tapas.

In Vedanta we do not believe that the creation started at any known point in time. To accept so will be illogical and unsatisfactory to any awakened thinker. To say that creation started at a definite known date (say, September 21) would be a lie inasmuch as, that given date will have a meaning only with reference to its immediate past moment; with reference to the 20th of September alone can the 21st of September have any sense or meaning.

Again, if a fixed point in time is accepted as the “creation-hour”, then we will have to say “time was when creation was not”, which would be absurd since time itself is a created perishable concept. Avoiding these logical contradictions, in a true philosophy the only way in which we can express the same idea would be to state that creation started at the O-second, O-minute, O-date, O-week, O-month, O-year. When the first moment is created the creation also has come to pass; the same above idea is more beautifully and scientifically put when we say, “the creation is beginningless (Anadi)”. If it is beginningless how are we to explain the creation that we are seeing around us. Vedanta explains, that after each Pralaya or deluge (dissolution), the Cosmic Mind gets a deep desire to project itself out into its own world of manyness and deliberates on how best it can accomplish its own plan of fulfilling its own desire. It remembers how the process of creation came after the previous Pralaya and what should be the pattern of the created world which must then be the fittest arena wherein all the ego-centres (Jivas) can play out their own mental and intellectual impressions (Vasanas).

Thus we find how the creator is really helpless, and how
he will have to create a world according to the type of Vasanas that are waiting to play out in favourable fields.

To the peon working in the Collector’s office, the Collector Sahib is an omnipotent force of freedom, and of all licence. But when we visit the Sahib at his chair, we find that he is shackled by a thousand existing laws of conduct and administration and his actions are directly and immediately controlled by the demands of the social structure and the ever changing circumstances in the community. Similarly, the Creator, or the Total Mind, is not in any sense of the term absolutely free to create as he likes nor can he change the rhythm of nature to suit his momentary fancy.

Subjectively, if we observe and try to understand what happens in us daily, this can become much more clear to us. During the state of the subjective Pralaya of our world (during our sleep) each of us is but a bundle of our own Vasanas. A criminal and a saint may be sleeping in two adjacent rooms of a Dharmasala; while sleeping, both of them are equally innocent of any of their special traits of saintliness or sinning. But the moment they start waking up they are whipped up by their desires to create their own worlds and enjoy therein. They both must necessarily think in terms of their own Vasanas. The sinner is not free to create a world of divine values and godly joys; just as the saint cannot create from himself a world of criminal motives, vulgar thoughts and sinful acts. Both of them have the same great dynamic Creative Power in themselves but in expressing it they are certainly ordered by their own previous mental impressions. If this idea is understood, it is not at all difficult to understand the Cosmic Mind and the part it plays in creating the cosmos.

“
He created a pair: the matter and the energy.”

With the hope of fulfilling his great desire to create a multiple world, it is explained here how at first, in any given cycle of creation, the Cosmic Mind comes to function himself in the same field, at once as the two great factors called Matter and Energy. Matter, as the outer envelopments, would constitute the mass and the girth in beings and things, while the Energy is the vitality or dynamism that makes the world vibrate with activity.
This idea has, fortunately for us, become very easy for us to apprehend, since we are the children of this Atom Age. 'Energy in motion is matter', is the declaration from the laboratory of the modern scientist. The ancient antiquated Rishis, in their dilapidated palmyrah-text-books, seem to have scribbled the very same truth about matter, which the modern world with all its equipments and self-congratulatory enthusiasm, has but recently come to discover . . . and, alas! it was immediately employed only in erasing a portion of their own fellow beings!!

From the stand-point of Vedanta, the Prana, is not, strictly speaking, to be defined as energy, as it is known to us and defined by our professorial men of material wisdom, and yet, even this compromise helps us a lot to understand the concept of it, at least to a slight degree.

Thus, the Creator, the "Creative Energy" in us, anxious to bring forth offsprings, thought and planned and at last executed the thoughts by first-of-all becoming himself into his own two aspects as (Energy) Prana and (Matter) Rayi. The relationship between them is the relationship between the fiddle and its melody; without the fiddle, the melody is impossible, but a fiddle in itself is only a scrap in the attic, if no music can be coaxed out of it. Similarly, matter is the equipment and energy is the music that can be tickled out of matter. Songful matter is life. The Cosmic Mind hoped, that these two would among themselves multiply into the many.

In this very passage, there is a very beautiful background-picture depicting how the tragedy of the self-projection and the consequent sorrows have come to us. First is the rise of a desire which generates thoughts. Thoughts pursued for a long time feed themselves on memories and blaze up into a self-projection, and ultimately it all ends in the creation of the necessary 'field of experiencing' called Loka, the world.

The tragedy has not ended there. The denouement is reached only when, after the creation, the individual mind lingers on, with hopes of certain definite fruits out of their very creations. The fall is complete when one reaches this state of expectation, which is the very verge of all our falls. Step by step, the peace
and tranquillity of the quiter rerose is disturbed and through different layers of landings,—as desire, thought and activity—ultimately the ego-centre comes to suffer the moanful sorrows among the filth of its own hopes, and the worms of its own endless expectations.

आदित्यो ह वै प्राणो रघिरे चन्द्रसा
रघिर्विन्तसवं यन्मूर्तं चामृतं
च तस्मान्मूर्तिरेव रघिः || ५ ||

Adityo ha Vai Prano, Rayir eva Chandrama,
Rayirva Etat Servam Yan murtam Ca,
Amurtam Ca, Tasman murtireva Rayih.

The sun is verily life, and the moon is the matter; all that have form and all that is formless is matter and therefore form is indeed matter.

You are again warned not to understand the words Matter and Energy in its laboratory definitions in the world of the material science. Matter and Energy are certainly indicated through their definitions in physics, but philosophically viewed, what we mean by the terms Prana and Rayi are something subtler and deeper and more comprehensive than the matter and energy as understood by the scientists.

Prana means energy which makes the matter exist and function as though vibrant with vitality. Modern science has given sufficient data not to disbelieve these declarations; for, they say that the sun is the source of all energy in this Universe. Long before the modern scientist had come to this conclusion, here is the timeless Veda, hoary in its antiquity, roaring the same wisdom with a conviction that smacks of the confidence of a perception.

If the sun is thus a source of all energy and life, moon is, we are told, a dead planet which but reflects the sun’s light. Naturally, the Rishis could not have chosen a better deity to
preside over the "world of matter," which, though without dynamism of its own, is a fit medium for energy or vitality to manifest through. Thus the Rishis declared "Raji is nothing other than the Moon".

In the beginning, we have already indicated that the term matter is not to be understood in its limited meaning, which the accepted definition of the scientist indicates, but that in the mouth of Rishis it gathers a greater import and an ampler suggestiveness.

Accordingly, the Rishi here explains that Matter does not mean, only that which has form, but even those that have no form are also members of this group. In short, according to the Rishis even the formless thoughts and ideas are nothing but Matter. This will be clear from an experiment with fasting; try, if you like. Forty-one days, on a diet of one ounce of water every day, would clearly reveal to you that your thoughts and ideas are nothing but the subtle by-products in the manufacture of the body, from the well-known raw material, food. The more we are famished, the lesser will be the mental throbblings, until at last they almost fall off to a minimum; later on, as we start taking in small quantities of food, the mind again takes up the thought stings to sob out the songs of its frenzy and restlessness. The Rishis are, therefore, perfectly right in declaring that in their definition of Matter, all our thoughts and ideas are also incorporated.

"Therefore form is indeed matter."—The logic behind this may not be visible for a superficial reader. But it becomes very revealing when we understand that the inner world of mind and intellect,—which are nothing other than the feelings, thoughts, and ideas,—is a product of our impressions created in us because of the world of forms outside. The links in a chain made out of the gold are all nothing but gold; thoughts and ideas—and therefore, the mind and intellect—created and sustained because of the world of objects, cannot therefore be anything other than the outer world.

Forms constitute matter. The formless world, is controlled, regulated, sustained, and governed by the outer world of forms; therefore, the formless in our inner world is nothing other than
the form world outside—"Form is indeed Matter."

The passage under discussion here declares that the Sun is the 'source of all energy' or the 'energy aspect' met with both in the world of forms outside and in the formless world within. The Moon is the presiding deity of the Matter without and the Matter within. It is interesting to note in this connection how in the Yoga Sastra, it is declared, by all concerned, that the presiding deity of the mind is the Moon; Mati is a name both for the mind1 as well as for the Moon. Thus, the life, both without and within, is but a play of the Sun and the Moon—these terms being used in their full philosophical import.

All matter is the Moon; all energy is the Sun. Prajapati in himself expresses both the matter and energy. The equation then solves itself to indicate that Prajapati himself as the Sun and the Moon is playing in the world as matter and energy, and thus has himself become everything else in us except the Atman! A little sincere meditation upon these ideas should reveal to every one what the Sruti exactly wants us to understand; but which she has not openly said. This very policy of secretiveness of the Sruti text, prescribes the technique of the Vedanta Sadhana. Every passage that comes out of the Seers is to be meditated upon and in an incomparable way these passages provide the material for a "grossly subtle field for meditation."

अथात्तनिर्दिष्ट उदयन्तयत्तः दिशां प्रविष्टति ।
तेन प्राय्यांगाणांदिमिशु संनिधते ।
यद्दित्वं यत्रतिच्छिं यद्यो यदूध्वं
यदन्तरा दिशो यस्य सङ्ग्रामस्तति ।
तेन सर्वाणांगाणांदिमिशु संनिधते ॥ ६ ॥

1 In Vedanta mind and intellect are the two aspects of the same stuff and so Mati as a name for mind also, although in its dictionary meaning it is "intellect".
Aihadiya Udayam Yat Pracim Disam Pravisati
Tena Pracyan Pranan Rasmishu Sannidhatte
Yaddakshinam Yat praticim Yad adho Yad udhvam
Yad antara Diso Yat sarvam Prakasyati;
Tena Sarvam Pranan Rasmishu Sannidhatte (6)

Now the sunrising goes towards the East and he embraces with his
rays all Pranas in the East. When he lights up the Southern, the Western,
the Northern quarters; the above, the below and the intermediary quarters
and the all, by that he thrills with his rays all creatures.

We have noticed in the introduction to this Upanishad
that it is a peculiar glory of a true Aryan heart that it cannot
keep quiet when beauty and glory revel around. This is nowhere
so particularly evident as in the heritage of our culture that has
come down to us through its art and literature. The lavishness
of beauty in the ancient architecture is a marvel for the hasty
‘furniture-makers’ of the day. From the extravagance of
art in carving a whole mountain into a shapely Wonder Temple,
it seems that there is no race yet born in the kingdom of man
which has exhibited with such expressiveness—the flow of
spiritual rhythm in life and nature’s beauty around life.

In literature also we find no poet who can resist the tempta-
tion to pause for a moment, however tense the situation be, to
cage in the beauty of the Gangetic plains into the web of his
melodious words. Here, in the Upanishad, also, we often find
that even the man of renunciation in the Rishi could not success-
fully stand up against and resist the temptation to dance in
revelry at the vision of beauty. Imagination runs into ecstasy
when they think in terms of beauty.

Here, in the briefest of the texts in Philosophy, that exists
in the world, in the Upanishads, we find a distinct quality and
texture of imagination unparalleled anywhere else. We have
in this Brahmana, a description of how the Sun is really the
presiding deity of the Prana or vitality by the touch of which a
lifeless bundle of Carbon, Phosphorus, Silicon, Nitrogen, etc.,
which constitute the body, gets thrilled into intelligent
activity.
As the Sun rises in the East, the *Brahmana* goes on explaining, how quickly his rays gather the whole world, at all its quarters into the warm embrace of a cheerful awakening, and goad the living world into activity. Just as a musician alone can enjoy to the full, the subtleties of a music physically sung, so too, unless the reader has a sufficient imaginative power he cannot come to enjoy or appreciate the beauty of any piece of literary work sweetened with such an excess of the subtlest of imagination.

In order to appreciate this passage you must in your imagination transport yourself to the orb of the Sun. From there if you view the world you will find how portions of this revolving Globe slowly emerge out of darkness into the beam of the sunlight and how portion by portion, the western side moves off to disappear into the shroud of darkness. The emerging portion of the Globe, basking in the sunlight, will be seen to get up into activity, while the living creatures on that portion of the Globe which is returning to darkness, slowly and steadily retire into inactivity and sleep.

With reference to the world we may say, thus, that the living creatures at night—when they are away from the embrace of the Sun (the *Prana*)—go into the ‘lap of the Moon’ where they become identified with *matter* and laden with sleep roll in stupor, inertia and sloth. While, on the other hand, at the Eastern end of the Globe portions that are emerging out into the light of the Sun, as though at the touch of a magic-wand, throw off their lethargy and get up into activity with energy.

From this picture the *Rishi* wants us to understand that it is not a baseless convenient supposition to say that the Sun is the “representative of the *Pranas*” and the Moon the “deity of matter”. At the touch of each, the living creatures behave differently. Even in the plant-life and animal-life we find that they are still and look sleepy in the moonlight. Every man would like to enjoy the moonlight by merely sitting on the sands of the seashore or by cuddling himself in his chair on his terrace. But at the dawn his enjoyment of the sunrise is not in merely sitting but in exploding himself into a vigorous activity.
either in exercises performed on the terrace or by going out for a brisk long walk! No literature in the world can beat such passages in thought, diction or style and in bringing out such glorious ideas in so few words, sounding almost as an innocent prattling.

स एष वैश्वानरो विद्वानायः प्राणो निनिष्टथते ।

तदेतर्थाण्युक्तम् ॥ ७ ॥

Sa esa Vaisvanaro Visvanupah Pranogruh nidayas
Tad etad ricabhyuktam

(7)

He is the Vaiswanara, the sum-total of all living beings, assuming all forms, Prana, the fire that rises every day. This has been said in the following Mantra of the Rig Veda also.

The incomparable expressions of the previous Brähmana have clearly shown to us the exact sense in which the Seers identified the Prana and Sun together. In the Brähmana the Rishi is hinting at the implications of the expressions of the previous statement. Here it is said, that the Sun is the sum-total of all the waking-state egos in the world. But for the Sun the activities of the waking-state-world would not have taken place, for, the waking-state implies experiences, thoughts and activities. The sun, we have found, with the magic touch of his rays makes the whole world thrilled with activities. Thus the sun is considered as the sum-total of the World’s waking-state egos.

This macrocosmic idea is generally a great hurdle for the students of Vedanta, especially when they directly approach the text-book which they had purchased in the city book-stalls! The vanity of a grammarian is no passport to the secret caves of philosophy. The macrocosmic concept can be more easily understood by the modern educationist from its analogy in politics; the modern man is a creature of the politics of his time. The concept of the State in a country is but a concept
of the sum of the microcosmic powers of the entire population of that country. In fact if you analyse what the "State" is, you will find that you yourself is that "State". Each one of us constitutes the "State" in our totality, and having become this powerful "State" it wields a mighty strength, which can thereafter threaten the very individuals.

Similarly, the total gross-body consciousness,—which individually we have in each one of us in our waking-state—is called Vaiswanara. In the waking-state, the spiritual truth in us identifying itself with our body, feels an ego-centric personality, which is called Visva; when the Truth identifies itself with the total gross bodies of the total waking-state is called Vijnat. Sun is Sarva-Jeeva-Atmak.

*Visva-upa: assuming all forms*: Here this means only that the Sun with its light principle is the cause for the perception of all forms seen by the eye; eye is the instrument of recognising colours and shapes. The eye can function and perceive its objects only in a beam of light. Sun is a source of the entire light energy; as such to say that the Sun himself assumes all forms, is but justifiable in a philosophy wedded to poetry.

We have already found how the touch of the Sunlight tickles life to giggle out into activity; where there is life, there is warmth. Coldness is the nature of death, the language of matter; body-warmth is the flag of the life living in it.

However great a *Rishi* may be the Hindus do not accept his words merely because they have come from the Sage. No original idea of the intellect has the same force of authority as the declarations of the intuition. Therefore, the student raises his eye-brows questioning *Rishi* Pippalada and demanding his authority to establish his declarations.

Watching the rising doubt in the mind of the student, Pippalada, adds in the same breath as it were, "*this has also been said in the following Mantra in Rig Veda*". A Brahmana *Upanishad* is an explanatory scripture, rather than a text-book of declarations. In order to give its expositions an authority, a *Brahmana* has to quote the *Mantra* portions of the *Veda*. Accordingly, we find in all chapters Mantras quoted to support the statements in this *Upanishad*. Pippalada is quoting here the
Rig Veda Mantra to show how therein also the same idea is echoed.

विविद्रूपं हृणिः जातवेदाः परायणं ज्योतिःकं तपन्तम्।
सहस्रदिष्टिः शातया वर्तमानः प्रणः प्रजानामुदयत्येष सूयाः।

II < II

Visvarupam Havirum Jatavedasam Parayanam
Jyotirekam Tapantam; Sahasraramih Satadha
Vartananah Pranah Prajanam udayatyesa Suryah

The knowers understand 'that'—which is of all forms, the resplendent, the highest goal, the one light, the heat giver—to be the thousand-rayed Sun who exists in hundred forms as the life of all creatures.

Here, in this Rig-Veda Mantra, there is the description of the rising sun with sufficient suggestions to show the sun to be of the nature of the Creator (Prajapati). The translation makes quite clear the significance, and, in view of our exhaustive treatment of all the topics in the last Brähmana in all details, here, in this Mantra again, we need not discuss these terms.

The one new idea added in this Rig Mantra is that this is the subjective experience of those who have meditated for long, with sufficient intensity, upon the nature of the Sun (Surya) in his macrocosmic and in his microcosmic aspects of existence and function. It is clearly shown that this idea is not a wild fantasy spun out of somebody's dream, but we can experience the truth of this if we would, with an honest sincerity, make an attempt to realise it.

In this Mantra there is also a direct indication to show that the Sun is not the physical orb of light and energy which is recognised by the astronomers and the investigators in geography, but it is meant here as the Vitality which expresses itself through matter, while parading itself in the forms of the well-known activities as life's own expressions. As a source of all such activities the Sun is considered here as the "Life of all Creatures".
संक्तरो वै प्रजापतिस्तम्यायने दक्षिणं चोत्तरं च।
ततयो ह वै तदंपृतं क्षतमित्यपसते।
ते चान्द्रमसमेव लोकमभिजयन्ते त एव पुनःवर्तते,
तस्मादित् ऋषयं प्रजाकामा दक्षिणं प्रतिपदन्ते।
एषं ह वै रथयर् पितृयायः ॥ ९ ॥

Samvatsaro Vai Prajapati, Tasyayane Dakshinam
chottaram ca. Tadyo Ha Vai Tadishtapurte
Kramityu-pasate, Te Chandramasam eva
Lokam abhijayaante. Ta Eva Punaravartante
Tasmad Eva Rishyah Prajakama Dakshinam
Pratipadyante. Esa Ha Vai Rayir yah Pitryanah

The year is indeed Prajapati. And there are two paths; the Southern and the Northern. Those who follow the "Path of Karma" alone, by the performance of sacrificial and pious acts, obtain only the ‘world of the Moon’ and certainly they do return again. Therefore, those sages who desire offspring take the Southern route. This “Matter” (Rai) is verily the ‘Path of the Forefathers’.

So far, we had discussions which conveyed to us that the Creator in himself has become the Energy and Matter—the Sun and the Moon—and with reference to the Sun and Moon we, the inhabitants of this Globe, calculate our time and so Prajapati himself is the year. Out of a piece of silver if we make small rings, certainly, the rings are all nothing but silver; and if we string them together into a chain, the chain again should be nothing but silver. Similarly, Prajapati becomes the Sun and the Moon and, in terms of them we calculate time as years, months and days, and, naturally, it is but meet to accept all these divisions and sub-divisions as nothing other than the Prajapati.

If water is placed in twenty different bottles of different colours and different shapes, with reference to the container we may describe the samples of water to be the blue-water,
the tall-water, the bulky-water, the round-water, the square-
water, etc. But, if anybody were to say, that all these are
nothing but water, scientifically he can prove that truth, only
when he shows that the contents of the bottles are all nothing
but $\text{H}_2\text{O}$.

Similarly, here, when the Sastra says that Prajapati is nothing
but the Sun + the Moon, and when it continues to show that
years are nothing other than the Prajapati, then it must necessarily
show to us that the year is nothing other than the Sun + the
Moon. An attempt is made here to show that Time is nothing
but the two paths.

In the traditional language of the Upanishads, the departed
soul is supposed to continue its upward pilgrimage to Perfection
along two routes distinguished from each other as the Southern
and the Northern Paths. There is, in fact, no Grand Trunk
road on which your Pontiac car or Indra’s car can wait to bundle
you away along the Path. After death there is nothing in
you to bundle up! When the subtle body is released from the
gross body it is but a pack of winged thoughts and ideas, and
they should necessarily take to their own flights.

Here, the Brahmana is indicating what exactly would be
the direction of this flight. A pilot directs his plane in the air
for ten minutes at forty-five degrees to north and for another
equal interval of time drives the plane again forty-five degrees
to south. Naturally, with reference to the starting point, the
plane would be at the end of its flight reaching only a point due
west; for, the flight would be the resultant of the right and the
left wing dips. Similarly, the direction in which the thoughts
would fly after death would be a resultant of the different
thoughts, which the soul consciously entertained and main-
tained while it had the body equipment.

The entire possibilities of human actions have been divided
mainly into two groups, the good and the bad; the good are
such thoughts by entertaining which, the individual evolves,
while, the bad thoughts are such that because of their intentions
they gravitate, as it were, to pull the entity towards devolutions.
We are discussing now the routes in which evolutionary pilgri-
mages can be undertaken by the subtle body of individuals,
who had performed self-evolving actions, and therefore, were essentially the good.

Vedanta, being so scientific, has again systematically divided all possible good actions—which can definitely contribute to the evolution in man—into two groups: Ishtam and Poortam. Ishtam comprises of such acts which have been sanctioned by the scriptural text-books (Shrutis) and Poortam are all noble acts of kindness and charity sanctioned by the other subsidiary text-books of Dharma (Smritis).

Ishtam includes all Vedic rituals, self-control, truthfulness, the study of Veda, disseminating the Vedic knowledge to deserving aspirants, serving the unexpected guests and tending continuously the sacred fire in the house. And Poortam includes constructing village-tanks, public wells, and bathing-ghats, maintenance or reconstruction or construction of temples, poor-feeding and opening of new roads, parks, Dharma Salas, water-sheds, etc.

If you analyse this classification and understand them from the level of the mental condition of the devotees you will certainly understand how and why they follow two different Paths in their evolutionary progress.

Those who are performing Ishtam are necessarily men of high culture and discriminating capacities, with a great amount of aversion for the sensoius desires. They are mainly men of meditation, demanding out of life nothing more than a greater mental and intellectual perfection, and they steer their boats of life towards the Pole-star of the Eternal Truth. Naturally, when they depart from here, their minds, all the time meditating upon the 'energy aspect' of life, identify themselves with the Sun Path and reach the Sun—Prama or Energy—and cross it to go beyond.

While, on the other hand, those who are performing Poortam are no doubt cultured and pure members of the society, but they are to a large extent, victims of their own deep desires for wealth, or for children or for glory and position in life. In order to 'fulfil' their own desires, they try to 'fulfil' the small desires of a large number of people through Poortam and thereby they expect that they would be blessed by these satisfied
members of the society and that ultimately they will also get
their own desires fulfilled (Poornam).

Thus, though they were living, all through their lifetime,
the noble life of charity, purity, benevolence, etc., there was
always in them an under-current of desire gurgling deep within
their apparently noble hearts. Their demand was mainly for
the acquisition of more and more Matter. Naturally, when they
depart from here they go to the World of Matter, the Moon,
and thus, following the Southern route, they reach the Moon,
and crossing which they go to that Plane of Consciousness
called technically as the Purlaka, the World of the Manes. There
they enjoy super-sensuous objects with super-sensitive apparatus,
in a life of super-sensuous joys of material possessions and
glories.

Your holidays in the Carlton Hotel at Simla shall be
certainly controlled by your purse. Similarly, your sojourn
in the World of the Manes would be directly proportional to
the amount of merits acquired while living here; when you feel
your purse light you must leave the joys of the Carlton to the
drudgery of the office. Similarly, here, when the merits (Punya)
have been "eaten up," in terms of experiences-enjoyed, one
will have to come back to this world again to earn the right
to live more in such joys.

A lot of misunderstanding exists about the ‘Paths’ among
the modern educated class and nobody can save them from their
suspicions and doubts, since, there is nothing similar to these
so far even thought of by the West. To say that we must
discard these ideas because there is nothing similar to it in the
western psychology would be an unforgivable folly, since, we
are observing, especially during the last hundred years, that
every new discovery made in the West was but a restatement
of some aspect or aspects of what had already been here in
our old Sastra.

So far, we can confidently say that there has been no
discovery in science in the West that is not acceptable to Vedanta
and which is not in unison with the Statements in the Vedas.
All the western scientific discoveries have been thus corroborated
expressly or tacitly in the Vedic Texts. This being the case we
will have to accept that things said in our Vedas which have not yet been directly corroborated by the Western Sciences, are also to be accepted by us. The intelligent conclusion that we should draw from the above, therefore, must be that these Vedic declarations are all possibilities that are still waiting for the western laboratories to discover for themselves.

In short, 'as we think so we become.' All through life when an individual is trying to transcend the body, mind and intellect, by living sincerely a life of renunciation and detachment, in purity and meditation, he comes to experience the glory of the Spirit. While, on the other hand, those who are in life employing their thoughts to gain, and straining their capacities to identify themselves with the "matter," according to their own demands, come to gain, the Kingdom of Matter as represented by the Moon or the Pitrloka. "As you think so you become"; our life is our own responsibility, to make or to mar. Vedanta not only makes man a God, but also avers that this great privilege has got its own severe responsibilities, and that unless one is ready to take up the responsibilities, the corresponding joys of perfection and dignity of the God-head shall not be his to live.

अथोत्तरेण तपस्वा बहुचर्च्येन श्रद्धाया
विच्यावश्चत्मानमन्विवध्याश्चदित्यमभिजयते;
एतद्वा माणानामायतनमेतदधृतमभयमेतत्तपरा-
यणमेतर्माच्छ पुनरावर्त्तन्त इत्येष निरोधस्तदेष श्लोकः

II १० II

Athottareṇa Tapasa Brahmacharyena Sraddhaya
Vidyayā atmanam anvisya-adityam-ābhijayante
Etad-vai Prananam-ayatanam etad-amrtam-
abhayam-etat Parayanam-etasmad na Punar-
raivarttanta Ityesha Nirodhas Tadesha Slokah. (10)
But those who have sought the Atman by penance, celibacy, faith and knowledge, gain the Sun travelling through the Northern route. This is the home (the goal) of all living creatures, the Immortal, the Fearless. This is the highest goal. From there they do not return, for, this is the end. For this, there is a mantra.

In this Brahmana the master is trying to point out to us the path that is taken by such people who have lived their life performing Ishtam. Already we have found that Ishtam is that group of noble acts which are undertaken by men of renunciation and discrimination, who have no more charm or attraction for the "World of Matter". Seeking nothing but the Self, they pursue the Path pointed out by the Upanishads, and, thus, after their death, they come to identify themselves with the Sun. Travelling "the Northern Route" and crossing the Sun they reach the Brahma Loka.

There is no return from the Brahma Loka. In due time the individual-ego-centre gains complete redemption through Dhyana there. This is called progressive liberation (Krana Mukti). The details of these two Paths have already been so exhaustively discussed in the previous Brahmana that we need not repeat them here.

However, we may point out here that the attempt of the Rishi, in the latter half of the last section, and with the entire Brahmana now under discussion, is to point out to us that "the year is indeed Prajapati", and as such the Sun-aspect and Moon-aspect in the year are shown to us as the two Paths by which in the maturity of time everyone has to follow after death.

These ideas are not at all an original contribution of the Rishi towards the Vedantic wealth of thought. He is now quoting a Vedic verse to show how the idea, he had expounded so far, has already the full sanction of the Vedic Seers. Throughout the Upanishad we find often Vedic passages quoted in support of its statements; it has to: it being only a Brahmana Upanishad.
Having five feet, the father, with twelve forms, the Lord of Rain, the sages say that he is seated in a place higher than the atmosphere. Others call him the all-wise, the one upon whom like a chariot drawn by seven horses running over a wheel with six spokes, the whole world is founded.

As promised, Pippalada, is here quoting the Rig-Veda Mantra which is a glorification of the Lord Sun considered as the Lord of Time. The translation of the Mantra is a very impressive example of the style in the Vedas and the incapacity of the English to bear the burden of Sanskrit. It is such translation, though direct, that brings out poignantly an ugliness—which makes the translation readers laugh at the literature.

Some fruits would look very ugly: but if only we know how to reach their succulent contents! Similarly, if we could keep ourselves away from our own mental prejudices and reach the courtyard of the Upanishad to woo and win Her grace, certainly, we too can come to understand and discover the gorgeous beauty that is beneath its seemingly empty words.

The first half of the Mantra gives us a beautiful pen picture of Time objectified as a benevolent Lord. This Sacred Lord of Time sitting or occupying a place above the atmosphere, is conceived of as having five limbs for his locomotion in the five seasons. Though in India we generally accept six seasons, here, considering the Hemanta and Sisira together as one, the Vedic Mantra explains that the five seasons are the five feet of the Lord of Time. To conceive Time as a five-footed benevolent Master, moving along the roof of the world, slowly and steadily from season to season, is a lovely picture of immeasurable poetic
charm, and has an appeal which is at once fascinating and inspiring.

This Lord of Time is described as having twelve different forms or attitudes which are expressed differently one by one during the twelve months of the year. This Mantra is a glorification of Lord Sun, and so much so, he, the Lord of Time, is also described as the Giver of Rain. The Veda says that this is the way in which the Sun, the Lord of Time, has been described by one set of Seers, while there is yet another group of wise men who glorify the Sun in a different style altogether.

According to the second version Sun is he who moves as though established in a car drawn by seven horses, meaning the "seven colours" of the sunlight. Spectroscopy, therefore, seems to be not an original discovery of the West, but an intelligent plagiarism from the Wisdom of the Seers! The idea that the Sun-light is constituted of the seven colours seems to have been so familiar in the days of the Vedas that they could easily use it in the language of a metaphor, and every intelligent reader would easily follow it!!

The chariot is described as moving on one wheel, having six spokes, meaning the six seasons. To consider the seasons as the spokes on the wheel of the Chariot of Time is supremely appropriate and pleasant. As a wheel moves, its spokes should necessarily move one followed by the other; and the Chariot of Time has no reverse-gear. Time lost can never be retrieved!

The entire picture becomes really very impressive when we are told that the glory of the world of phenomena rests upon this wheel like the "fly on the wheel", and the universe in its delusion feels a glory of having a movement of its own!!

Sri Sankaracharya comments upon this Mantra to give us a beautiful interpretation which provides us with the justification for the Rishi to quote this stanza. Bhagavan Sankara says that whether the Sun be with all the qualifications as described in the first line of the Mantra (with five feet, twelve forms, the giver of the rain, etc.), or be He, as described in the second line (He who rides a chariot drawn by seven horses, moving over a wheel with six spokes, etc.)... whatever be the differences in details the Factor indicated by both the descriptions is one
and the same, which is Prana or the Sun or the Lord of Time.
The difference in the qualifications is because of the difference in
the texture of the imaginings; but the Object of the qualifications
is one and the same—whatever be the Gunas, the Gun is
the one and the same.

मासो वे प्रजापतिस्तस्य कृष्णपक्ष एव रघु:
शुकः प्राणास्त्यमावेत श्रेष्ठः:
शुकः इदं कुर्मेन्तोतर इतरसिनः ॥ १२ ॥

Masco Vai Prajapati-tasya Krishnapaksha Eva Rayih
Suklah Pranas-tasmad-eta-Rishayah-Sukla Ista
Kurvanti-itara Itrasmin. (12)

The month is Prajapati; its dark-half is indeed ‘Rayi’, the matter, its
bright-half the ‘Prana’, the energy. Therefore, these great Rishis perform
sacrifices in the bright-half... but others perform in the dark-half of
the month.

So far Pippalada had stage by stage described how the entire
creation had started with the creator, the Prajapati, who first
of all himself became the Sun and the Moon, the representatives
of ‘energy’ and ‘matter’. By a combination of them we have
the concept of the year, and earlier we have seen how in the year
also there are the intrinsic qualities of the Creator, since we have
found there the Path of the Sun and the Path of the Moon.
Now Pippalada goes one step further and says that month which
is a division of the year is also nothing but Prajapati.

Out of a piece of silver the goldsmith makes a long thick
rod; the rod is nothing other than silver. The rod is again
drawn into yards of wire; the wire is nothing other than silver.
The wire is cut into pieces and each one rounded into a ring;
even now all the rings are nothing other than silver. If now
the goldsmith strings the rings together into a chain, the chain
should again be nothing other than silver. If the chain is cut
into pieces as the ornament for the neck or for the feet, wherever
it may be, it is everywhere nothing but silver.

Similarly, here, the Creator becomes the Sun and Moon, and thereafter the conception of yeem rises. Now we have come to the idea of the month. If it were also to be nothing other than the Creator there must be the Sun-aspect and the Moon-aspect in it. This is indicated here by the Mantra when it says that in each month during the dark fortnight we have the inactive Matter-aspect and in the bright fortnight the active Sun-aspect. Those who perform great sacrifices perform them during the bright fortnight hoping to gain a greater efficacy and efficiency for their activities because that part of the month is under the direct influence of the Prana—energy.

“Others,” meaning those who find no distinction between the dark and the bright fortnights—that is, those who have realised that they are both the aspects of the same entity, the Creator—perform their sacrifices in the dark fortnights also. All rituals performed without desires (Nishkama Karmas), performed purely as a training for the self-integration, as a pure dedication to the Lord, can be undertaken even in the dark fortnight.

अहोरात्र वै प्रजापतिस्तस्याहेत्र प्राणो रथिरेष्व रथिः
प्राणं वा एते प्रस्कन्दिति वे जिवा रत्या संयुज्यन्ते
ब्रह्मचर्येऽः तद्यद्रात्री रत्या संयुज्यन्ते ॥ १२ ॥

Ahoratro Vai Prajapati-stasya-ahareva Prano Ratrir eva
Ratih. Pranam
Va Ete Praskandanti Ye Diva Ratya Samyujyante.
Brahmacaryam
eva Tadyadratrau Ratya Samyujyante.

A full twenty-four hours day is again the Prajapati of which the daytime is the ‘Energy-aspect’ and the night-time the ‘Matter-aspect’. Those who unite in love in the day, therefore, waste their energy while those who unite in love in the night are to be considered verily Brahmacarins.
Satan can read the Bible; he reads it and uses it for his own suicide. There are friends, erudite in their own way, who quote this Mantra and for all their excesses they claim themselves to be Brahmacarins in the true sense of the term. How far it is true we shall observe during the discussion.

We all know that the day is the unit of measure in the concept of the month, just as the month is a division of the year. We have already seen the logic of considering the year and the month in themselves to be nothing but the Prajapati and under the same argument—"the golden chain also is nothing but gold"—the day also is nothing but Prajapati. Just as we proved that fifty samples of fluid are all nothing but water by testing in the laboratory and finding every sample on analysis to be only Hydrogen and Oxygen, so too, here also, Pippalada shows that the 24-hours-day is also Prajapati because in it also there are the Sun and the Moon-aspects. The daytime is the 'energy-aspect' and the night time the 'matter-aspect'.

Because a Rishi says that the day is dedicated to energy and night is presided over by matter, the students of Vedanta are not expected to accept the statement pocketing their own intellectual doubts. The Rishi knows that perfect intellectual democracy is the tradition of Vedantic thoughts, and so he hastens to point out to us how and why the Sāstra states that the day is dedicated to energy.

A vivid subjective test for this is possible. And, since the Rishi is addressing his discourses mainly to persons who have faced the Cṛṣṭha life, the life of the Householder, he is giving a physiological fact which must certainly be within the penumbra of the students' own personal experience. He says that the conjugal relationship during the daytime exhausts the partners much more than such a mischief when done behind the Sun! Even the modern medical science should accept this as a fact. From this observation he tries to give an inkling of what he meant by the statements, "The day is Prana and the night indeed is matter". After his observation, as a digression the great Rishi talks over the shoulders of the disciples, to the world of

---

1 We have already described this idea more elaborately in Brahma, 6.
householders, with a declaration that to mate at night is relatively Brahmacarya itself.

But alas, our bookworm Pundits who have learnt Vedanta through dictionaries and encyclopaedias, mistake the whole import of the statement and misuse it to annihilate themselves. By this statement Pippalada is not pulling down the Temple of Vedanta. He only means that those who must,—that is, those who by their temperaments and due to circumstances cannot avoid perpetrating this ‘crime’—may as well be advised to go through the inevitable process at a less harmful period of time and in a relatively healthier conditions of behaviour. Certainly, Vedanta advises and upholds only the perfect Brahmacarya. There is no compromise to it at all. This is only a relatively true statement; if you must kill your dog, do it with a quick bullet shot directly at his heart; this advice should not mean that every dog is to be shot.

अद्वैत वेदां प्रजापतिः कथाः प्रजायन्ति इति ॥ १४ ॥


Annam Vai Prajapatis Tato Ha Vai Tad-syedas
Tasmad-imah Prajah Prajayanta Iti.

Food is indeed Prajapati; from that indeed proceeds the seed-fluid in man; from that all these creatures are born.

Just to recapitulate we may go through all the stages through which the Prajapati himself has seemingly changed to become the pluralistic world. First he became matter and energy, then he as Time, changed himself into the various conceptional denominations as year, month, day, etc., and day by day things grow in the world and matter ripens to become food. Living creatures eat the food, and from the essence of food the seeds of the species are generated. From the seeds the fresh generation rises up. So the master concludes, “All these creatures are thus born”; for, if you remember well, the question of the disciple
was, "Venerable master, whence are these creatures born?"

It is significant here to note that the day which is nothing but Prajapati produces food and so food is also Prajapati. Food produces the seminal fluid which, naturally, must be nothing but Prajapati. And when it causes the creation of the next generation, each new born is, again, nothing but Prajapati. Therefore, my father was Prajapati, who ate Prajapati, secreted Prajapati, impregnated Prajapati and the son Prajapati was born as me. But the tragedy is that I do not realise that I am Prajapati!!

Therefore, though the great Rishi has seemingly given an almost air-tight and convincing scheme to show how from the Creator the world has come to be, when the whole picture is brought to our understanding we find that the Master has not thereby deviated, even by an iota, from the great Eternal Truth which he has realised in himself. He mainly declares that the creation is but a delusion of the mind and there is nothing that has really risen up from the Eternal Reality.

तथे हृ तद्यज्ञापतिवतं चरणिते मिथुनमुख्यायन्ते।
तेषामेवेप ब्रह्मलोको येषां तपो ब्रह्मचर्य येषु सत्यं प्रतीष्ठितम्।

II 15 II

_Tad-ye Ha Vai Tat-Prajapativrata_
_Caranti Te Mithunam-uptadayante._
_Teshan-eva-esha Brahmaloko Yesham_
_Tapo Brahmacaryam Yeshu Satyam_
_Pratishthitam._

Thus, therefore, those who observe this rule of Prajapati produce a pair. To them alone is the Brahma Loka in whom penance, celibacy and truth abide.

Licentiousness in sex indulgence has never depraved any species in the kingdom of creatures so much as the man of today. All round the Globe, irrespective of the geographical conditions, cultural heritage and physiological needs there is such an excess
of over-indulgence in sex contacts, that the whole world is grumbling now under the heavy burden of its own over-population. At this time the world health organisations and great thinkers have started to talk in terms of restraint and self-control—more as an economic urgency rather than as a cultural necessity. Their efforts are now more at the prevention of children rather than at the denial of the act—a perversion declaring the detestable ugliness of the very material culture.

And at such a time it is a refreshing surprise to find the so-called antiquated Masters of our timeless scriptures prescribing self-control to householders, not merely as a passing convenience to keep a healthy Dollar-Rupee relationship but as an unavoidable rule of life to maintain man at a certain cultural par. Those householders, especially those who are daily meditating upon the first chapter of this Upanishad, on the lines indicated, cannot produce more than a pair of children: a boy and a daughter. This would certainly read as almost Tapascarya we in our present times when, especially among the Hindus, the average is a pleasant eight to ten children per father and mother!

"To such men of healthy moral habits, self-controlled living and self-expanding meditations," the Upanishad says, "the Brahma Loka is reserved." In this connection, in the grosser meaning of the Brahma we need not go into the technical meaning of the Brahma Loka to be the supra-mental or supraconscious plane considered as a world of its own, but we can take it to mean a happy social and economic scheme of living in the world here below.

It is clearly stated here that by such a scheme of living, the Heaven can be brought down into the world, if man were to live in celibacy (Brahmacarya), self-control (Tapas) and truthfulness (Satyan), contributing his own little share, if not, in heightening the social joys of the world but at least, in not contributing deliberately to the social sorrow, through over-breeding. Over-breeding brings at the doors of the era unwanted children to rot, and to grow into a community of criminals, uneducated and untrained, and, in fact, they become mere mouths to be fed. Such a population is, in fact, the greatest liability on any generation and to eliminate them nature
will have to ferment now and then a war. The Malthusian
theory of population will have then to work itself out through
blood, sweat and toil, pestilence and famine, drought and floods,
disease and death.

तेपासों विरो अहरोको न येषु
जिहम्युति न माया चेति ॥ १६ ॥

Teshan-asan Vrjaja Brahma-loko Na
Yeshu Jimham-aortam Na Maya Ca-iti

That pure Brahma Loka belongs to them only in whom there is no deceit
or dissimulation. The scriptures declare here that evolution can be really
progressive only in those who have given up all the negativities in them:
such as deceit, falsehood or dissimulation.

Deceit is a declaration of the physical cowardice in the
individual, born, in fact, out of a mental crookedness; and
crookedness of the mind is an ugliness it has come to gain for
itself because of the unhealthy ways of life the flesh has adopted
to itself in its transactions with the outer world-of-objects.
Deceit includes an incorporated falsehood. Falsehood does,
indeed, impoverish man of all his capacity to execute and to
achieve. This idea is often forgotten and never taken into
consideration when the Bazaar-rich cries that “honesty will
ruin my business these days”.

Personally I have myself discussed this idea of truthfulness
with some thousands of people whom I know intimately at
close quarters. Eighty per cent of them admit the glory of
honesty, but they complain their incapacity to put it into practice
either because of some obvious mental inability or some imagined
pressure of circumstances! If only these people would understand
the mental losses accrued in telling lies they would certainly
stop this ruinous and suicidal habit.

To tell a lie is to express differently from what you actually
feel. Sri Sankaracharya defines truthfulness as speaking words
which are entirely in consonance with what the speaker thinks both in its import and suggestiveness. Thus to think in one way and to express it differently would be a lie.

You will wonder why so much of emphasis is placed in all the religions of the world upon honesty and truthfulness. A little closer examination of what happens in our mind before we tell a lie would be sufficient to make us understand how far we are sacrificing ourselves in telling lies.

Supposing I want leave of absence to go with my friends for a week-end. I go to the office and ask the officer in charge for a day’s leave, but I am perfectly sure that he will not give me the leave if I tell him the honest purpose. So, naturally, I have to tell such a big story that it must produce sufficient sympathy in the officer to sanction me immediately my leave. Thus, I type out a leave application saying either, “I am not well,” or “my child is not well,” or “my mother is seriously ill”. Now, the officer calls me and, perhaps, he feels moved and enquires, “Is your mother seriously ill: What is she suffering from?”

In your honest mind immediately the answer comes out, even as you hear the question, “My mother is perfectly alright. She is not suffering from anything”. But in your own mind you also feel that to say so would be to get a rebuff and not a leave of absence, and so you say, “Yes, my mother is seriously ill; oh! it is one of those old age diseases”.

These two sets of thinking in fact mutually negate each other and produce what is psychologically called a self-cancellation-of-thoughts. This impoverishes the mental power in willing efficiently. For, even when you deliberately think such a thought as, “I must win,” or, “I must succeed,” the habit of the mind to entertain self-cancelling thoughts at once produces an irresistible flow of negative thoughts, which negate your own determination. Irresistibly the thoughts such as “I will never succeed,” or “I will never win” rise up in your mind to sabotage your own previous strength of will. Thus, we become impoverished in our thought-power (Samkalpa Sakti). This is the simple reason why the spiritualists insist that honesty must be pursued with a deliberate insistence amounting almost
to a religious fanaticism.

Combining the previous Brahmana along with this, we have in them a perfect scheme of living, in which spiritual progress can be guaranteed. Regular meditation, intelligent self-control, spirit of truthfulness and avoidance of crookedness, falsehood and hypocrisy these are sure to take any spiritual seeker, stage by stage, up the ladder of evolution.

The bliss of perfection is the destiny of the few; it is not an accidental luck of the hypocrite or the deceitful. In Truth, truly, therefore, there is no compromise!!

HERE ENDS THE FIRST PRASNA
In the earlier chapter the Rishi established that the pluralistic world of things and beings have all risen up from Prajapati, the Creator. In this connection we were given all the details regarding the exact sequence in which the various manifestations have come to pass. It has been said that energy or Prana is the consumer of matter and also it has been explained how exactly it consumes the outer world of matter.

But the Sastra has not explained how the Prana is acting within the body. In order to explain the phenomenon, this chapter has been opened, enquiring into what are the chief activities in the body through which the individual comes to gain the endless experiences from moment to moment, the sum total of which is called life. As we said earlier, life is a series of experiences and nobody can avoid them even for a second. In order to gain these experiences we have our Instruments of Knowledge in the sense organs and the Instruments of Action in the body. These are fully and efficiently supported by our mind and intellect.

The student is here enquiring now what exactly are the phenomenal factors or the presiding deities in the physical structure?

अथ हैनं सर्वें वैदेहम् प्रभवः
भगवतन्त्रयेव देवं प्रजां विधायते
कतरं एतप्रकाशयते कं पुनर्षां दर्शिद् इति ॥ १ ॥

Aitha Hainam Bhargavo Vaidarbhih Papracta
Bhagavan Katyeva Devah Prajam Vidharayante?
Katarä Etat Prakasyante? Kah Punaresham
Varishhha? Iti ॥ (1)
Then the son of Vaidharbha, Bhargava, questioned the master: "Oh Bhagavan, how many factors (Devas) support the living being? Which of them enlightens this? Again who among them is the greatest?"

The question has deep implications. The first question was mainly about the entire world-of-objects including ourselves, while this particular question enquires into the story of how the individual reacts with the world outside and what are the instruments by which he comes to his reactions.

As we analyse the entire pattern of the text-book we will find that the questions deal with the outermost world at first and in stages, slowly and steadily, they, in their general treatment, turn more and more inwardly towards the "subject". Thus, the first question was about the world-of-objects, and now by the second question the student is enquiring the construction of the physical structure and its maintenance.

In the question, the word Deva means only that factor which enlightens and, therefore, the question means to enquire as to what are the Instruments of Knowledge or illumination in this physical body. Naturally, the question is upon the different Sense-organs of Knowledge. But one may wonder why the disciple put the question in this fashion, "How many Devas support the creature?"

It is a scientific fact well-known to all educated students of that age that the body of a creature cannot exist if the sense organs do not function in it. We may have a blind man living; we may meet with a man both blind and deaf; it is indeed very rare that we meet with one who is blind, deaf and dumb. It is sure that an individual will not live if he be without sight, hearing, speech and the power of smelling!! Never can a body exist for long when it has lost more than three of its sense-perceptions.

Therefore, the question is perfectly intelligent and extremely sane when it asks as to who all are the Devas that support the body. The body cannot exist without the sense-organs. There is a reason for it. The ego-centric concept has entered a physical form to gain its experiences from the outer world of circumstances. The inlets for the flow of experience to the ego are the five sense-organs.
Thus, if the five sense-organs are not functioning the ego-centre cannot gain by that incarnation any experience for itself, and so, it should necessarily leave that body and seek yet another instrument for its mission. But having come here we in our preoccupation with our life misunderstand ourselves and we run after meaningless purposes and useless activities. Thus, the materialistic world of today cannot easily understand this stanza; while to the spiritualists of the Vedic period this was quite obvious and clear!!

Merely because there is an aperture on the two sides of the noses called the eyes, we cannot say that it is these dotted white-balls that are seeing the forms in the outer world. Even the medical science admits that it is the nerve centre in the brain that actually recognises the form. The eye-balls with their lens, iris, etc., are but instruments of seeing the forms, which are in the outer world of objects. But there is a Seer, an Intelligent Principle, behind the instruments of seeing to make it possible for the outer object to become the knowledge of form. It is this correct understanding in the intelligent disciple that makes him enquire: “What Devatas exactly enlighten the instruments?”

It is obvious that each of the instruments is so made as to illumine or perceive only a given type of objects; and so each must have a distinctly different controller blessing it.

And yet, a supreme observer must be from within synchronising the various sub-station-observations into a whole, for, everyone of us is gaining ourselves a total knowledge of all the properties of every object. Thus, when I attend a worship (Pooja) I see the forms of the objects reported through the eyes, hear the noises reported through the ears, get a smell of the objects as reported by the nose, feel the soft touch of the flowers as reported by the skin, and get a taste of the Prasad as reported by the tongue. I get besides these different items of reports, also a total concept of all these put together which is called my experience of the Pooja. Therefore, there must be a Superior Observer who in himself gathers all observations from the different outposts and comes to experience the totality of it all. The student here is enquiring for that one great Experiencer by this question, “Who among them is the greatest?”
Tasmāi Sa Hovaca-akaso Ha Va Esa
Devo Vayur-agnit-apah Prithivi Vak-
manas-Caksuh Stotram Ca. Te Prakasya
abhivadanti Vayam-etat-banam-
avastabya Vidharayamah

He replied, “These Devas are verily the Ether, Air, Fire, Water, Earth, Speech, Mind, Eye and the Ear. They, manifesting their glory, quarrelled among themselves and said, “We hold together and support this body”.

The Rishi is explaining now one by one the questions. He has in detail explained that the Factors that support the body are the Instruments-of-knowledge and the Instruments-of-action presided over by the mind. Now he hints at the fact that these instruments are all governed by the five great Elements.

The modern mentality in us,—trained in and developed out of a foreign scheme of education, thrust upon us by circumstances,—has made us today an ugly caricature of what we were before. We are today neither Indian nor European in our culture. We know nothing: neither of the past nor of the present. We are, in fact, culturally today orphans with neither a mother-tongue nor a father-spirit. As such in our own depravity and cultural bankruptcy we may not be able to appreciate the pattern of the Rishi-thoughts. The idea is pregnant with suggestions well-known to every seeker at the time of the Upanishad. We will go into the details and try to understand them at least a little.

Any professor in the College would affirm that “sound cannot be created without space”. Sound can be produced and relayed only when there is some space or ether. Now,
without sound, our ears would have been only a meaningless pair of holes, unnecessary for us, and, perhaps, they would serve only as hooks to hold our old-age spectacles! Because we cannot hear the outside sounds when the ear-holes are closed, and we can hear them when they are reopened, we infer that we are perceiving the sound because of these two holes. The great Rishis of old, in their technical language, thus came to express this idea as “the ear is presided over by the Devata, called Dik,” Quarters, meaning space.

Similarly, if there are no forms in the outer world to be cognized by the eyes, the slit-openings on the two sides of the nose would have no meaning to us. The eyes, however, can illumine only its own objects: the forms and colour. But at the same time it is not sufficient that the eyes are in front of the objects. In the room there may be hundreds of bundles of hundred-rupee-notes, and yet, you, the poorest of the poor, starving and dying, will be sitting in the very same dark room, weeping for some small change to purchase some food. The ‘object’ is in front of you, and your eyes are wide open, and yet, the eyes cannot illumine the objects because the room is dark. Thus, the eyes can function only in a medium of light. In the language of the Rishis they declared, “the eyes are presided over by the Sun,” meaning the Source of all Light.

Similarly, when we analyse we find that there is indeed a great connection between the sense-organs-of-knowledge and the organs-of-action in us, and the five Great Elements. It is in this sense that the Master answers here that the Devas governing and controlling the five organs of knowledge-and-action are the five Great Elements.

The next question of the disciple is to enquire as to who illumines these various sense-organs and also who among them is the greatest. Both these questions can be answered in one and the same breath. The teacher could have said that such and such a definite Power is the greatest. Instead, he is employing here the technique of story-telling. This technique is absolutely necessary to serve as a psychological treatment for the probable intellectual vanity in the student, in which he may otherwise revolt and refuse to accept a flat statement from
the Guru when he indicates directly the Power that is the Supreme. In order to avoid this intellectual rub the teacher is employing the technique of story-telling.

He says that once upon a time these various organs among themselves had a great controversy as to who among them was the greatest, and all the sense-organs cried together that, "we hold the body politic in our combined grace". There was in each one of them a large dose of personal vanity and self-congratulatory conceit. They could not understand that there was some Power greater than them all, but for whom they would all have no strength at all.

तान्विष्ठ: प्राण उवाच ।
मा मोहम्बापध्यामेवंतरपृष्ठांसानं
प्रविष्ठम्यैवत्राणम्यक्रमणोऽविधायमीति;
तेऽश्रद्धाधानां बभूवः ॥ ३ ॥

_Tan Varishtah Prana Uvaca. Ma Mohammed apadyatha Aham-evu-etat-pancadha-
atmanam Pravibhajya-etad-banam-
avastabhya Vidharayami-iti; Te
Ashraddadhana B abhauvah._

Prana, the greatest of them said, "Be not lost in delusion; I alone, dividing myself five-fold, support this body and keep it going".

When, as we found earlier, the organs of action-and-knowledge quarrelled among themselves and each cried that he is the most important factor in the body politic, Prana quietly comes forward in this Brähmana, with a self-confidence born out of his own sense of unquestionable superiority, and advises all others. He characterises all as 'deluded'. Their pathetic self-arrogation has risen up from their vanity and the consequent sense of self-importance. The _Brähmana_ here informs them
that he alone is the strength and power which they are manifesting, and he alone is the Vital Factor in the body. Prana dividing himself into five distinct channels of activity, feeds them all in their functioning and maintains the individual actively living through his experiences of life.

Sobhimanait-Urddhvaam-ukramata Evi;
Tasmin-ukramati-atha-itare Sarva
Eva-ukramante, Tasmins-Ca Pratishthananc
Sarva Eva Pratishtante. Tadyatha
Makshika Madhukara-rajnam-ukramantam
Sarva Eva-ukramante,
Tasmims-ca Pratishthananc Sarva Eva
Pratisithante, Evam Vang-manas-chakshus-
srotam Ca Te Precitah Stuvanti

They did not believe: the Principal Prana got irritated, and seemed as it were, to go out from the body. When the Prana got up to depart all others immediately had to get up too, and when it remained in its place all the others remained . . . just as when the Queen-bee leaves all the bees leave the hive and they return to it when she returns . . . and the mind, speech, eye, ear and the rest being pleased praised the Prana.

Anyone suffering from extreme ego-centric vanity can never
understand or appreciate any Truth about himself unless he gets a bitter experience from personal circumstances. The Prana understanding the truth that the Indriyas are vain showed them his own greatness by moving out of the body. In fact, the Prana cannot afford to leave the body, for, if the Prana leaves the body the whole problem becomes at once solved! Hence Sruti is careful in explaining that "the prana got up as though to leave the body".

Even when the "Prana got up as though going," all other Indriyas in the body fainted and when the Prana took back the reins of office again all the Indriyas started functioning as before. Thus, when they subjectively experienced the importance of the Prana they surrendered themselves to glorify the Prana that he is greater than all of them individually and collectively.

Even while discussing such a drab and dry philosophical matter, in a text-book like the Upanishads, where it is a sin to use even a single extra word, the Rishis could never stand against the temptation when a very apt and suggestive analogy of beauty suggests itself to them. A typical Hindu is ever thirsty for more beauty and hungry for more rhythm.

Here, we have in this very Brahmana, a beautiful analogy to show how so many are dependent upon a single solitary Factor. The Queen-bee in the bee-hive, when according to her fancy leaves the hive, the entire population follows her immediately, and when she returns the bees also return, so too when the Prana leaves, all the centres of activity-and-knowledge become ineffectual and when the Prana takes his seat again all the centres in the body become again energized.

This story of the Revolt of the Sense-organs against the Prana's authority, and the Supreme Prana's successful strategy in crushing this revolution, is all made up by the Master only to bless his disciples. If he had declared directly that of all of them Prana is the most important, an uninitiated student would not have accepted it because, generally, we are not aware of the connection between the Prana and the Indriyas. In our hasty understanding of our own structure we feel that the Indriyas are independent of the influence of the Prana. The
story slowly and steadily provides us with all the arguments necessary and then declares that the Prana is the Supreme-most Factor in the body.

When once they got convinced of the real greatness of the Prana and of their total dependence upon the Prana for their very existence, they, the Indriyas, crowded round Him in admiration, reverence, and gratitude, and started praising the Prana.

एषो अग्नि-तपत-येरा सूर्य एष परज्यो भगवानेश वधुरो भूती भव: सदस्यस्वाभास्तं न यत्र

Esha agnis-tapat-yesa Surya Esha Parjanya-nagharan-esa Vayur-yesa Prithivi Rayir devah
Sad-asat-Ca-amritam Ca Yat.

As the fire, Prana, the life burns. As the sun, life shines. As clouds life rains. As Indra the Prana rules. It is the wind. It is the earth: it is the Moon, Devo. It is both that which has ‘form’ and that which is ‘formless’.

From this stanza onwards we have eight beautiful pieces of glorification addressed to Prana conceived as the Nucleus of all Energy (power and dynamism) both within the body and without in the Universe. A detailed study with understanding and critical enquiry of all these stanzas will give us an intuitive perception of what the Sutti means by the word Prana: certainly, it is not the atmospheric air which the living creatures breathe, in and out, through their nostrils.

By the general usage, the word has come to gather that cconnotation and we have lived and used this word so often in this particular meaning that it is not easy for us all of a sudden, to find in the same word a larger meaning or a greater import.

---

1 The story of this Revolt of the Indriyas reminds us of the dispute between the sense-organs as explained in the Brhadaranyaka Upanishad (VI—1) and also in Chandogya Upanishad (V—1).
But, all the same, if we are to understand the scriptural text properly we have to understand the word Prana as used here meaning the Energy which vitalises the matter in Life.

This total Energy, Prana is the Vital Factor behind fire, in that it makes it burn; behind the Sun, the burning orb of Light and Energy is this Divine Prana. If, Prana be thus the Sun our scientific knowledge can only but congratulate the Rishis for their vision when they say that the same Prana is the Lord of the Clouds, of the Rains and of the movement of the wind. In Sanskrit we divide the movement of air (or wind) into seven classifications on the basis of their direction and behaviour: such as Avas (आवस) ‘coming’; Pravah (प्रवह) ‘going’; Nirah (निरह) ‘whirling’ and so on.

We have already seen earlier that Prajapati himself became the Sun and the Moon, and that the Sun is Prana (Energy) and the Moon is Raja (Mother). In the light of this earlier description it becomes very obvious what it means when the Indriyas glorify the Prana as the very Vital Factor behind the Moon. In short, the stanza concludes saying that the “Prana is the truth behind all that have ‘forms’ and that are ‘formless’.”

In Vedanta they divide the entire gross world of Elements into two groups: the gross and subtle: the gross elements are fire, water and earth, and the subtle elements are the space and air. The gross elements are technically called as Murta (with form) and the subtle elements as Amurta (without forms).

अर इव रथनाभौ प्राणे सर्वं प्रतिष्ठितम् ।
ऋचो यजुः सामानिः यजः क्षत्रेऽवस्थ च ॥ ६ ॥

Ara Iva Rathanabhau Prane Sarvam Pratishthitam
Rico Yajumshi Samani Yajnah Kshatram Brahma Ca  (6)

As spokes in a wheel, in Prana (Energy) everything in the Universe is fixed. The Rik Mantras, the Yajur Veda and the songs of Sama, all Yajnas, all dynamic activities (Kshatriya) and all spiritual endeavours (Brahmana) everything rests in the Prana.
The glorification of Prana continues, unveiling His glory a little more to allow us to discover a little more of the loveliness and the irresistible charm in Nature's vitality. In the newly gained glimpse we gather one more peep into that Treasure of Beauty. We are told that the entire universe rests and maintains itself in the Prana. In the axle of the wheel are the spokes tightened. If the axle is loose, the spokes get off their tensions and thereby the rim of the wheel loses its efficiency. The entire universe of rhythm and order, of laws and regulations, is maintained in its strict nature because of the Central Vital Factor, the Prana.

Even the very knowledge of Brahma Vidya can be learnt and taught only under the unseen presidency of the Prana. If the Guru were to discuss and the Sishya were to understand, both of them can do so only under the dynamising grace of the Prana. Even, after hearing, if the student were to continue his reading Swadhyaya or reflection Manana upon the themes of Vedanta or meditate long Nididhyasana upon the great Truth—it is all possible only when the student is consistently graced by the Prana. The physical body and the intellect cannot function of themselves—they being nothing but matter—unless they are energised by the Prana.

So much so, the entire Karma khandha would have been a mere fantasy, impracticable and useless to mankind, if Prana were not functioning in the priests performing the Yajnas! Thus, no ritualism starts without invoking the Prana. Even the Sandhya Vandana and ordinary devotional prayers are undertaken only after an invocation of the Prana.

Not only for the purposes of the higher vocations of life, such as the study of scriptures, the spiritual and the ritualistic activities, but even for the establishment and maintenance of the moral and social order of a country, and to nourish the particular features of the people in the developments of their national character, Prana is essential. These ideas have been indicated by the terms Kshatriyas and Brahmans: here they do not stand for the degenerate concept of the two castes as it exists today. They stand for the active qualities of adventure and dedicated work (kshatriya) and for the nobler and subtler
qualities of the head and the heart making man see visions of perfection as the philosophers and thinkers—termed here as Brahmanas. All these Kshatriya-like activities and Brahmana-like visions are possible only when the generation is well under the grace of Prana.

प्रजापतिःकरिति गम्येन त्वमेव प्रतिज्ञायसे ।
तुम्यः प्राण प्रजास्त्रिवेश बंदृ हरित यः प्राणैः प्रतितिष्ठति

II 7 II

Prajapatis-Carasi Garbhe Tvan-eva Pratijayase
Tubhyam Prana Prajastivina Balim
Haranti Yath Pranaith Pratishthahasi

As Prajapati, the Lord of Creatures, Prana, thou alone movest in the womb as the foetus, and thou indeed art born again as the child. To thee, Oh Prana, who art always accompanied by the other Prana (Sense-organs), the creatures offer obligations.

Even in doing kirtan the great Rishis and their children never forgot the logic of what they say: there seems to be a definite and deep implication in the very style in which the thoughts in the passages have developed from stanza to stanza.

In the first stanza all the phenomenal happenings necessary for the maintenance of life on the globe have been dedicated as a grace of Prana. In the second stanza we are told that the Man’s entire self-development and cultural growth including all achievements, social, communal and political, are made possible only because of the energy contents in each man. In the third stanza, which is the thematic of our discussion now, we are told that everything that is born, in fact, is nothing but “thy own different manifestations”.

Having been thus born as a being, the Prana dwells within each form efficiently supervising over the other subsidiary

---

1 We have already examined a similar idea earlier: please refer discussions in Query No. 1, Brahmana 14. Ibid.—94.
channels of energy called the *Upa-Pranas*. And in order to  
ador the *Prana* who is thus ruling over the body through  
well-chosen and efficient ministers, the whole human structure  
wanders about, ever seeking new experiences; at each experience  
they cull a few flowers of homage, of respect and of reverence  
and bring them as an offering unto the *Prana*.  

This is one of the high-lights of beauty in this *Upanishad*.  
To declare that, as devoted lovers, the *Indriyas* are bringing  
their impressions of the external world-of-objects\(^1\) is a statement  
which is at once passionately beautiful and innately bountiful.  
A seeker who is well grounded in this noble idea can thereafter  
be considered as free to go about anywhere on the face of the  
globe, and he shall no more be deluded with the glitter of  
*Maya*; he can never be caught up by the tentacles of  
sensuousness.

All that he sees or enjoys are but offerings brought to the  
altars of the *Prana*. All sounds heard are but oblations to the  
*Prana*. All smells and touches are but adorations sung at the  
feet of the Supreme within. Whatever he, who goes out to  
face life in this continuous consciousness of a Supreme within,  
does thereafter is nothing but a glorious *Prana Pooja* only.  
*Herein is amplified the entire depth of the significance in Krishna’s*  
*advice to Arjuna “Mam Anusmara Yudhya Ca,” “remembering  
me continuously go about, Arjuna, fighting the battle of life”.*

\[\text{Deva-rama a} Sva-\text{ghita}\text{harm Pratamaa Svadha} \]
\[\text{Rishinam Caritam Satyam-athavangirasam Asi} \quad (8)\]

Thou art the best carrier to the Gods and you carry the first oblations  
to the forefathers. Thou art the true dynamic Principle behind the senses  
(*Upa-Pranas*) which are the chief factors of the body.

\(^1\) A similar hymn to *Prana* is seen in *Atharva Veda II, 4. 19*. Many happy reminiscences of this hymn are seen in *Prasnopanishad*. 
Continuing the glorification we are told how the Prana is in its fire-form (in its manifestation as fire) the carrier or the conveyer of our oblations to the World of the Manes. The Prana is the main Factor behind the sense-organs because without Prana the sense-organs cannot function independently. Bereft of the Prana the Indriyas retire from all activities and become impotent in serving the body politic. Prana is that chief Factor which through its subdivisions or assistants as it were supervises and executes the job of perception through the sense-organs.

इन्द्रस्वं भ्रा तेजसा सत्त्वद्रशिति पतितः ।
थममतङ्गिः चरित सुवर्षः सुद्योक्तविः । ॥ ९ ॥

Indras-tvam Prana Tejasas Rudro'si Parirakshita
tvam-antarikshe Carasi Suryas-tvam jyotisham Patih (9)

Oh Prana, the Lord Indra of all Energy, thou art Rudra in prowess and the Protector; thou movest in the sky, thou art the Sun, the Lord of all Life.

In this stanza we are reminded of what we have been already told in the earlier descriptions of Prana: that He is the Total Energy who is nothing other than the Sun. This verse, however, gives us one more idea that the Total Energy is himself nothing other than the non-dual Factor behind the Trinity. He himself is Indra, the Creator, Rudra, the Destroyer and Vishnu, the Protector. Indra is the presiding deity of the mind and as such he is certainly the creator, because all creative faculties become active in us only when our minds function.

वदा त्रमभिनस्येयम: भ्रा ते प्रजाः ।
आनन्दरूपत्तिः पतिः नृथाया भमघ्यातिः । ॥ १० ॥
Yada Tvam-abhiwarshasyathah imah Prana te Prajna
Anandarupas-tishthanirn Kamaya-unnam
Bhavisyati-iti

Oh Prana, when you cause the rain to shower down then these creatures of thy glory, sit delighted hoping that there will be as much food as they desire.

Even in these days of tractors and fertilizers, artificial germination and induced insemination, science has not replaced nature in the field of food production. Irrigational canals may bring distant lands under cultivation and in our annual reports we may even dare to declare our self-sufficiency and independence from natural rains! And yet, even today, we must admit that rain at the appropriate time can bless agriculture a million times more than all our scientific and artificial methods can. A true farmer's heart can dance in joy, only when the rains are pattering over his ploughed lands, amidst claps of thunder and laughing lightning! It is very well-known that a shower thrills the fields much more than the canal waters with their stagnant sterility.

As the Sun, the Prana as it has already been described, is the Lord of the clouds. It is thus, the Prana alone that in the form of rains comes down to manifest as the seedling and serves as food for creatures. When thus the rain comes the creatures of Prana sit in their farm yards and smile in optimistic joy that they will have much food. Plenty of food, even today, the modern economist would declare, causes a true prosperity, since food price determines the wages and consequently the prices in the markets.

When we analyse a little more the truth declared by the Upanishad—in small dozes along the entire length so far covered—we find that the Rishi has not budged an inch from the main Vedantic theory that all creation in the pluralistic world is but an error of perception in us. He has said that the Sun is the Prana and the Sun causes the clouds; naturally, the clouds are but the Prana in another form. He pours down as rain and produces food; food therefore is again but the Prana.
We have been already told that the creatures are nothing but Prana, since they are formed out of the essence of food, are maintained in food and they do merge back into food. Therefore Prana himself becomes the cloud-Prana, the rain-Prana, the food-Prana and makes the creature-Prana smile! The entire plurality and the various phenomenon as rain, germination, growth, harvesting, eating and growing—all are nothing but Prana in its various manifestations.


daityadbham prāṇekkūrīkta viśvasya satpatil

Vratya-twam Pranaikaraḥ-ṛtar-atta Visvasya Satpatil
Vayam-adyasya Datarh Pita Twam Matarishvanah (II)

Oh Prana, Thou art a Vratya, an unhaptised one. Thou art the sacred Fire, Ekadasi, the Conserver of everything; the good Lord of the world. We are the givers of the oblations. Oh Father of the Wind (Matarisva), we are the givers of oblations. Thou art our father.

According to Dharma Sastra all are born impure and each becomes pure after the sacred baptism, which is the purifying ritual to be gone through, especially for a Brahmin. That is to say mortals as we are, we are born imperfect; or we may say that anything that is born is imperfect—being finite. Now you and I, born impure, can be made pure either through the ritual with the help of a Pundit, or through study, through the help of a Guru, or through spiritual practices at the feet of a Yogi. But the Prana being the first born he had nobody other than himself at his time of birth so that he could not go through his own baptism.

This does not mean that the Prana is imperfect or impure. On the other hand the Sastra wants us to understand that he required no baptism since he was born so pure. Impurity starts with the perception of plurality and the consequent delusory experience that the ego-centric self-interests are set at
opposition with the others. In the case of Prana there were no such feelings and as such he was not pierced by the sins of attachment, hatred, greed, passions, cruelty, selfishness, etc.; Prana is indeed the father of the wind, since wind cannot be where the Prana is not.

या तेन तन्त्राविच्छिन्निता या श्रोत्रेः या च चक्षुपि ।
या च मनसि संतता शिरां तत् कुरु मोक्षमिः || १२ ||

Ya Te Tanur vaci Pratishthita Ya Srotra
Ya Ca Caksusi
Ya Ca Manasi Santata Sivam 'Tam
Kuru Motkrarni

Oh Prana, make auspicious thy body which abides in speech, in the ear, in the eye, and also which prevails in the mind; please do not go out.

Almost concluding the series of glorifications chanted in honour of Prana here is the stanza wherein, through a series of seemingly confusing words, an ocean of ideas is expressed which gives us a true inking as to the cultural glory of the Hindus.

The prayer is addressed by the sense-organs to the Prana: that Total Energy in the body. It is the Pranic-energy that makes it possible for the Indriyas to function. We have understood that they are nothing but instruments, and that their efficiency depends upon the quality and texture of the Energy that works through them. Here the instruments of knowledge and action are invoking the Prana with a request that He may manifest His glory in all its purity and strength through these Instruments of His expressions.

This stanza is clearly an echo of the very Peace-invocation\(^1\) with which we started the Upanishad. The request is that “May the Prana working behind our speech be pure;” meaning, may our words be auspicious—not only helpful to our own cultural purification, but may they be equally useful in

\(^1\) Ibid 29—The “Das Capite” of the Hindu Communism.
encouraging others to live a greater culture. So too "let my mind be pure," "let my eyes see nothing but purity," and "my ears come to hear nothing but auspicious things."

This is in perfect consonance with the Hindu culture. Here, more than thrusting perfections upon others as of their right, the Hindu Rishis insisted upon each individual living fully his duties and behaving himself as naturally a true Hindu. If the Prana is pure in a man, that individual’s words shall be pure, and his mind also shall naturally become pure. He whose mind has become pure, his thoughts shall be consequently pure; and to such an individual destiny shall bring nothing but auspiciousness as his experience.

Prana dividing itself into five distinct offices, does his function of dynamising the matter envelopments constituting the body. This will be gone into, in detail, in the next question. But here, according to Sri Ananda Giri’s footnotes (Teeka), Apana works in our speech, Vyana controls the ears, Prana presides over the eyes, and Samana abides in the mind.

It is also to be noted that the Indriyas are crying to the Prana not to leave them—not because of any cowardly fear but because their new-born understanding has sharpened their appetite to enjoy the flow of Prana through them during all their activities of perceptions. To them life has become a mission of service as a faithful instrument for Prana to fulfill His will divine!!

प्राणश्चेदं करो शर्म त्रिदिवे यत्रत्प्रतिषिद्धम् ।
मातेव पुञ्जानकस्व श्रीयम प्रज्ञां च विशेषी न इति

॥ १३ ॥

Pranasyedam Vase Sarvam Tridive Yat Pratishtitam
Mateva Putran Rakshasa Sriska Prajnam Ca
Vidhehi Na Iti

All this is within the control of the Prana; all that is in the Heaven is also under its control. Protect us like a mother. Give us prosperity and health.
With this Brahmana we conclude the glorification of Prana, considered as the Lord of the Total Energy in the whole universe. Please never mistake Prana for the mere atmospheric air or mere breathing. Pranayama is, in fact, fulfilled only when we come to control the Nucleus of all Energy in ourselves. For this purpose we may start our practices through the grossest of the Pranic representation, the inspiration and expiration. But ultimately Pranayama fulfils only when the entire energy contents in one’s form have been brought perfectly under one’s own control, to direct them in whatever fashion one deems fit.

Viewed thus, certainly, “all this in the Universe is established in Energy” and controlled and directed by Energy. This portion of the Rishi’s words sounds like the most modern declarations of the nuclear-scientists of our day; they also cry that matter is established, controlled and sustained by Energy. The only difference, perhaps, between the old and the new is in that, while the new is only toying with this idea without capitalising on it, the old Rishis had, with an admirable intellectual composure, employed the discovery and pursued its possibilities not in annihilating each other but in blessing the entire generations of man. Out of their knowledge they worked out the theory of “man’s ascent to Godhood”. In our modern age each discovery is employed in bringing man to a quicker and cleaner self-destruction!!

The horse-power in an engine can be invoked and it can be made either to convey us to our destination or to dash us into pieces against the wayside Electric-post. The energy that takes us to our destination and that which shatters the car into smithereens during an accident, are both one and the same. In the hands of an expert it can be directed to bless us; in the hands of a drunken fool the same blessing becomes a curse. Here, the prayer is an invocation to the mighty Energy in us, Prana, to guide us and take us to our destination straight without any wayside accidents.

“Protect us like a mother”—this is very significant. Our request is not that Prana should protect us like the Government or the Policeman, nor even like our own father. These people also do protect us but they protect us because it is their duty,
and not because of a sympathetic understanding of our needs, instinctively born out of a selfless love. Mother alone can understand the unsaid needs of the child and protect it.

Similarly, here, the prayer is that we the seekers do not ourselves know what is good for us and we invoke the Prana to bless us in what all ways we stand in need of his blessings. What we invoke is not a king-like patronising Prana ready to sanction what we ask for, but a mother-like loving Prana who will give us what we need the most.

"Give us prosperity and wisdom"—The request to Prana, the Total Energy, to provide us with prosperity is not to be construed in terms of Dollar and Sterling. This prosperity is not the Rupees-Annas-Pies wealth. Here what is meant by the term is the inner wealth of divine qualities, such as love, tolerance, mercy, kindness, etc. Without these no progress in spiritualism is ever possible, and hence this humble request.

HERE ENDS THE SECOND PRASNA
The province of enquiry which reduced itself from the extensive universe to the physical structure with its sense-organs is now again reducing itself into a more subjective field. Having understood the world-of-objects outside, the enquiry of the student was naturally about his own physical structure. While explaining the working of the sense-organs, the teacher also, with a masterly ease in the art of teaching, has consciously diverted the unconscious students’ attention to a still deeper layer of personality. He said that Indriyas are working because of the Prana and this hint sets the boys thinking about a still deeper layer in themselves, and we shall be having in this chapter a discussion on this Vital-Air-Sheath.

अथ हैौं कौसल्यशास्त्रभाषयनम् प्रश्नः
भगवनकृत् एष शानते
कथमायात्यस्मिन्द्विरी आत्मानं
वा प्रविभज्य कथं प्रतिष्ठते केनोतन्तरे
कथं बायमविधिवृ कथमध्यात्ममिति ॥ १ ॥

Athar hainam kausalyasca-asvalayanah
Papraccha. Bhagavan Kuta Esha Prano
Jayate? Katham-ayaty asmin-sarire?
Atmanam va Pravibhajya Katham
Pratisthate? Kena-ukramate?
Katham Bahyan-abhidhatte? Katham
Adhyatmam?—Iti

Then Kausalya, son of Asvala, questioned, “Oh Bhagavan! whence is this Prana come? How does it abide after it has divided itself? How does it go out? How does it support what is without and what is within the body?”
In the first two questions we had an enquiry into what is the fundamental Factor in the world-of-objects and after a critical analysis the Rishi had convinced us that it is the Creator (Prajapati) who himself has become Matter and Energy, and these dancing in each other's embrace, provide us with the vital world of plurality constituting the world-of-objects. The student having understood this much came to enquire as to what is the fundamental Factors in this very physical structure. The Sruti explains to us that the body is maintained by the sense-organs and they in their turn are made efficient because of the play of the Prana, the Energy, in the body.

The student is here, in the third question, taking up this new line of suggestion given by the Rishi—that there is the play of Prana behind the Indriyas—in making a thorough enquiry into the names, nature, functions, modes of behaviour, etc., of these vital factors in the body. But before he circumscribes his enquiry into the activities of the Pranas within the body, the student is very careful in making his knowledge thorough and, therefore, he first of all asks for the very cause of the Prana.

Causation-hunting is the main preoccupation of the fragile instrument called the Human Intellect. Indeed, the intellect should develop to its maximum, etc. it can realise its own limitations. This is obvious from our own experiences in life. The half-educated scientist would have more self-confidence and daring to pit his intellect against Nature's mighty scheme, than a matured scientist. A physics professor in his petty class-room is more fanatical than a scientist in his den of discoveries. The more we gather knowledge in a particular branch directly from Nature, the more the genius comes to despair at its own inherent inability to understand the whole. Thus, a spiritual seeker also, in the early stages of his enquiry must necessarily invest his entire intellect into the enquiry, with a blind faith in its limitless capacities, and then he will realize, that the Source of Life lies beyond the gaze of the intellect—only when he has climbed up to the pinnacle of his own 'grey-matter'.

Here we find an enthusiastic and intelligent student at the feet of the Vedantic Master making his despairing and vain attempt to understand Reality through his intellect. He is
consistently asking the same question which the scientists have been asking eternally in their laboratories, "Whence is the Prana born?" To hunt for the cause of every effect that we meet with is the only method opened for the intellect to butt in, in its attempt to conceive or understand a thing. Keeping in our view what we know of the Prana, as the Total Energy, presiding over Matter, we must realise that the student is asking what the Source of Energy is.

The question leads us to realms where Einsteins and Newtons had never dared to peep into. Modern science considers itself fulfilled when it comes to the border-lines of Energy, and it has not yet dared even to enquire still further or to investigate the Source of all Energy. Here, the Vedantic text-book starts with this very question. Seekers do not hesitate, however mighty the intellectual challenge may be, but they pursue on investigating and enquiring into the phenomenon until they reach Pure Wisdom and True Knowledge. Not only the student wants to understand the source of Energy but also he asks how exactly does this Universal Energy come to be clapped within this body?

The enquiry proceeds as to the exact method through which the main Energy in the body is itself dividing into different departments of distinct activities. Again, we see that after sometime every mortal body is deserted by the Prana, and the student here enquires also how this energising nucleus of activity happens to get divorced from the body.

In short, the question in its pregnant suggestions covers a long range of knowledge and enquiry. The full import of it will be clear to us when we go exhaustively into the answer given by the Great Master.

तस्मै स होवाचातिप्रवलान्युप्क्षिसि ।
बहिष्कोष्पीति तस्माचेः प्रवीणि ॥ २ ॥

Tasmāi Sa hovaca-atiprasnaṃ Pricchasi
Brahmishtho asi-itī Tasmat-te-aham
Bravimi
He replied: "You ask questions touching the transcendental matter. Because you are a sincere enquirer and a good practitioner in the spiritual values, I will explain it to you."

It is often the case with all enthusiasts, who reach the feet of a Master, not to realise exactly the implication of their own impulsive questions. It is then the duty of the teacher, first of all, to make the enquirer fully alive to the entire depth and the full significance of his own question. The same is done here by Pippalada. He says that your question being an enquiry into the very Source of Energy you are asking for a Factor which is not within the limited finite scope of the material Science. The question takes us to the realms beyond. If the answer were to be given the teacher will have to discuss about the Pure Consciousness, which can be comprehended only through realising a state transcending the body, mind and intellect.

Such a theme if discussed all of a sudden with a disciple who is not ripened to appreciate it would be a sheer waste of time and as such the great Scientists of Life, the Riskis, used to refuse such discussions with unfit students unripe in their understanding. This is not to be understood as an intellectual tyranny or as a spiritual 'copy-rights claim' as it is now understood, in the unseen competition and rivalry between the Brahmin and the Non-Brahmin sects in this country. The poisonous interpretation is itself the very venom of the decadence. The Riskis understood in their most tolerant and liberal views that to teach the great Truth to the unprepared students is to waste the time of both the teacher and the taught. Thus, to serve the disciples more efficiently he advised them to prepare themselves, and discussed with them about these themes only when he found that the students had become fit for the initiation.

Here Pippalada has tested the boys, and in his one year's contact with them has understood that they are well-established in their mental and intellectual qualities of concentration and diligence of pursuit, in the necessary knowledge of the primary lessons and detachment with the sense life. Truly sincere, heroically adventurous, fully discriminative, large-hearted and full of faith in the greater and diviner destiny of man, these
students proved to be the fittest seekers. And so Pippalada says, "I will explain to thee".

By this conversation Sūri is warning both the teachers and the taught against any hasty dash into spiritualism and insists upon the urgency and importance of an early Sadhana in Truthfulness, Austerity, Self-control and Faith.

आत्मन एष प्राणो जायते |
यथैव पुरुषे च्यात्मसिचेतद्वाति
मनोष्ठनात्मयात्मरिन्न शरीरे ॥ ३ ॥

Atmana Esha Prano Jayate—Yathaišha
Purushe Cehaya-etasmin-etat-attatam
Manokrtvam-ayati-asmin-sarire

This Prana is born of the Atman. As this shadow is in the man, so is the Prana in the Atman. By the action of the mind this enters into this body.

Answering the questions one by one the master readily gives this sacred thought which forms the core of the Upanishad. The very first question was from where does the Energy Prana rise up. We already know that Energy and Matter are nothing but the Hiranya Garbha, the Total Mind. Thus, the question re-stated would be as to "from where does the mind rise". The answer is given here that it is risen up from Atman or the Pure Conscious Centre in us, which is the Life Spark in each individual.

To say that something is born out of this Spiritual Centre would be a false philosophical statement since the cause will have to die away to become the effect. The gold piece must get itself destroyed in becoming the chain round your beloved's neck. The seed must perish to bring forth the tree out of itself. The mother will have to destroy her maidenliness to bring forth the child. Similarly, if the Prana were to come from the Atman it would be amounting to saying that the Supreme Reality
has destroyed itself to become the Total Mind, the Creator! And yet, the Guru was compelled to make this statement as a direct answer to this plain and pointed question.

Because of this philosophical contradiction implied in the statement, "This Prana is born out of the Atman," almost in the same breath, as it were, the Rishi is compelled to add a codicil and explain that the Prana is to the Atman what the reflection is to a person. Reflection or shadow is certainly caused because of the objects but at the same time the object is not reduced or tampered with because its shadow has emerged out of it.

Similarly, the ego-centre-concept in us, the Prana, is but the reflection of Pure Consciousness or Life, in our mind and intellect. We have already pointed out that mind is that mysterious nothing which assumes for itself a certain stature and gesture when thoughts consistently flow, one after another, in our bosom. The Pure Life in us—Consciousness or Awareness—when it works through this ‘flow-of-thoughts’ expresses itself in a ‘reflection’ (shadow) which is the ego-centric personality that we come to recognise almost always as ourselves. This ego-centre is always conditioned by the texture of our thoughts and the quality of their flow. When sad thoughts are flowing the ego—‘I’—is sad; when joyous thoughts are gliding down the avenues of the mind, Life reflected therein, the ego—‘I’—is happy and joyous. If the thoughts are criminal the ‘I’ becomes the criminal; if the thoughts are godly the ‘I’ becomes godly.

This ego-centre thus, has been created certainly out of the Atman, but at the same time the ego has not got any independent existence apart from the Divine Spark, our own Self. In the language of the Rishis, briefly stated, it becomes, "Prana is the shadow of the Atman".

When you are looking at a mirror, if the reflection grinning at you looks more like a monkey than a human being, you are only to congratulate yourself!! A reflection cannot improve upon the original; it is always a faithful reflection of the object, when the reflecting medium is plain and smooth. As such, if the ego-centre in us looks in its activity and dynamism, capabilities
and capacities, achievements and possibilities almost Divine, it is because the glorious Eternal Self is the object that is getting reflected in our mind-and-intellect equipment. While travelling in a train if you happen to consult the toilet-room mirror you may feel that your nose and ears have independent movements of their own! Looking at this wagging nose, none of us need get frightened. For, we certainly know that this movement of our nose is because of the shaking of the mirror! In fact, the reflection entirely depends upon the reflecting medium; if the mind and intellect are without dirt and steady, the reflection should be true to the original.

At the dressing table, the triple mirrors may reflect to give you a set of three different reflections of your single form sitting on the dressing stool. Because of the three distinct reflections that have been 'caused' by you, you have not lost anything! Similarly, the Pure Awareness reflecting in our mind and thereby creating the ego-centre has not destroyed Itself: as a seed the ego brings forth the Tree of Samsar.

In this Brahmaṇa we have the answer for the next question also, which was to enquire into the manner in which the Prana had come to get itself housed as an active centre within our own body. It has come to express itself in this body because of the willing or wishing or desiring, which are all activities of mind. When a cup is placed in the midday sun and some water is steadily poured into it we all know that we will have a reflection of the sun in the cup of water. Looking at that water if we are to wonder how did the sun come into the cup, the only answer we could give is that it is created by the water; and they alone understand the statement who can follow the argument; there may be some who would wonder how water can 'create' the sun! And nobody can help them!!

Water in fact, never 'created' the sun. Water in the cup has become a reflecting surface and all reflecting surfaces must reflect the objects in front of them. So too had the Atman 'created' the Prana, when the mind, a reflecting medium, came to be apparently constituted in front of it.

In this stanza you must understand that the word Prana is the Ego-centre, and not the rhythmic business of taking in
and leaving out of air. The next question which the student asked was: how the Ego-centre gets its work done through the various Energy Sub-stations, Upa-Pranas, located throughout the domain of the body. The following Brahmaṇa explains this and gives us an idea of the entire scheme of activity within.

Yatha Samrad-eva-adhikram Vinipunjte
Etam Gramam-etan Graman-adhiritthasva
itti-evam eva-esha Prana iharan Pranan
Prthak-prthag-evam Samriddhatve

Yathā Samrad-eva-adhikrān Viniyunjte
Etam Gramam-etaṃ Graman-adhiritthasva
itti-evam eva-esha Prana iharan Pranan
Prthak-prthag-eva Samriddhatte

As the king appoints his officers saying to them, "Reside here and govern these villages", so does the Ego (Prana) dispose the other assistant Pranas, each for its separate department of activity.

The nucleus of all activities and energy in the body is the Ego-centre (Abhanka), which gets its work done by Upa-P., just as the Emperor or the Chief Minister gets his work done through the other ministers, and each one of the ministers in his turn gets his work accomplished through various departments of activity located at different provinces.

The main activities of the body together constitute what is generally known as the activities of the living man, and they can all be classified under five different categories. It is to show these categories that we have here the discussion started. In this chapter we will be getting a description of the various Pranas and their respective allocation of duties.

As the King appoints his own Governors and Collectors in the various provinces of his dominion to administer the allotted subdivisions of districts, so also, here the ego-centre is distributing its work to the various Upa-Pranas. Each Prana
has got its own definite jurisdiction and, its department works strictly obedient to a sacred law. Each department permanently functions from its headquarters fixed at a definite point in the body.

From the analogy we must also note that the officers who are looking after their duties and administering the areas allocated to their jurisdiction do not act for the sake of themselves but for the glory of the King or the State. Similarly, here, the Upa-Pranas are functioning in the various provinces of the body, to contribute the maximum to the total Exchequer of experiences gained by the ego-centre, the Chief Prana.

पायुपथ्येपानं चढ़ुःश्रोत्रे मुखनासिकायां प्राणः
स्वयं प्रतिशते मध्ये तु समानः । एष होतदुहातचं
समं नयति तस्मादेता: समार्थ्यो भवति ॥ ५ ॥

Payu-upasthe-apanam, Caksuh-srotre Mukhu
nasikabhyam Pranah Swayam Pratisthate, Madhye
Tv Samanah—Esha-kirtad-dhunam-amam Samam
Nayati, Tasmad-ctah Sapta-archisho Bhavanti

The Apana dwells in the organs of excretion and procreation; and the Prana abides in the eye, ear, mouth and nose. In the middle this Samana functions distributing the food equally, and the seven flames are fed from it.

Here the Rishi is giving a list of the names of the different Prana-officers and the location of their individual ‘district headquarters,’ which together gives us a definite hint as to their respective functions.

The Apana resides in the organs-of-action for ejecting out things from the body and, naturally, it works mainly in the pelvic region. Its main fields of activity are at the anus and in the reproductory canal. The Prana functions in the face, mainly in the eyes, ears and the nose, and it is mainly responsible for the instruments-of-knowledge functioning with efficiency and
effectiveness.

Thus in the upper extremity the Prana functions, and in the lower portion the Apana is active. In the area between these two provinces, mainly constituted by the belly, we have the Samana which functions in digesting the food materials swallowed down, and in distributing the nutritious essence equally and efficiently to all parts of the body. If any part of the body is particularly over-worked it is the duty of the Samana to see that food is rushed to that area and in this Samana is much more efficient than any of the known Food Departments that are working now in the modern world States!

In our world today if any minister or officer, were to carry out his allotted duties as per the ‘standing orders,’ he is considered to be very efficient and he is often congratulated. But the tradition in the body politic is something different. Merely fulfilling one’s allotted duties is not in itself sufficient. An officer can be considered efficient only when he, in executing his own departmental obligations, produces thereby something to the total State in terms of a greater national welfare and a greater happiness to the people. This is clearly indicated here when the Rishis say that as a result of the untiring activities of the Samana, "the seven flames proceed from it".

Passages like these without commentaries would read as antiquated and meaningless thoughts which need restatements. The ‘seven-flames’¹ meant here are the seven main holes in a man’s head; two ears, two eyes, two nostrils and the mouth. Through each one of them, as it were, a peculiar kind of a special light shoots out which can illumine only one particular type of sense-objects in the world. Thus, with the eyes we can illumine only the ‘forms’ in things. A deaf man can only see the musician’s mouth folding in contortions but cannot hear even a single note; the ears can illumine only sound. You may see it, and even hear a hundred times the name of cake (laddu), and yet, you will not know the taste of it, for, taste can be recognised only by that ‘beam of light’ that emerges from the tongue.

¹ Refer Swamiji’s Discourses on Mundakopanishad. 2–1. 8.
To consider these powers of perception as “seven flames emerging through the seven holes” in the cranium is so poetic in expression and so scientific in statement, that it denies any extra commentary.

हृदि ढोप आत्मा | अशैतनेकशतं नानानां
तासां शतं शतमेककश्या द्वासपतिनिद्वापतिति:
प्रतिशाखानाडीसहस्राणि महत्मायायु व्यान्त्यारति।

Hrūdi hyesa Atma—Atraitad-ekasatam Nadinam
Tasam Satam-ekaikasyam Dvasaptatir-dvasaptatih
Prati-sakha-nadisahasram Bhavanii-asu Vyanash–Carati.

This *Atman* is in the heart. There, they are a hundred and one ‘Nerves’. Each of them has a hundred branches. Again, every one of these has seventy-two thousand sub-branches. In these *Vyanas* moves.

The word *Atman* is used here in this *Brahmana* not in the sense of the Supreme Reality, which, being the All-pervading Factor, cannot be localised at a particular point in the body.

Here the word *Atman* is used to denote the ego-centre. The Supreme Consciousness conditioned by the mind, intellect and body is called the ego-centre. In this *Brahmana* the Teacher is suddenly changing the topic as though for a new discussion; but this is only an apparent change; he is only using a new terminology. So far we were having a discussion of the *Prana* in us dividing itself into the five departments of office. All of a sudden here we have a statement, “this *Atman* is in the heart”. Naturally, what the *Rishi* means is, “this *Prana* resides in the heart”.

If the ego-centre itself is the *Prana* why should the teacher all of a sudden change the terminology? In this we have really a great technique of teaching worked out so as to hold
the attention of the students continuously towards the discourse. This in itself, is the fine art in teaching. The Rishis always exhibit a creditable mastery over this benevolent art of teaching. At such a psychological moment by using a different terminology he is not only checking up whether all the students are fully following him or not, but also providing an occasion for the students themselves to gather their wandering minds back again to the main topic and sharpen their attention a little more.

Here, the word ‘heart’ is used not in the sense of the physical organism thudding in our bosom on the left side of the chest. The term ‘heart’ denotes only the ‘mind’. Pure Consciousness reflected in the mind is the ego-centre, and to say that the ego is in the ‘heart’ is as much true as to say that my face is in the mirror.

The Brahmana goes on to inform us that from this ‘heart’ hundred and one ‘nerves’ branch off. We have already seen that the ‘heart’ is the mind; mind is the subtle sheath made up of our thoughts. Therefore, the nerves that are merging out of it cannot be the same as the nerves of the doctor’s conception. ‘Nerves’ here (nadi’s) are subtler than the finest capillaries in the blood circulation system in the body and they can be with better propriety described as ‘astral tubes’.

Thus, from the mind hundred and one different ‘astral tubes’ emerge out and each one of these primary ‘nerves’ (mukya) divides into hundred sub-divisions (Sakha Nadi’s) forming among themselves ten thousand one hundred secondary-nadi’s. Now each one of these secondary-nadi’s still multiplies into seventy-two thousand branches, thus forming together a system of seventy-two crores seventy-two lakhs ten thousand two hundred and one in all (72,72,10,201).

The idea of any factor, which is in itself as subtle as thought, to be divided so minutely as to form over seventy-two crores is a conception which has not yet been equalled even in these days of electronic-microscopes. Today magnifying a thing one or one and a half lakhs times is considered to be a stupendous achievement of the brave new world.

In this network of ‘astral tubes’ we are told that the Vyana Sakti moves like a permanent cyclone round the structure of
man. Among many other functions of Vyana, one is to set the circulation of blood always on the move even in the minutest capillary where the red and the white corpuscles will have to be all the time on the move.

अथैकवोध्वे उदानः पुण्येन पुण्यं लोकं नयति ||
पापेन पप्पुमाय्यायेव मनुष्यलोकम् || ७ ||

Atha-ekaya-urdhva Udanaḥ Puyena
Punyam Lokam Nayai
Papena Papam ubhabhyam-eva
Manushya-lokam

Again, through one special ‘nerve,’ Udana ascending leads us upward to the virtuous world by good work, and carries us to the lower worlds, by sinful acts, and takes us to the world of men, when sin and virtue are mixed.

Udana is the last of the officers appointed by the ego in order to do a special function for the body politic and this department is located in one of the nadiḥ called in the Yoga Sastra as ‘Sushumna.’ Since Vedantic literature is not very much concerned with this method of developing the human personalities here the Rishi is not expounding the theory completely. He only mentions that Udana goes up, “through one special Nerve”.

The function of Udana in the Government of the body is something like the “Minister for Transport”. It is Udana that provides the fuel or the motive force for the subtle body to move out of the physical structure at the moment of its death towards its next field of activity. We had earlier discussed upon how the Udana conducts the ego, and we need not go into it again here. However, the mind with intellect, when once divorced from the physical body, released from its cage, becomes free to move anywhere it thinks.

1 Refer Maitri Upanishad 6-21.
For example, we, sitting here in our seats, can send our thoughts to our homes or to any distant place which we had experienced before. As soon as we think of a place, our thoughts, as it were, reach those points, but, unfortunately, we remain here, because thoughts cannot lift our matter envelopment. Once, therefore, when the thoughts get completely released from the body, since they have no gross weight, they must reach that which they happen to think.

Thus, at the time of death as a perfect resultant of all the different kinds of thoughts and motives that we have been entertaining during the past, our mind thinks of a fit world and it being nothing but a flock of swift-winged thoughts, it reaches that arena. The motive force by which the thought thus reaches its object-of-thinking is provided by the Udana-power in us.

It cannot be any exaggeration, if we understand it properly, to say that Udana is the ‘cultural resultant’ gained during our mental life. If our thoughts all through our life, were low and gross propelled by animal instincts, selfish wishes and low motives, certainly, the resultant would be a pull on the mind to move towards such an animal life, and the Sastra says that it is the Udana that will lead us then to the lower realms of the animal life desired by us.

If, on the other hand, our thoughts were higher and nobler, then the consequent greatness of culture in us would be as it were pulling us towards the higher planes of greater evolutionary status and existence. If one from boyhood onwards had been meditating upon criminality then for all the tuitions and education the father may squander upon him, he cannot become an honest and cultured citizen; he by his thoughts has chalked out for himself a successful career as a prison-bird.

Man has been given the licence to make or to unmake himself. This is the glory that has come to us because we have been provided with the “power of discrimination,” which neither the animal nor the plant life has got. The lions must necessarily kill the deer, because, to kill is an instinct with them. A tree must unconsciously shelter everyone under its branches, not because it is very hospitable, but it is incapable of doing
anything other than what it has been appointed to do. In those lower strata of existence life seems to be governed by only the Law of self-preservation instinct. But coming to the status of man, because he has been provided with his 'power of discrimination,' he is no more a victim of his instincts but he can, if he wants, rise above the low animal tendencies and come to claim a perfect mastery over himself. If a man has got thus this special privilege it is accompanied by some special duties also. Thus, his life is not to be lived merely upon the Principles of Self-preservation but he must build his life upon the Principles of Preserving the Self.

Here it is said the Udana lifts the ego-centre wrapped up in the subtle-body to the greater worlds of a greater happiness or to the lower worlds of a graver sorrow, according to the balance sheet declared by the mind-and-intellect at the time of its quitting its present physical body. When the tendencies are almost equal and opposite, and, therefore, the 'balance' almost nil, the individual is given another lease to live in the very world as a human being to make or to unmake himself. This principle governing the Law of Reincarnation has been just hinted at here, because, an exhaustive thesis upon it was not necessary in those days when the teacher taught the students who were already well-versed in these preliminaries.

आदित्यो हि वै भाषा: प्राण उद्यतेषा
हृदेन चाँद्रं प्राणमनुग्रहान: || पृथिव्यां या
देवता संसा पुरुषस्यापिनमविद्व्यंतरा
यद्दकाश: स समानो वायुव्यान: || 8 ||

Adityo ha vai Bahyah Prana Udayati-eshah
Hi-enam Caksusham Pranam-anugrthinkah
Prithivyam Ya Devata Sa-eshah Purushasya
apanam-avashtabhya-antara Ya-akasah
Sa Samano Vayurvyanah (8)
The Sun is verily the Cosmic Prana. He rises blessing the Prana in the eye. The Goddess of Earth attracts or controls the Apana towards Her. The space between the Earth and the Sun is the Samana. The wind is the Vyan.

We had already noticed in an earlier discussion in explaining the Vaisvanara¹ that the individual himself, projected and magnified, is the total. The Microcosm (Vyashit) is the Macrocosm (Samashti). As such there must be in the outer world of totality, points representing our own inner personalities and the activities within us. Here in this Brahmana Pippalada suggests points in the Cosmic where we can see the same Pranic forces that are functioning in us, enlarged and extended.

Hercin we have a typical example of an Upasana, a technique of self-integration, which was very much prevalent in the Vedic Period. Upasana is a method by which we seek to see an idea with a greater message upon an ideal, comparatively gross and seemingly insignificant. Subjectively, the Rishis have indicated to us the various Centres of Activities within our structure in terms of the five Pranic headquarters. In the outer world we know the various objects of the phenomenal world, and yet, until we are instructed we do not see in the outer world a replica of our own inner existence.

To indicate to the students this relationship between the inner and the outer, and to train seekers to discover for themselves the inner world splashed out on the map of the total Cosmic Form, are a method of Upasana advocated by the Rishis and pursued liberally by all spiritual aspirants of that era. In fact, the word Bhakti is never used in the entire literature of the Vedas. And yet, the glory of Vyasa is in that, through his Puranas, he has rewritten for us the technique of Upasana in the language of Bhakti upon the leaves of our love-emotions, with tears of joy flowing from our own hearts.

Upasana or Bhakti is an unavoidable staff in the hands of every seeker trekking the Path of Truth to the pinnacles of Self-experience. As such we find that however short an Upanishad may be, more than a third of its contents is spent in advising some Upasana methods. The idea seems to be as it suggests to

every intelligent reader, that even while one has come to the higher stage of Philosophic contemplation and samadhi practices one cannot afford to leave Upasana totally. Your grandfather even at the ripe age of seventy-two before shaving sharpened daily his twenty-six-years-old faithful razor!! He was very wise.

To keep the mind and intellect trim and steady, Upasana is the method and, however established one may be in Truth Consciousness, conscious abhyas of some type or other cannot be totally avoided. Those who cry down this truth are only ‘educated illiterates’ in the Vedic Literature. Veda being the Science of Self-Perfection, a mere study of it makes us only a ‘wise fool’. In Prasnopanishad we find that Pippalada has punctuated his philosophical discourses, in more than four different places, to advise us one method of Upasana or other.

This attempt to discover the individual in the Total, in Vedanta—the me in Thee, in Bhakti—is a process by which our own mind-and-intellect now chained and shackled with its own ego-centric misunderstandings can be brought out into the sunlit planes of the vaster and more extensive fields of the Universe. Thereby the mind becomes extended and in this process the dirt and mud in it drop off just as cotton is cleaned by carding it. Only such a purified mind, capable of expanding beyond the ordinary capacities, can renounce its gross density and, thus, soar higher and higher into the greater heights of God-vision and Self-experience.

Here we are told that the Prana is verily the ‘Sun’ and this has been already discussed in the first chapter1 where Rishi Pippalada explained that the Total Mind or the Creator, Himself becomes the (Energy) Prana and (Matter) Rayi. He explained that “the Sun is the Prana”. While discoursing upon those Brahmanas we have exhausted this topic. But here, we have an added information for purposes of easier meditation. We are told that the Prana functioning in the ear, eye and mouth with its headquarters located in the head is the Sun in the outer world; the ‘point-of-comparison’ between the two being that the Sun reigns in the crown of the world and the Prana is

1 Ibid.—Query I—Brahmanas 4 & 5.
located in the topmost point in an individual’s physical structure. Again, the Prana functions in the eye, and we have already seen how the Sun, as the ‘source of all light,’ is the presiding deity of the instrument of vision, the Eye.

The Apana which functions in the pelvic-region of the body has necessarily an activity tending downwards, pushing and ejecting out things from the body, since it is the power that functions behind excretion, urination and insemination in our life. Thus, the direction of its flow is certainly downwards. This Apana Vritti in the Cosmic Form cannot be better represented than in the gravitational pull with which everything on the globe is attracted towards its own centre. In the language of the Rishi it is not said that the earth attracts but, “the Goddess of Earth attracts.”

It is certainly revealing how these antiquated, anti-dated, pre-historic Vedic Rishis . . . living their life of strange renunciation and with seemingly no scientific aptitude, barbarous in every respect, eating with hands and wearing no shoes—not even educated in holding the fork and knife correctly—could express the truth that our Newton found out when an apple fell on his nose and made him think!! As students of modern science, nay, as great devotees in the Temple of Science, should we not better accept Pippalada to be a modern saint who must have come into the world to declare the Prasnopanishad only after the time of Newton, when Gravitational Force had already become a theme in our text-books in India. We must do something about this; else we will have to swallow-down the insufferable truth that our Rishis knew even then what Newton discovered only a few centuries ago!!

This and a host of other similar scientific statements are hinted at all over the Halls of our Scripture. Either we have to declare that the Upanishads are modern books compiled in 1954 and that we are studying its first edition, or, perhaps, to be more true, we may want to post-date and declare that the Upanishads belong to 1999 A.D.!! All these paradoxes arise because we are not ready to accept the obvious fact that Vedanta has emerged out as a philosophy of life only when the Hindu generation of the Vedic period had exhausted themselves in their scientific
enquiry and discoveries. At the farthest end of the laboratory is the Arch of Wisdom through which the Vedantist walks out to reach the fields of True Religion and Eternal Philosophy. In this sense a true Vedantin does not condemn or will ever look down upon the developments of the material Science—but at the same time it is also true that he will not allow his grey-matter to fume up into smoky confusions because of any excitement at the discoveries of science.

After the above advice to the student to identify the Prana in him with the Sun in the Cosmic form and the Apana with the gravitational force in the phenomenal world, the Rishi explains that Samana in us, is represented in the outer world, in the cosmic atmosphere that lies between the Sun and the Earth. Just as in us Samana maintains the nutrition and healthy life of all the cells in the body, it is the atmospheric air we know that upholds the life in all the created beings. If the atmosphere is Samana, then Vayana in us can be identified only too fully with the wind in the outer world.

This Upasana method is not only beneficial for the seeker in expanding himself and becoming subtler but also, even for the 'library student' of the Upanishads, gives a vivid and clear class-room map describing completely and providing a full objective representation of this highly subjective theme. The earth, the sun, the atmosphere and the wind together give us the picture of the relative positions and functions of the Prana, Apana, Samana and Vayana in us.

तेजो हि वा उदानस्तमादुपान्त्तेजाः।
पुरभ्वमिन्द्रियमिनियतं संपद्यमानः॥९॥

Tejo Ha Va Udanas, Tasmat Upasanta tejah
Punarbhavam Indriyair Manasi
Sampadyamanaih

The external fire indeed is Udana. Therefore, he in whom the flames are gone out, enters another body with senses absorbed in the mind.
In the above description the fifth Upa-Prana was not explained at all. This Brahmana is dedicated to the explanation of the place of Udana in the outer world. Udana, as we have seen, is that energy that supplies the motive-power for an ego-centre with its subtle-body to move out from one physical structure to another at the time of its death in the existing physical form.

Nothing in the outer world could have so well explained this function of Udana as the example given by the Rishi, namely, fire. Fire is invoked on different occasions by different means and no two flames look the same, since the manifested fire depends for its form and intensity upon the fuel that is used. So long as the fuel is supplied the fire at the given spot has a manifested shape and it can be employed in serving the purposes of the world. But when the fuel has burnt down and consequently when the fire finds no more material for it to consume, it passes away from its manifested condition to its unmanifested stage.

Similarly, when the subtle body finds that it has no more experiences to gather, with a given physical form living in its set of circumstances, that subtle form throws away the physical structure and departs. With reference to the body this condition, after its divorce from the subtle-body is called the death of the body. But the ego-centre, though not manifest and functioning through the body, exists in its subtle form. This subtle ego-centre set in the subtle-body is conveyed to its next field of activity (Loka) by the energy called the Udana. The brilliant subjective scientists of the Vedic period alone can discover such a fitting representation for Udana in the cosmic chess-board of the Universal existence.

"With his senses absorbed in the mind"—At the time of death it has been universally observed that the dying man slowly and steadily looses all his sense-activities and capacities. He no more sees, hears, smells, tastes or feels. This is not because these instruments of cognition have become defective but the power or strength of perception, meaning the Pranic Vitality in the sense organs, has been absorbed or withdrawn from these sense-organ-centres. We have been already told
that the chief Prana, the 'shadow' of the Atman, the ego-centre, has himself appointed different Upa-Pranas to execute their respective duties in the different centres of the body.

When the ego-centre with the subtle-body is preparing to quit the physical body, he gathers all his different assistants before he makes his exit. When the visitor has gathered his coat, gloves, hat and umbrella it is sure that he will soon be going out through the front door. Here the Upanishad is explaining that the sense-organs, meaning the sense-capacities, are withdrawn unto itself by the mind before the Udana lifts it from the dying body and guides it along to its next field of activity.

The description of Udana as the external "fire," apart from the above-mentioned philosophical significance, has a plain and obvious truth in it which provides a complete similarity between the two. So long as Udana exists in the human form the man is alive and so long as a man is alive there is the body-warmth in him. When the Udana leaves, the heart is alone gone; a dead body is cold to the touch. Thus, we can say that a dead body is a thing in which the flames have died out or the fire has gone off.

Yacccitas Tena Esha Pranam Ayati
Pranas Tejasa Yuktah—Saha Atmana
Yatha Sankalpiam Lokam Nayati

Whatever be his thoughts, accordingly he attains Prana and the Prana united with Udana, together with Jivatman is led on to the world thought of.

In the last Brahmana we are told that the mind withdrawing, the senses into itself is guided by Udana to its next field of activity.

---

1 The same idea is expounded in Gita XV—8.
(Loka). Certainly, a doubt would come as to who determines the next field. Here, the Sāstra exhaustively goes into that problem and makes conclusive statements. It says that the departing thoughts at the death bed, determine the future field for the ego-centre to function. This does not mean that we all can afford to live a thoughtless life of excesses and cruelties all through and hoodwink the Universal law by keeping to ourselves great and noble thoughts in the end! There are no trespassers wandering into Truth. Never hope to smuggle yourself across the frontiers of the finite to the Infinite. Eternal Law is quite fool-proof; and the Devatas in charge of its execution are beyond all temptations!!

Nobody can thus smuggle himself into the greater domains in the evolutionary scheme. The last thought in the death-bed is not at that time any longer depending upon our own independent willing and wishing, but it is at that moment an irresistible declaration of the resultant of the entire thought-life that we have been indulging in, throughout our life.

To declare a profit and, therefore, more dividend is, no doubt, the sign of a great business success for the year. But no businessman would ever be unbusiness-like throughout the year, and still expect to declare a large profit at the close of the year. The balance-sheet at the end depends upon the individual business-items undertaken. No one has any control over the final statement of accounts at the last moment. Just as profit is the resultant of the “profits and losses,” so too at the time of death the individual’s last thought can only be determined by the resultant or the balance-sheet of the entire thought-life “good and bad,” he had lived.

Thus, if all our life, we dedicate to earning and procuring, to eating and breeding, certainly the parting thoughts can never be about any greater spiritual life or upon any demand for a move into a higher evolution, but they can only be about food and women, money and deception, murder and loot; and as such we are apt to be guided to a ‘field,’ wherein we can fulfil these demands without even these minimum unavoidable restraints that we have to accept as men living in a modern town, at least for the fear of the Police-man!!
This idea of the 'last thought' determining or giving an indication as to the next life the man is to take, is indicated in all our great text books and to a large extent this is the suggestion in all the religions of the world whether rebirth is therein explicitly or tacitly implied. Thus, the 'last thought' determines and declares the exact life and destiny the "ego-centre" (Prana) is to live through in its next incarnation.

The ego-centre thus propelled by Udana is the Jivatma which is led to its next field of activity according to its own willing and desiring, determined and declared by itself, with its last thoughts.

The new world to which the ego-centre is directed need not necessarily mean that there are different worlds in the sense in which we understand the world. In Sanskrit the 'Loka' in its etymologic content means only a field of experiencing and as such the ego-centre is free to chalk out its own field of experiences, may be in the world of the animals or in the world of the flora or in the world of the super-sensuous enjoyment as heaven, etc.

य एवं विद्वान्माणं वेदुः । न हस्य प्रजा
हीयतेःसृतो भवति तदेषः स्थोकः । ११ ।

Ya Eram Vidvan Pranam Veda—Na ha
Asya Praja Hiyate, Amrito Bhavati
Tadesha Slokah

The wiseman who knows Prana thus will not have to suffer—his offspring do not perish and he becomes immortal; there is the following verse.

No Upasana method is generally advised in the Upanishad without giving the fruits thereof. This is mainly done in order to encourage the seekers to follow the Path of Upasana

1 Refer Gita VIII—6: There also it is endorsed that the last thoughts of a dying man determine his future incarnation.
until they develop their powers of mental and intellectual perception. It serves as something like our modern days’ advertisements slogans—for the Upasana methods.

All possible desires in man have been classified under three headings by the Sastra; desire for offspring, desire for wealth and desire for glory. Of them the desire for offspring includes all relationships that exist in our social and domestic life. Here the Rishi says that he who meditates upon the truth that one’s own microcosmic form with its activity centres is but a miniature Universe with its cosmic forces in the Macrocosm,—to such a man relationship in the world will always be intimate and many. This is to a large extent true psychologically, since the method of concentration suggested, to a large extent, makes the practitioner expand in his mental and intellectual outlook. He thereby develops a large heart and a very cosmopolitan intellect and these are certainly qualities which attract towards the individual admiration, love and regard of his fellow beings almost automatically and irresistibly.

Even this particular statement regarding the benefits accrued by such a meditator is not Pippalada’s own idea but he quotes the corresponding Veda-mantra which clearly declares the same. The following is the Mantra.

उत्तप्तिभावानि स्थानं विस्मितः चैव पञ्चंगा।
अध्यात्मं चैव प्राणस्य विज्ञायामृतमश्चन्ते
विज्ञायामृतमश्चन्ते इति || १२ ||

Utpattim Ayatim Sthanam Vibhutvam
Ca eva Pancadha—Adhyatmam Ca eva
Pranasya Vijnaya Amrtam Asnute ; Vijnaya
Amrtam Asnuta iti

He who knows the Origin, the Entry, the Seat, the fivefold distribution of Prana and the internal state in the body, obtains immortality; yes, attains immortality.
A Vedic Mantra is here quoted by the Rishi Pippalada in support of his own conclusion as contained in the previous Brahmana. This Mantra not only provides the Rishi with a very apt conclusion for the chapter, but also justifies the very Brahmana Upanishad. The whole chapter deals with a detailed explanation of this Mantra.

"He who knows"—In Vedanta "knowing" is not only a mere intellectual appreciation or mental grasp of a theme, but 'knowing' means 'realizing'. Through long and consistent meditation when an individual comes to realize that the Pranic centres in himself have corresponding realities in the Cosmic-form, he becomes 'immortal'. This immortality is only relative; the individual thereby comes to experience his perfect identity with the Total Mind, the 'Hiranya Garbha' and remains one in identification (Abhiman) with the Creator, until the end of this creation-cycle. Compared with the short and finite nature of the mortal, the state of the Total-Mind-hood (The Hiranya Garbha Avastha) is certainly a State of Immortality, in a relative sense.

HERE ENDS THE THIRD PRASNA
QUERY IV

GARGYA AND PIPPALADA

In the last chapter we had a perfect analysis of the various centres of activities in the body and earlier we had found how the students enquired and completely ascertained the nature of the outer world and the nature of the body before they entered into a discussion over the powers within the body. Having thus wandered into the level of Prana the steps of the enquiring intellect must enter the next interior hall within our personality or being, to inspect and analyse it. In this question the students seek and strive to understand the Core of Existence, the Truth, which is the Reality behind the Individual and the Cosmic.

No other existing school of philosophy in the world today considers life so thoroughly ‘in all its totality’ as Vedanta insists upon and pursues in its deliberations. All other philosophies examine and analyse only the experiences of the Waking State and its world, and on the basis of these intelligent conclusions they certainly draw great philosophical truths, but, these must necessarily be false and incomplete since they constitute but a partial view-point. Life is not merely the experiences of the Waking State. Every human being has got his quota of experiences in the Dream-State and in the Deep-sleep State. Life in its totality must include the experiences of the Waking, of the Dream and of the Deep-sleep State. And Vedanta is, perhaps, the only philosophy wherein they take a deep and consistent scientific interest in observing, analysing and codifying these experiences in their theories on the Eternal Truth.

In the scientific process of thinking, which we will pursue in philosophy, a seeker hunting for the fundamentals of life must necessarily observe and comprehend life as a whole. Thus, we had in the first three questions a thorough and complete discussion of the Waking-State-World constituted of the pluralistic phenomena, the body and the Prana. The experience or the enjoyer of life is the ‘subject,’ and the Vedanta-student realizes that in spite of a world of phenomena ready to provide
experiences, until the experciencer, the Ego, comes in contact with the World-of-objects no experience is caused. Life being a series of experiences, and enquiry into the nature of the Ego-centre becomes unavoidable in any scientific analysis of life as such.

Here the disciple, warming himself up to the true spirit of the discussion, is asking what exactly is the ego-centre functioning in man in the Deep-sleep State, etc. In this chapter we get a thorough explanation of the seemingly different personalities in ourselves, experienced as the 'Waker,' the 'Dreamer' and the 'Deep-sleeper.' The whole discussion is rounded up by an enquiry into, "On what do all these depend?"

अथ हैनं सौर्यायणी गार्ग्ये: प्रपन्च
भगवानेतस्मिन्युः कानि स्वप्निति
कान्यस्मिन्न्यायाति कतर एष देवः
स्वप्नायन्यतिति कस्येतसुसृवं भवति कस्मिन्यु
सर्वे संपत्तिष्ठिता भवन्तीति || 1 ||

"Atha hainam Saurayani Gargyah
Papraccha, Bhagavan Etasmin
Purushe Kani Svapantir Kani Asmin
Jagrati: Katara Esha Devah Swapnan
Pasyatir Kasyaetat Sukham Bhavatir
Kasminnu Sarve Sampratishtthuah
Bhavanti: ” Iti

Then Gargy, the grandson of Surya, questioned him, "Oh Bhagavan! What are they that sleep in man? What, again, are awake? Which is the Devata who sees the dream? Whose is this happiness? On what do all these depend?"

The question is so exhaustive that to grapple with it is to grapple with this entire chapter. But one thing that we
may notice here, in the very outset, is that there is no positive enquiry made regarding the Waking State. It is either because in the earlier questions we had already gone into an exhaustive discussion about the world-of-objects and the body supported and governed by the five instruments of knowledge, or because the Waking State is nothing but another type of 'Dream' since the mechanism by which the Dream and the Waking are perceived is one and the same.

Thus, in *Mandukya Karika* which is the most exhaustive thesis upon this line of enquiry existing in the world the Waking and Dream States are considered together as one in more places than one. It must be in the same sense that we have here a very conclusive analysis of Dream and Deep-sleep States without any direct reference to the Waking-State experiences.

When the physical body is asleep the student wants to know if there are yet any more energy-centres that are still sleeplessly working for the maintenance of the body. In fact, once we fall asleep we are not conscious of the body, and yet, as soon as we emerge out into the Waking-condition, our vehicle of enjoyment and suffering, namely, the body, is ready there for us to claim as our own. Again, it is observed in a man sleeping, though he is not conscious of his own body, his heart functions, his digestion proceeds and the body continuously keeps up its warmth. As such, independent of the sleeper, there seem to be some forces or powers that are, as it were, sleeplessly guarding the Temple of Life, the body. The disciple is asking the teacher as to who are these faithful guardians who continue their function even when the sleeper has withdrawn his body consciousness into himself.

Before we enter sleep there is again a region of experience between the Waking and the Sleep, called the Dream. Whatever be our condition in the Waking-State-world once we enter the realm of Dream it has been our experience that we are in a totally different set of circumstances. The dreamer has a life almost contrary to the life of the waker and as such an enquiry is certainly to be undertaken to find out the exact structure and

---

1 Refer Swamiि’s *Mandukya and Karika*. 
nature of the dreamer in us.

In the Deep-sleep State, though we are not conscious of ourselves, on waking up everyone of us can remember that we enjoyed in sleep a nameless but almost perfect bliss. Here the enquiry is as to who was the enjoyer of the bliss in us. In order to remember a thing the rememberer and the experiencer of the experience must be one and the same. And since we remember that we had enjoyed a bliss in our sleep condition of existence we ourselves must have been in Deep-sleep enjoying that bliss-experience. Thus, the question is completely justified, though highly subtle, and one who is experimenting with life as such cannot avoid this enquiry, "Whose is the sleep-happiness?"

Lastly, the disciple wants to know what is the substratum for these three different Ego-centres that are functioning in each individual. A knowledge of gold introduces us to the knowledge of all the different ornaments made of gold, and from item to item all that we have to know is only their different shapes and forms. Similarly, there must be something common forming the very substance of these seemingly different ego-centres functioning in us, in the three Planes of Consciousnesses, which together constitute our life.

To the 'Dreamer' the Waking-State-world is non-existent and to the 'Waker' the Dream-world is a mere delusion to be ignored; though to the Deep-sleeper both the Waking and the Dream-worlds are non-existent. But all the same there is some Factor in me which is experiencing all the three States, and yet is not identifying itself with any one of them. Unless we accept that there is a fundamental, common denominator for all these different sets-of-experiences, we cannot explain how we can remember our yesterday's Waking State, last night's Dream and the joy of the Deep-sleep that we had in the early hours of this morning. In order to remember these things we must consult with that factor in us which had itself experienced all the three and yet was not itself either the 'Waker' or the 'Dreamer' or the 'Sleeper'.

The disciple is demanding here an explanation for this great All-witnessing Factor, ever untouched by the experiences, and without which no experiences would have been possible.
That Conscious Factor, the Divine Spark, the Life Centre, is the theme that is indicated by the question, "On what do all these depend?"

तस्मै स होवाच। यथा गाम्ये मरीचयोध कस्यास्तं गच्छत: सर्वे पुरस्मिस्तेजोमण्डले एकैस्मविन्ति। ता: पुनः पुनस्वयतः प्रचरन्त्येवं ह। वै तत्स्विं पैरे देवे मनस्येकीस्मविन्ति।
तेन तंहोष्पुरुषो न भृणोति न पद्यति न जिज्ञाति न रसयते न स्पश्चिते नाभिवद्धते नास्तदृष्टे नास्तनन्दयते न वित्तजते नेयायते स्वप्तिद्याचशते || २ ||

Tasmāi Sa hovaca—Yatha Gargya Maricayah
Arkasya Astam Gachhatah Sarvah Easmin
Tejomandale Ekibhavanti—Tah Punah Punah
Udayatah Pracaranti Evan ha Vai Tat Sarvam
Pare Deve Manasi Ekibhavati—Tena Tarhi
Esa Purusah na smrooti, Na Pasyati,
Na Jighrati, Na Rasayate, Na Sbpsate,
Na Abhivadate, Na Adatte, Na Anandayate,
Na Visrijate, Na Iyayate, Swapiti iti Acaakshate (2)

He replied: "O Gargya, just as the rays of the Sun when he sets become one in that disk of light and they come forth again when the sun next rises, so also all these become one in the highest Deva, the mind. Therefore, at that time man no more heats, sees, smells, tastes or feels; nor does he speak, nor take, nor enjoy, nor evacuate, nor move . . . . and they say, 'He sleeps'."

The first of the enquiries of the disciple was, "What are the factors in that sleeping man?" This Brahmaṇa gives a direct
answer to it, and in enumerating the factors and faculties that
cut into a dormant condition during sleep the Rishi Pippalada
has given to the Hindu spiritual literature one of its greatest
and exhaustive definitions of 'Sleep'. Sleep and Dream
conditions have not yet been satisfactorily defined in the western
psychology and they will probably have to wait till they discover
for themselves an exhaustive theory and a completer explanation
for the mind. But in the Hindu scriptural texts we have the
most exhaustive and thoroughly scientific comprehension of
mind the mental life, and as such they have given here a very
satisfactory and exhaustive definition of sleep.

It must be noticed here that in this attempt at defining
'sleep' the Rishis have succeeded not so much by positive assertions
of its qualities, as by the negative explanations of conditions that
are not sleep. This is no weakness, since at the time of experi-
encing 'sleep' we are not aware of a conscious and active mind
and intellect, and as such, the experience of 'sleep' cannot be
defined in terms of the mental and the intellectual life therein.

Waking State, as we all know, is that period of our experi-
ence when through the instruments of cognition we are aware
of the sense-objects of the world. Sleep is not the Waking State;
Waking State is not in the Sleep; Waking State is a time when
the sense organs are fully active in our physical structure. There-
fore, Pippalada, in pointing out the Deep-sleep State to be not
the Waking State says that at that time "all the Lustras retire
into their very source, the Mind".

Mind we have found earlier is the active agent behind all
the sense-organs. In fact, without the mental contact the sense-
organs cannot function. In Vedantic literature we find a
description which says that the mind itself expressed in the
outlines of our physical structure is the sense-organs and they,
extended to the universe, are the Five great Elements. Thus
viewed, mind is the apex of a cone, the base of which is the
entire cosmic existence maintained by a manipulation of both
the manifest (Gross) and the unmanifest (Subtle) Five great
Elements.

The real essence in the sense objects is that which is lent
out to them by the mind, and therefore, Pippalada says that in the
Deep-sleep State the entire world of plurality cognised by us through the five great windows in our structure, "becomes one in the highest Deva, the Mind". That is to say, the powers of perception in the sense-organs get withdrawn from their respective centres and they get deposited as it were in the very mind.

True to the spirit of a great Hindu, the Rishi here could not resist the temptation to use a metaphor from the setting sun. Today we have come to consider imagination as a plaything; a nautch-girl of the mind catering for our amusements. But in the Vedic period a poet was a seer, a revealer of hidden truths and his native language itself was poetry. Metaphor or simile was used not as an arresting embellishment for his thoughts but to serve a more serious purpose of conveying a Reality, some great Truth through their dumb suggestions.

He says that just as the rays of the sun are gathered and withdrawn as it were, into the burning disc of the setting sun temporarily for the night and they emerge out into shooting beams of light again when the sun rises, so too, when one goes to sleep the five great beams of light that used to emerge out through the five peep-holes of the sense-organs are withdrawn to the source of all perceptions, temporarily, and they emerge out as soon as the individual returns to the Waking State.

This period of experience in life, when the mind of an individual has withdrawn its contacts from the five organs-of-knowledge and the five organs of activity, is considered as "Sleep". In short, sleeping is the condition when a human mind has set for the time being, and when it emerges out the individual is pushed into the plane of his Waking State experiences.

One who is diligently doing a bit of meditation upon this metaphor can have glimpses of a greater implication and understanding. For example, we the dwellers of the globe may say, "The sun is set," or "the sun is gone", etc., but, from the stand-point of the sun, he neither goes nor sets; only, that part of the world wherein we are living has moved out of the aura of the sunlight, or, you may say, the sun has moved off into another realm to illumine the objects in front of it. Similarly, the mind in Deep-sleep is not experiencing any annihilation or
destruction but only it has for the time being ducked itself behind a veil of ignorance; or self-forgetfulness.

Here the enumerated list of the absentee-activities in Deep-sleep State includes all the functions of the Instruments-of-action and all the perceptions of the Instruments-of-knowledge. Seeing, hearing, smelling, tasting and feeling belong to the ‘perception’ group of the Instruments-of-knowledge, and to speak, to take, to enjoy, to evacuate and to move are the ‘functions’ of the Instruments-of-action. When both of them are inactive the individual is considered “asleep”.

प्राणाध्य एवेतत्सिन्यं जागर्ति ।
गाढ्यपत्यो ह वा एषौपानो व्यानोः
न्याहार्यपचनो यद्गाढ्यपत्यात्मणीयते
प्रणाध्यनादाह्वनीयः प्राणः ॥ ३ ॥

Pranagnayah Eva Etsmin Pure
Jagrati—Garhapatyo Ha Va Esho
Apanah Vyanah Anvaharyapatanah
Yat Garhapatyat Praniyate Prana-
yanad Ahavaniyah Pranah.

The flames of Prana are alone awake (are bright) in the city of the body—at the time of sleep. The Apana is the Garhapatya-fire, Vyana is Anvaharya-
Pachana-fire. The Prana is the Ahavaniya-fire, because it is taken out of the Garhapatya-fire.

The second question of the student was an enquiry on the centres or the faculties that are sleeplessly working in the physical structure of an individual who is asleep, and when he is, consequently, himself totally unaware of his body. This Brahmana is the answer of Pippalada to this second question of the disciple. The answer is indeed quite direct inasmuch as the Rishi states that the vital centres of energy, the Pranas, alone are awake
in the sleeping man. Body is generally considered as the city in the Upanishadic literature, because of its similarity to a capital city from which the king reigns over his kingdom. There are the great walls of the city with the gate-ways—the sense openings fitted to the body-walls—with royal guards guarding them, and ministers and a Chief minister controlling the entire city—the Devas in the sense-organs controlled by the mind and the intellect. The very word Punisha is derived to have the meaning as "one who dwells in the Puri (City)".

After thus proving that the Prana is wide awake in the body while the individual is asleep, the Rishi makes it an occasion to prescribe a method of Upasana for his disciples. It looks as though the Rishi is working upon a piece of wood! A sculpture doing a fine and intricate design would now and then lift his instrument, from the material on which he is working, to sharpen and polish it to gain an edge and a greater efficiency. Similarly, here also we find that the Rishi is punctuating his discourses every now and then to initiate the students into a new and greater method of meditation. We must therefore understand that Vedanta cannot be grasped correctly and fully by a mere study however intense it may be, without an equally dedicated practice.

Here the attempt is to make us understand better the five great Pranas with a comparison of them to the great ritual of the Vedic period called the Havan. It must certainly have been a picture which was well known and the significances of which were very clear to the students at that time. But, unfortunately, we, the product of the modern age—an age wherein even with a multiple microscope we cannot easily discover even a suspicion of the old culture among our educated classes—we must necessarily feel this metaphor as foreign to our comprehension and understanding. This should be as much difficult for us to understand as it should be difficult for the Rishi-generation to understand our modern metaphors drawn from the Railways, the aeronautical life, the tractors, or the Stein-gun! Thus, we need not feel any difference or sense of inferiority complex, if we cannot understand some of these technical terminologies. It does not declare at all our stupidity or foolishness. The
passage must be difficult; it cannot be otherwise.
However, we shall make an honest effort. Garhapatya-fire is a sample of Sacred-fire maintained by the Householders in the ancient days very carefully tended and preserved, for, it was from this Fire that they used to take the fire necessary to light up and maintain the Main Fire-place into which during rituals they offered their oblations. Garhapatya is a Fire that was always maintained in the house and never allowed to be put out. Since procreation of other fires was done with this, and since fire used to go 'out' from the Garhapatya, it is a perfect simile for the Apana which functions in ejecting and rejecting things out. The Prana is considered as the Ahavaniya-fire which is lit from the Garhapatya and separately nurtured and fattened for the throwing in of the oblations. Prana, rising as it were from the Apana, functions in the face and receives oblations of the sense impulses through the sense-organs. The Anvaharya-Pachana Fire, otherwise called the Dakshina Agni (Southern Fire) is a sacred fire-place maintained on the southern side (right side) of the main fire-altar and this is compared to Vyana because this cyclonic energy whistling through all parts of the body ultimately leaves its abode through the right side of the heart.

यदुष्ष्वासनि:श्वासावेतावाहुति समं नयतीति
स समान: । मनो ह वाब यजमान
इष्टफलमेवोदान: स एनं यजमान- 
महर्षविवः गमयिति ॥ ५ ॥

Yad Uchavasa-nistrasau Etau
Ahuti Samam Nayari Iti Sa Samanah.
Mano Ha Vava Yajamanah Istaphalam Eva
Udanah Sa Enam Yajamanam
Aharahar Brama Ga Mayati.
Because the Samana distributes equally the oblations of the 'inspirations-and-expirations', he is the priest (itaRiti). The mind is the sacrificer (Yajamanva) and Udana is the fruit of the sacrifice. He leads the sacrificer every day (in deep-sleep) to Brahman.

In the last Brahmana the three Pranas were given their corresponding locations in the scheme of the well-known external rituals of the Vedic period. Here, we have an explanation of what the other two Pranas stand for in the external ritualistic details.

Since Samana is that which distributes the oblations of oxygen received during respiration to every cell in the body, it is considered as the Priest in the inner Agnihotra ceremony. The householder, who has organized this Yajua, gathered the necessary materials for the same and appointed the various priests is the very mind. Udana the ultimate cultural trait, left over in the mind is the fruit of the great sacrifice performed.

"He leads the sacrificer to Brahman"—Certainly the fruit of the sacrifice leads the sacrificer to Brahman: meaning here only 'a greater peace and happiness'. This is the truth as regards the rituals, but in the metaphor we have been told already that mind is the sacrificer and the cultural trait is the Udana. And this portion in the scripture adds that the Udana leads one to sleep, the inner world wherein we experience a tranquillity which is homogeneous, 'Brahman'. The State of Sleep is this world of relative peace and joy, wherein the gross and subtle bodies are, for the time being, merged or transcended. Since in Deep-sleep condition we are veiled only by ignorance (by the non-apprehension of Reality) we are nearest to the centre: in this sense we may be considered as nearest to Brahman or as in Brahman.

It is true that a mental dissatisfaction or a cultural abrasion experienced during the day would upset our sleep. For example, a good man finds it difficult to sleep if he had during the day committed some conscious crime because the memory of it is against his cultural trait. But again, we find that a criminal cannot sleep well because he has not successfully perpetrated one of his well-planned and well-thoughtout scheme of criminality. Here also, we find that he could not sleep because he
had to do, during the early night, something unsatisfactory to his cultural trait.

Thus, to restate using the word *Udana*, we can say that when the flow of *Udana* (cultural-trait) is obstructed the sleep is not easy; when *Udana* is propitiated sleep is automatic. Therefore, *Udana* is the guide that leads the 'waker' and the 'dreamer' and heralds them into the Halls of Sleep. Those who could give at least some thoughts to it would find volumes of significance crammed into this simple-looking statement.

It is always the scriptural style to conceal the maximum meaning, the richest treasure, in the simplest-made and innocent-looking containers.

अत्रेय देव: स्वयम् महिमानमनुभवति ।
यदृढ्यं दशमनुफस्यति ।
श्रुतं श्रुतमेववर्त्तमनुभूगोति ।
वेदादिग्नतरैश्च प्रत्युभूतं पन्: पन:।
प्रत्युभवति । द्वं चाद्वं च श्रुतं चाश्रुतं
चानुभूतं चानुभूतं च सवासच
सर्वं पवयति सर्वे: पवयति ॥ ५ ॥

*Atra esa Devah Swapne Mahimam Anubhavati
Yad Drstam Drstam-Anupasyati—Srutam Srutam Eva
Artham Anusmoti—Desadigantarais Ca Pratyanubhutam
Punah Punah Pratyamubhavati. Drstam—Ca Adristam Ca,
Srutam Ca Asrutam Ca, Anubhutam Ca Anubhutam Ca
Sat Ca Asat Ca, Sarvam Pasyati
Sarvah Pasyati* (5)

In this state the mind enjoys the dream and its greatness. What has been seen it sees again; what has been heard it hears again; what has been enjoyed in different places and countries, it enjoys again. What has been seen and not seen, heard and not heard, experienced and not experienced, real and unreal, he sees all—He being all, sees all.
After describing the Sleep-condition and the various centres of energy that are sleeplessly guarding over the sleeper’s physical structure, Pippalada is answering here the third question raised by his disciple in which the student enquired, “What is the Deva who sees the dream?”

In trying to explain this question, the Master not only gives us the identification of the actual ‘Dreamer’ but also provides us with conclusive data sufficient to serve us with a definition of the Dream-State.

In the Waking State is the experience of the external world of objects as interpreted to us by the ‘Waker’ in us, who is completely conscious of the body. As a perfect contrast to the Waking State, the Dream can be defined as the experience of the mind when it is completely unconscious of the body, but gazing on to recognise the sense impressions that it had gathered while it was roaming about in its Waking-Consciousness. In fact, mind viewing the mind is the dreamer seeing the dream. This is something like a pet dog fattened with luxury, in the drawing-room of its master itself looking at its own tail wagging—so too the mind curls upon itself and sees at one end of itself the impression chart that it had etched out for itself during its transactions with its sense-organs in the outer world.

This idea has been brought out here in the typically precise language of the Sruti when it says, “The mind sees again what has been already seen”; “the mind hears again what has been heard”; and “it enjoys what has been enjoyed in different climes and places”.

This enumeration in itself cannot be a complete definition since there are dreams in which we see things which have never been seen, and even visions most unreliable and unbelievable. Sruti is very careful to include and incorporate, in the possibilities of dream, even such things as “what has not been seen, never heard, never experienced”, etc.; even unreal things also can be dreamt of by the dreamer during the dream. Having thus given a complete explanation of the dream-experiences in an attempt at the definition of it, the Master tries to explain the very nature of the relation between the Dreamer and the dreamt in the State of Consciousness.

Supposing one is dreaming of a jungle scene where he is
experiencing that he is being pursued by a hungry and angrily-looking tiger. The dreamer must, naturally, run for his life through the thick jungles—among gigantic trees overlaid with clusters of rambling creepers, which allow no direct sunlight to penetrate through them—until, at last, ducking behind rocks, and running around boulders, the dreamer slowly reaches the banks of a river into which he jumps and thereby saves himself. Now, let us suppose that the dreamer suddenly wakes up at the touch of the water.

Having awakened from the dream, he must at once realize that the waters of the river, the boulders and the rocks, the trees and the creepers, the jungle and the tiger, its grin and its fear, nay, in short, even the very dreamer that was running and the earth on which he was running, the sun whose light was not filtering through the creepers, all, all were nothing but his own mind. His mind as a lion, threatened his mind which became the ‘dreamer,’ and the same mind assumed the form of the jungle, and the river. In fact, the ‘Waker’ realises that, “all was nothing but my mind.” He being thus the all, both the dreamer and dreamt, naturally, he himself sees himself as the all, even though while dreaming he believed in the full reality of what he saw.

Even unreal things as a four-tusked elephant, reddish in colour, with special giant-boots on and, perhaps, with a woollen muffler can visit the dreamer in his dream. Thus there is no law that only things seen in the Waking State or things that have a “reality” in the Waking State world alone can appear in our dream. In fact we could see even things that have not yet been conceived so far even by the mind of the Creator! And yet dream is nothing but mental impressions gathered by the individual in his Waking State. You may wonder how we can have the impressions of the red elephant as described above in our mind in the Waking State. It is here we find the subtlety with which the Upanishad-statements included and incorporated even things that are now the latest discoveries in our modern world.

Mind works in man not only with ideas that have been directly suggested to it by the challenges of the sense-objects
but it often works irresistibly of its own accord, wandering into a labyrinth of its own associated ideas. Thus, an individual while seeing an elephant might have wondered in himself “why not red!” And at the next moment must have also seen a huge fellow booted in special dignity and muffled to comfort. But all these must have happened in a twinkling, in such an infinitely small second, that there was no time then for himself to realize it all—for, the mischievous mind by then had wandered into its usual channels. Soon a hundred other preoccupations must have flooded the mind and this picture was therefore crowded out.

In the dream it so happens that the mind watches the impressions left on itself by these subconscious ideas that have been created by the corresponding thoughts which the ‘waker’ was at their rise not fully aware of. Thus by this simple expression, “Experienced and not experienced, Real and unreal,” the Master tries to incorporate into the stock of raw materials, out of which dreams are minted, even these impressions left on the mind by the lightning sub-conscious idea-fire-flakes!

Sa Yada Tejas Abhibhuto Bhavati
Atra Esa Devah Swapnan na Pasyati
Tada etasmin Sarira etat Sukham Bhavati

When a mind is overpowered by light, then that mind sees no dream. At that time bliss arises in this body.

When an individual has retired from his fatiguing preoccupation with the world of five mighty sense-objects, he comes to the Realm of Dream, where, again, he is in a world of plurality projected by his own mind, out of the impressions the mind
had gathered from its Waking State experiences. In the Dream the physical body is not available for the dreamer’s consciousness; but the ‘dreamer’ is conscious of his dream-body. Thus, when the Supreme Reality, the Life Source, ‘functions’ from the body and ‘expresses’ through its organs, it becomes the ‘waker-personality’ while, when it leaves the physical plane and ‘functions’ through the mind-and-intellect equipment, it becomes the ‘dreamer-personality’. When even the mind is dropped, within us rises the blissful destination in which the ‘sleeper’ is the Lord and the Master.

The merging of the mind is beautifully described here as “when mind is overpowered by light”. Consciousness illuminates for us the things of the world and the mind, and we thus become aware of them. That in which we become aware of a thing is generally termed by us as light. In this sense, Consciousness can be considered as Light or Effulgence. Now, when the mind is withdrawing itself from its ‘dreams’ it comes nearer to the Source of All Light and, thus, as it were, it gets blinded by the Transcendental intensity of the Infinite Light; and for the time being it can experience only darkness or Avidya. Mind blinded by the Atman’s Effulgence is thus the ‘sleeper’.

At the time of sleep the mind being the nearest to the Atman there is an experience of a negative bliss and, hence, we call this sheath in which the sleeper works as the Bliss Sheath.\(^1\) We say that it is a negative bliss because of the absence of any mental and intellectual commotions, or physical suggestions of pains and limitations. Where the mind has set all thought waves (Vritis) are set and as such the agitations caused by them are no more there in deep-sleep. The absence of agitations is the cause of the negative bliss.

One carrying a big load up the hill gets weary and tired, panting and exhausted, and then he himself unloads his burden on the wayside resting-beam. At that moment the poor carrier feels a great relief and joy which can be termed as a negative happiness in the sense that he has not gained anything new: the sorrow due to the heavy load is no more with him.

\(^1\) Refer Swami’s Discourses on Isavasyopanishad—Introductory talks—the Personality of Man.
and hence his happiness. Similarly, here, in the Deep-sleep State also the sorrows caused by the mental agitations are no more, and hence, comparatively, we term sleep as a State of Bliss.

When we are neither seeing the dream nor are awake and consequentially, when we are having no disturbances from outside, we experience the inflow of a limitless and homogeneous negative bliss and that State is called the State of Deep-sleep.

स कथा सोम्य व्यांसि वसोब्रूक्षं संप्रतिष्ठन्ते ।
एवं है तस्यथे पर आत्मनि संप्रतिष्ठन्ते II ७ II

Sa Yatha Somya Vayamst Vasovrksam
Sampratishthante

EvaM Ha Vai Tat Sarvan Para Atman
Sampratishtate

Just as, O Beloved, Birds retire to a tree to roost, so, indeed, do all these rest in the Supreme Atman.

Here is yet another beautiful analogy, that is compelling the Master to stop to revel in; of course, not without profit both to the teacher and the student. The Indriyas merge into the mind and the mind that is withdrawn from all its activities repairs to rest for a fixed time to revive to a greater efficiency when the individual is said to be asleep. Next morning he comes back to the Waking Condition when the mind flutters out of its nest to roam about as before to fly back to the worm-ridden gutters of the sense-objects, seeking therein a consummation and a satisfaction.

The statement that this folding of the mind and its temporary repose is like the flying of the birds back to their nests at the end of the day to rest is not only beautiful but it is at once highly artistic in finish and extremely telling in effect. The birds too retire only temporarily when they are fatigued with their life, and after their rest they come back again with a hundred times
more energy and cheerfulness to the fields of their usual activities. Similarly here also, the fluttering and restless birds in us retire to rest into the Supreme Self, into the “bliss of Brahman,” into the “Ananda-Maya Kosha.” They too like the birds come out of the nest at dawn to roam about pecking here and there and earning their food.

All the factors that retire in sleep, as the birds in their nests rest until dawn when they can emerge out with greater energy, are enumerated in the following stanza, which gives us in its totality a complete picture of what happens to our physical, mental and intellectual personalities in sleep!

\[\text{पृथिवी च पृथिवीमात्रा चास्सकात्मकस्मिनाकाशमात्रा च} \\
\text{तेजस्व तेजोमात्रा च वायुश्र गायुमात्रा} \\
\text{चास्सकायाश्रयस्कारमात्रा च चतुर्थं} \\
\text{द्रष्टव्यं च श्रोतं च श्रोतव्यं च ग्राणं च} \\
\text{धातव्यं च रसं रसयत्वं च त्र क्व स्पर्शयत्वं च} \\
\text{हर्तौ चास्सकात्मकव्यं चोपसञ्ज्ञान्विततव्यं च पायुश्र विस्थिततव्यं च पाढ़े च गन्तव्यं च मनस्थ मन्तव्यं च वुद्विष} \\
\text{बोद्धव्यं चाहकाशांकरस्तव्यं च विनिः च चेतस्यतव्यं च तेजस्व विप्रतियतव्यं च प्राणश्व विघारयतितव्यं च} \]

Prithivi Ca Prthivimatra Ca, Apas Ca Apomatra Ca
Tejas Ca Tejomatra Ca, Vayus Ca, Vayumatra Ca,
Akashas Ca Akashamatra Ca, Caksus Ca Drasvayam
Ca, Srotam Ca Srotvyam Ca, Ghramam Ca
Ghratavyam Ca, Rasash Ca Rasayitavyam Ca,
Tvakea Sparsyitvyam Ca, Vak Ca Vaktavyam
Ca, Hastau Ca Adatavyam Ca, Upasthas Ca Anandayitavyam Ca, Payuscha Visarjayitavyam Padau Ca Gantavyam Ca, Manash Ca
Mantavyam Ca, Buddhis Ca Boddhavyam Ca, Ahankarash Ca, Ahankartavyam Ca, Cittam Ca Cetayitavyam Ca,
Tejash Ca Vidyotayitavyam Ca, Pranash Ca
Vidharayitavyam Ca

The Earth and its subtle elements, the Water and its subtle elements, the Akasa and its subtle elements, the eye and what can be seen, the ear and what can be heard, the nose and what can be smelt, taste and its objects; the hands and what can be grasped, the feet and what can be walked on, the organs of generation and what is to be enjoyed, the organs of excretion and what must be excreted, the mind and what must be thought of, the intellect and what must be determined, the egoism and its objects, Citta and its objects, the light and its objects, the Prana and everything supported by it—all these rest in the State of Sleep like birds in their nest.

This enumeration of the items in us that become inactive in the Deep-sleep condition, though it looks too long, falls under a simple classification. The five great Elements and their Subtle-elements (Tanmatras) representing their fundamental qualities, have their corresponding points in our sense-organs. Thus, earth and the nose that smells, water and the tongue that tastes, fire and the eyes that perceive shapes, air and the skin that feels touch, Akasa and the ear that hears sound, together they constitute the macrocosmic and the microcosmic Sense-organs of Knowledge. Since sounds are the property of space (Akasa) whatever may be the sound that we hear, and wherever it may be heard they are all modifications of Akasa; similarly, all shapes that we can recognise by the eye are but the different variations of the fundamental shape, the shape in Fire; so too, in all other cases. Thus we are told that the Indriyas with their objects completely retire in sleep.

Not only the Sense-organs of Knowledge but even all the Organs-of-Action are put out in sleep. The Organs-of-Action
are five in number—the organ of speech, hands, legs, the instrument of procreation and the equipment for excretion—and each of them has individually its own function—to speak, to lift, to walk, to procreate (to enjoy), and to excrete. Here the *Brahmana* describes that all the Instruments-of-Action with their activities retire in Deep-sleep.

Apart from the Organs-of-Action and Knowledge even the inner instruments of perception, feeling and comprehension do retire in sleep. Thus the inner instruments—the mind, the intellect, the Citta and the ego—with their independent and individual functions—as thinking, determining, illuminating and self-ascertaining—retire in sleep.

The last section of this *Brahmana* says that "*The Prana and what is to be supported by it,*" also retire. Here there is no contradiction with what the Master said earlier that the activities of the *Prana* are the sleepless guardian angels that sustain and maintain the body-unit intact when the individual is at sleep. Here by *Prana* is meant only that particular branch of activity of the *Prana* because of which the Sense-organs of perception were functioning in the Waking State. The officer in charge of the Sense-organs was termed as the *Prana*, and the *Prana* is at rest in the Sleeping-man.

The sum total of what we have been discussing in this *Brahmana* enumerates all the factors that together constitute the *Ahankar* or the ego-centre in all its fields of activities. This Factor, identifying with the above-mentioned different entities constituting a man, becomes the ego-centre who arrogates to himself the feelings that I am the sufferer or the enjoyer in life. This idea is clearly brought out in the following *Brahmana*.

![Verse](image-url)
That is he who sees, feels, hears, smells, tastes, thinks, knows. He is the doer, the intelligent ego, the Purusha. He dwells in the highest, indestructible Self.

The active agent in life’s turmoils who feels the victory or the successes and the carping sorrows of all failures, who dances to the tunes sung by circumstances, whether cheerful or melancholy, who flutters here and there as the wind chances to blow in the stormy field of opposing likes and dislikes, and who swings between the two banks of joy and sorrow, is this ego-centre that helplessly floats along like a pathetic dazed body, bloated up and getting putrefied on the waters of time and circumstances.

This ego-centre, a product of our identifications with our body, mind and intellect, is the one who has the delusory arrogance to claim that he is the actor, the perceiver, the enjoyer and the knower. In short, the intelligent ‘knowing soul’ (Vijnana Atma), knows its own delusory extensions of something different from itself, and due to this wrong perception comes to reap its own poisonous harvest of sorrows, limitations, finitude and mortality.

To summarise, what Pippalada has been so long hammering in his exposition of the sleep, is to give us an idea that the ego-centre in us gets drowned in a mist of ‘ignorance’ and the consequent ‘unknown bliss’ is the experience of sleep. The various factors that go into the composition of this shadow-nothingness together constitute the ego as already enumerated.

Now, in this Brahmana, the Rishi is indicating that the sum total of the above enumerated factors, together constituting the ego, which retires under the blanket of ignorance in Deep-sleep State, is exactly the villain that sabotages our life’s real perfection and divinity with its own foolish arrogation and self-imposed conceit that it is the actor and the enjoyer—the ‘knowing Atman’—the Vijnana Atman.

This delusory ego has no vitality of its own as it is but a mere super-imposition upon the Atman ‘the highest, indestructible Self’. The Pure Conscious Centre, that is the Spark of Life in man, is a veritable dynamo that lends its energy for the ego to dance its own death-tunes. Just as a ghost has no exist-
ence apart from the post, so too the ego-centre has no existence other than the Supreme Self in us. The vision of the post and the ghost can never co-exist at one and the same time; so too, a glimpse of the Self will make the ego-centric bundle of false values, wrong notions, distorted perceptions and sad errors disappear at one stroke as readily as at the touch of the awakened intellect the dream-world rolls off.

If there is such a Self in us, apart from what we generally know as the ego-centre, certainly, the teacher should give us some more detailed touches and detailed information about this Self. Perhaps, the students sitting in front of Pippalada, expressed in their attitude, a great surprise and a burning anxiety when they heard the master's declaration of a greater entity in them serving as the very substratum for the only entity known to them to be themselves, namely, their own ego-centre. Thus, in the next Brahmana we have a beautiful description, which is comparable easily with the best available in all the scriptural literature of the world, and which defines in the language of the finite the Eternal Truth Principle.

परमेवाक्षरं प्रतिपद्यते स यो है
तद्वच्चायमश्रीरमलोहितं शुभ्राक्षरं बैद्यते
यस्तु सोम्य स सर्वेऽस्मिन सर्वो भवत्
तद्वेष इलोकः ॥ १० ॥

Param Eva Aksaram Pratipadyate, Sa Yo
ha vai Tad Atchayam Asuriram Alohitam
Subhram Aksaram Vedayate; Yas Tu Somya,
Sa Sarvajnah Sarvo Bhavati
Tadesa Slokah

One whoever, O Beloved, knows this Being, which is without shadow, without body, without colour, which is pure and indestructible becomes omniscient and becomes all: the Supreme, Indestructible Being, he surely attains.
Having described in the above Brahmanas the various faculties that really retire in the Sleep-condition, and also having pointed out the ego-centric one in us who identifies with these sleeping factors in us, the master is now in this Brahmana describing the Reality behind the delusion-created ego. The ego is established in Pure Awareness and all the other faculties, the body, the mind and the intellect, are all mere super-impositions upon the Truth as the blueness or murkiness, redness or whiteness, upon the colourless sky.

That ego-centre which has realised its error comes to experience itself to be nothing other than the Pure Consciousness, the Reality. This rediscovery of the Truth is the goal of existence, the Mission of the human Life. Having attained it there is no reason why we should feel even for a moment the limitations which are the fumes of the ignorance in us and the ravings of the rabid-ego.

If there is, as explained, a Reality, the Self, behind the ego, other than the ego itself—in fact, something exactly of the opposite qualities of the actual ego—what could be that Infinite Reality, was the theme that was asked by the unexpressed look of confusion in the face of the student.

We have already noticed that the Infinite cannot be described in language, because language can express only the finite things of the world and the experiences with them. The achievement of the Rishi here is not so much in directly explaining the Supreme but suggestively indicating the great Truth with all vehemence and clarity. These expressions are given out neither in the language of the head nor in the language of the heart; Sruti is written in the language of the Hearty-Head.

"Which is without shadow?"—Here the word shadow has been used in its ampler meaning as discussed earlier and it includes all reflections. Wherever there is a reflecting medium, in all those places we see the sun reflected. Not only in the Ganges but also in the wayside muddy pools, the sun is seen reflected. Seeing this pluralistic reflections if we were to enquire what is the cause for these reflections we will, certainly, have to understand that it is the sun which is separate from all its reflections. In this chapter the Rishi was explaining to us the Waker, the
Dreamer and the Deep-sleeper which are the assumptions of personalities by the same ego-centre functioning in different equipments as the gross body, subtle body and the causal body.

The Master is trying here to point out the Reality, whose reflection is the ego-centre. Therefore, just as we are explaining the sun as something separate from its own reflections, so too, here, the Truth is described as “without shadow”. Transcending ego we experience the Reality. Sublimation of ego is the process when the awareness in us becomes awareful of itself which is called the experience of the Reality.

“Without body”.—In denying thus the body in the Supreme, in fact, they deny all forms to the Supreme. Form is the signboard of matter which is finite and perishable. Form can be only when a thing is conditioned by something other than that. A sample of water, a few yards away from the land and a yard below the surface has not got any particular form, since it is all water surrounded by water only, and, therefore, that sample of water is not conditioned by anything other than itself.

But in the case of a table or a pot it has got a definite form, for, all round the table or the pot there is something other than the table or the pot conditioning it. Thus, you and I have got a form because of the material of space surrounding us. In denying thus a form to the Supreme Reality the Sruti by implication says that it is Homogeneous and All-pervading. In fact, such an All-pervading Factor, One-without-a-second, ever Unconditioned, alone can be the Truth Supreme which is Eternal and Infinite.

In saying “without Body” we need not understand it as the physical form only. In an individual the matter envelopments around him can fall into three groups as the gross, the subtle, and the casual bodies. None of them is in the Supreme, because it is “without body”. Thus, by this epithet it is indicated that the Supreme Reality is that state of experience when we have transcended all the three bodies during our meditation.

“Without colour”.—By denying body to the Supreme it is also indicated that the spirit is without desire; for we know that the body has been taken up by the ego-concept as its instrument for fulfilling its own desires, and because there is no form or body
the Supreme must necessarily be without any 'colour', for qualities like colour, etc., can express themselves in their manifestations, only through a substance having form.

"Which is pure and indestructible".—If there is a Factor which has no body and so no qualities, it is certainly pure because there is no chance of any impurity reaching it, and, again, if at all any impurity reaches to defile the Supreme there is nothing in the Supreme that can be touched by the impurity. On the whole from the above negations it has become clear that the Eternal Factor, the Self, is without any attribute and hence it is indestructible, for, all things destructible are noticed to have some attribute or other, manifest or unmanifest, and hence the Sruṭi asserts that "it is indestructible".

Having realized the Supreme Being, this ego-centre can no longer exhibit in itself the ordinary weaknesses of morality or imperfection. It 'becomes omniscient' says the Sastra. Omnis-

\[\text{cience means 'all knowing'. If the Sastra were to be understood literally the one who realizes the Self will be able to know at one and the same time all the thoughts entertained by all people at all places, not only in the present and in the past, but those belonging to the future too! Alas! This would indeed be a tragedy for the realised.}

Those of us who are aware of the organised tyranny of thoughts even in our individual life cannot but sympathise with that poor wretch who at the time of his Self-realisation would come to experience all the tyrannies of all people, suffered in their mind in all climes and at all the periods of time! If this be true, unenviable indeed is the status of a jnāni, who has to suffer this mental torture in order to fulfil his omniscience. If this literal meaning be true then Self-realisation would not be a redemption but, on the other hand, it would be the destiny to be lived through carping sorrows and unending agitations. Naturally, there is something wrong in our very understanding of the term omniscient.

In our day-to-day contacts with the world we gain knowledge but this is knowledge of things. It is a conditioned knowledge: knowledge conditioned by the objects. In this process of knowing there is the awarer, the awareness and the
object of the awareness. But in transcending the mind and intellect the ego comes to experience its essential nature as Pure Awareness and as such it is not 'an awareness of Awareness' but it becomes Awareness itself. The Awareness or Consciousness in an individual which is the Self in him is the All-pervading Reality; as such one and the same is the Awareness in every being.

Since, without Awareness 'Knowledge of things,' is not possible we can say that the Awareness is omniscient, in the sense that every 'knowledge known' anywhere, at any time, by any one, is always in the presence of this Pure Awareness, and as such Awareness is omniscient. It being the Self of all, the Knowe-of-the-Self, experiencing—Selfhood becomes all. Here the Rishi quotes a Vedic Mantra in support of his above statement.

\[\text{विज्ञानात्मा तस देवभूमि सर्वं: }\]
\[\text{प्राणो भूतानि संप्रतिश्चित्ति यत्र }\]
\[\text{तद्धर्मं बेदयते यस्तु सौम्य सर्वबृजः }\]
\[\text{सर्वेच्छविविवेदोति }\]

\[\text{विज्ञानात्मा सहा देवायस सर्वायह प्राणो }\]
\[\text{भूतानि सामप्रतिश्चित्ति यत्र }\]
\[\text{तद्धर्मं बेदयते यस्तु सौम्य सर्वबृजः }\]
\[\text{सर्वेच्छविविवेदोति }\]

\[\text{Vijnanatma Saha Devais Ca Sarvaih Prano }\]
\[\text{Bhutani Sampratishthaniti Yatra }\]
\[\text{Tad Aksaram Vedayate Yas Tu Sonya Sa }\]
\[\text{Sarvajnah Sarvam Eva AviveSa Iti }\]

O Beloved One, he who knows the imperishable Atman, in whom rests the 'Knowing-Self' (ego) with all the Devas, the Pranas and the five elements, becomes omniscient and, indeed, enters (all) to become all.

In this stanza the entire contents of the chapter have been beautifully concluded. By quoting the Vedic Mantra Pippalada is citing his authority for all his assertions and statements in this chapter.
“Enters to become all.”—The one who realizes that he is not a mortal, limited, ego-centre but in his essential nature is the Self or the Atman, realizes that he is the one unbroken Life in all Beings and comes to experience this sacred Unity that is underlying the seeming diversity in the pluralistic world perceived by the mind and intellect equipments.

HERE ENDS THE FOURTH PRASNA
The last question and answer were meant for students of the highest perfection and the greatest mental and intellectual integration. But ordinary students will not be able to understand the whole Truth and come to experience it directly when they hear about it in so few words, pregnant with their endless suggestions and voluminous import. Those who could not realize the indicated Truth during the last conversation are necessarily dull in their subtle sheaths and so the only method by which we can make them comprehend easily the great Truth is by giving them a spiritual treatment. The course of treatment suggested for all such patients, suffering from dullness of comprehension, lack of concentration and dimness of mental vision, is called technically the Upasana. Here we have in the meditation upon OM and OM Upasana, advised as a specific to cure the malady.

Constant and diligent meditation on OM itself has a potency to raise us in our evolutionary scale to the very Pinnacle of Perfection not perhaps in a non-stop flight, but in progressive stages. This is called gradual liberation (Krama Mukti). In this chapter we will have a description of how to meditate upon OM and the descriptions guide us to an understanding of the relative values gained when with different emphasis we chant or meditate on OM.

अथ हैरं शैव्यः सत्यकामः पञ्चसः ।
स यो हि वै यद्गवन्मनुव्येपु
प्रयाधापन्तमःकारमभिध्यायित ॥
कत्मं वाव स तेन लोकं जयति
तस्मै स होवाच ॥ १ ॥
Atha Hainam Saihyah Satyakamah Papraccha
—Sa yo Ha Vai Tadbhagavan Manusyesu
Prayanantam Omkaram Abhidhyayita
Katanam Vava Sa Tena Lokam Jayati Iti
Tasmai Sa Horaca.

Then Satyakama, son of Sibi, questioned him, "Oh! Bhagavan, to what world does he go who among men meditates on OM until his death?"

With this Brahmana we are taking up a theme in Prasnopani-
shad which explains the Vedic Mantra OM and the meditation upon it. As we said earlier the Upanishad Seers are never tired of insisting upon one method or other of worship or meditation which alone can integrate the personality and make it single pointed. Without this preparation of the mind and intellect, an average man's grasp or perceptions cannot come to appreciate the subtle Unity that is underlying the diversity.

Thus, Satyakama, one of the six disciples, approaches the Guru and asks a question on what will be the destiny of one who has been meditating and contemplating upon the significances of OM, "until death". In all Upasana it is necessary that the Upasaka continues to practice till the moment of his breathing the last.

As contrasted with this method, a vedantic man of realisation is free to die in all circumstances and conditions; his liberation is not in any way influenced by either the place of his death or the time of his departure—a man of realisation comes to experience the Truth constantly and continuously in all conditions and at all times even in his life here!

In all these things the rule is the same: "As you think so you become!!" When at the parting time our thoughts wander into the sensuous or the passionate, in order to fulfil these parting desires the subtle-body will have to make a pilgrimage and reappear again in a form fit to earn the experience demanded, under a favourable scheme of circumstances. The resultant of the total thought-life is the last thought, which in its turn determines the next scheme of experiences to be experi-
enced—which is indicated here in the question, “to what world does he go?”

एतद्वित्ते सत्यकाम परं चापरं च बहु यदौकारः।
तस्मादिद्विवन्द्वते न ज्ञतुनेनैकत्तरसत्वेति॥ २ ॥

Etad Vai Satyakama Param Ca Aparam Ca
Brahma Yad Omkarah
Tasmad Vidvan Etena eva Ayatanena Ekataram
Anveta

(2)

He replied, “Satyakama, the syllable OM is indeed the symbol of both the lower and the higher Brahman: the conditioned and the unconditioned, the finite and the Infinite. Therefore, he who knows it by this means surely attains either of them.

We have already discussed the meaning of OM when we found that the worlds of the Waking, the Dream, and the Deep-sleep are indicated by the A-sound, the U-sound and the M-sound in the syllable OM, which together constitute the finite world of plurality experienced by each of us in our mortal existence.\(^1\) We also then found that the OM has got an A-matra portion (a matra-less portion) as represented by the pregnant silence between the two successive OMs. Those who are meditating upon it would be thereby meditating upon the Fourth Plane of Consciousness called the Turiya or Self, which is Infinite and Eternal. Thus, OM is a symbol which suffers in it not only the super-imposition of the finite world, but we have in it also a representation of the Infinite.

Therefore, the Brahmana says that the result of the OM meditation would depend upon the type of Bhavana the devotee maintains while meditating upon the OM. The principle being “as you think you so become,” if an individual is meditating more upon the significances of A, U, M letters then he will be

\(^1\) Refresh your memory by reading either Mandukya and Karika or Meditation of Life.
attaining the finite world only; but on the other hand if any
individual is meditating upon OM as the Supreme Eternal
Factor he would be thereby inviting a result by which he gains
the very Supreme. The meditation on OM in the finite level
will be described in the following three Brahmanas.

स यथेकामात्रमभिव्ययात स तेनैव
संज्ञादितत्तूणिमेव जगत्यामभिसंपंचयते ॥
तमसः मनुष्यलोकसुपनयते स तत्र तपसा
श्राध्यचर्येण श्रद्धा संपन्नो महिमामनुभवति ॥ १ ॥

Sa Yadi Ekamatram Abhidhyayita Sa
Tena Eva Samveditas Turam Eva Jagatyam
Abhisampadyate. Tam Rco Manusya-lokam
Upanayante, Sa Tatra Tapasa Bramhacaryena
Staddhaya Sampanno Mahimam Anubhavati. (3)

If he meditates one Mana (measure) of it (A) then he being enlightened
by that, comes quickly to earth again. The Rik Devata leads him into the
world of men immediately, and being endowed with austerity, celibacy and
faith there he easily attains greatness.

From this Brahmana onwards we have discussions exposing
the finite nature of the results accrued by meditating upon the
grosser or lower aspects of the OM-syllable. By concentrating
upon the A-sound which comprehends the Waking State
experiences, the individual after death comes back quickly to
the world of mortals, having with him then a greater inclination
for spirituality, and a greater subtlety in mind and intellect
which can easily comprehend the Truth of Vedanta, and through
diligent practice, can come to experience the glory of Selfhood.

Here is the Brahmana wherein the master clearly points out
that no Upasana is possible nor spiritual perfection practicable
without austerity, celibacy and faith. Certainly, in these
days of over-indulgence, sensuousness and lack of faith, these
conditions would read as almost a list of impossible terms for a human personality to follow. In fact, if we understand the import of these three terms in their correct proportions we shall find a complete and satisfactory intellectual appeal to accept and justify the scriptural insistence upon these three conditions.

Austerity does not merely mean an unnecessary self-denial or forced self-restraint, but it insists upon a constant output of intelligent effort in curbing the flesh from all its ruinous tendencies for suicidal excesses.

Again, the idea of Celibacy. Celibacy as indicated by the term Brahmacharya means more than the control of the sex-act in the man-and-wife relationship and it includes in its point of view a mental control at its very source of all gross and dissipating thought eruptions.

The third, most important factor, contributing to the richness of a seeker is Faith. It is possible in these days that your upper lips roll up to reach nearer the tip of your nose when you hear the word Faith! A true student of Vedanta should congratulate you for feeling thus mimical to the idea of ‘faith,’ as it is understood today, not only in Hinduism, but in almost all other similar religions that have come to be victimised by an unhealthy pack of priests.

“Faith” in its spiritual context does not mean an idle intellectual surrender or any unquestioned sentimental and emotional tribute at the altar of a symbol or idea, which the innocent devotees do not understand. Faith here means only that psychological and intellectual understanding and balance without which not even our common day-to-day business of life could, in fact, be efficiently transacted. A faith in ourselves and in our own capacities is the nucleus of all achievements, and without this initial capital none of us can build up either a career or a pattern of existence.

The modern psychologist would say that one who has lost totally all his faith in himself is one who is raving mad in the streets. To the degree an individual has lost his faith in himself to that degree he is impotent in life and ineffectual in the competitive world. Such an one either turns hysterical in constitution or lunatic in disposition.
Even in our market place if we have got some ability we can trade upon it only when we have got some faith in it. Thus, if I am a typist who has been certified to do correctly a speed of 60 words per minute, unless I have got a rough and ready confidence in my own abilities I will never be able to get into any situation in life where I can strike a profitable bargain with my ability. If a man, who has lost all his faith in himself and who as a result fears that he will topple over even a small stone on the road, goes round every stone carefully avoiding all imagined dire possibilities, others on the roadside, would murmur “Poor man! He has gone off his nuts!!”

“It is this essential character in individuals which makes it possible for them to encaush readily their faculties. That is called faith. Certainly, in this sense of the term we must have a faith in the spiritual science too, in our instructor, and also above all a faith in ourselves that we will be able to live the great and noble values of life insisted upon by the science of spiritualism—if we must achieve a success in it.

In any practice of spiritualism, be it through the Path of Love, or in the Path of Action, or on the Path of Mysticism or along the Path of Knowledge, success certainly depends upon the amount of Austerity, Celibacy and Faith one could bring into it all through one’s spiritual career. Here, the Sastra insists upon all the three, and says that the Upasana of OM should be undertaken only by people who are living these values in order that it may yield its promised fruits.

अथ यदि द्विमात्रेण मनसि संप्यते
सोऽजुमिर्मृत्यूः सोमलोकम् ।
स सोमलोके विभूतिमन्नुभय पुनरावर्तते ॥ ४ ॥

Atha Yadi Dvimatrena Manasi Sampadyate
So 'ntarikasam Yajurbhir Unniyate
Soma-lokane. Sa Soma-loke Vibhurim
Arubhuya Punar Avaratate

(4)
If he meditates on its second Mantra only, he becomes one with the moon. He is led up by the Mantra-Devata of the Yajur Veda to the world of the Moon. Having enjoyed greatness there he is guided back again.

Just as in the previous Brahma where the discussion was upon the fruits accrued by meditating upon the ‘A’ sound in OM, here in this Brahma what would be the fruits or the worlds gained by one who is meditating upon the middle matra of the OM syllable, is discussed. The Rishi says that its presiding deity, the Yajur-Mantra-Devatas, will guide the meditator into the world of the Moon—the World of the Manes—and after enjoying there for some length of time he will be guided back to don again his mortal coil.

य: पुनरेत्त त्रिमात्रेऽणोमित्येतेनैवाल्लेष य प्रवृत्त यो भवति स पापम्मानात् भवति स सामात्रीयि व ब्रह्माभ्यानि नात्सर्वां पुरिश्यां पुरुषमिङ्खिते तवतौ इत्यक्षको भवति || ५ ||

Yah Punar Etam Trimatraena Om Iti Etena evaksarena Param Purusam Ahhidhyayita Sa Tejasri Surye Sampannah—Yatha Padodaras Tvaca Vinirmucyata Evam ha vai Sa Papa-mana Vinirmuktah Sa Samabhir Unniyate Brahma-lokam, Sa Etatvat Jivaghanat Paratparam Purisayam Purusam Iksate Tad etau Slokaub Bhavatah

But if again he meditates on the Highest Purusha with this syllable by all its three Matras, he becomes united with the bright Sun. As a snake is freed from its skin, so is he freed from all sins. He is led by the Sama Hymns to the world of Brahma, the Creator, and from Him—the Mass of Life—he beholds the Supreme Purusha residing in the heart. There are the two following verses about it.
Here the Seer is giving us an idea of what would be the destiny in store for those who have been meditating all their life time upon OM as a synthetic whole constituted of the sounds A, U and M. We are told that, led by the deities of Sama Hymns, the ego-centre of such a great devotee passes through the Sun, the Eternal Source of Energy, and goes beyond to the world of the Hiranya Garbha or the Total Mind. From there, unlike those who meditate upon 'A' and 'U' exclusively, he never comes back, but having gained illumination through the realisation of the Conscious Principle in himself, he gets merged into the Total Reality. This is what we call as the progressive liberation (Krama-Mukti) which we had explained in the introduction to this chapter.

This set of three stanzas gives us a vivid picture of the finite nature of the achievements accrued by meditating upon the parts of OM, and it cannot be otherwise, since out of the finite things, finitude alone can be milked. The purpose of these three stanzas becomes amply evident when we watch the Vedic Mantra that has been quoted by the Rishi here. This being a Brahmana Upanishad we have already seen how the Rishi is compelled to quote the corresponding Vedic Mantra for every direct statement or emphatic assertion, that he makes in the Brahmana. Therefore, the Rishi concludes his statement by saying, "There are two following verses about it".

तिरो मत्रा मृत्युमत्य: प्रयुक्ता
अन्योन्य सक्ता अनविप्रयुक्ता: ।
कियासु बाह्याभ्यस्तस्तत्तथमासु
सम्यकप्रयुक्तासु न कम्पते ज्ञ: ॥ ६ ॥

Tisro Matra Mirtyumatyah Prayukta
Anyonyasakta Anaviprayuktah
Kriyasu-Bhya-abhyantara-madhymasu
Samyak Prayuktasu Na Kmpate Jnah

(6)
The three *Matras* when employed separately are mortal-finite; but when they are strung together they are not in any sense of the term ‘wrongly employed’. But when they are ‘properly employed’ in all their internal, external and midway functions the knower thereafter trembles not.

In this *Vedic Mantra* there is a clear note of warning by which the *Rishi* explains the relative merits of chanting the OM and meditating upon its first three *Matras* individually. When individually and separately meditated upon, the meditator will naturally be concentrating upon the Waking, the Dreaming and the Deep-sleep ego-centric personalities in him, and, naturally the fruits thereof can only be finite and mortal.

But on the other hand when the three *Matras* of A, U and M, are strung together and rhythmically chanted with the appropriate meditations upon their individual significances the *Veda* declares here, “When they are strung together they are not in any sense of the term ‘wrongly employed’.” When we do an act it can fall under three categories; either it can be really good, or not bad, or else it can be positively bad. Between positive goodness and positive evil there is a dusky area of “not evil”; “not evil” is not “positive goodness” at any time.

In OM meditation to concentrate upon the various syllables separately is positively mortal, finite and so not advisable. But when they are strung together they are “not wrongly employed”. As seekers of self-perfection all that we should understand out of it is that, to chant OM with the three *matras* together is better than putting an over-emphasis upon any particular *matra* in OM.

“When they are properly employed.”—Here the Vedic seer is positively giving us a hint as to what he meant, by a contrast with the earlier expressions “not wrongly employed”. He says, when rightly employed the results would be greater and this ‘right employment’ includes and incorporates a perfect alignment with the “external and internal and middle functions”. These terms would look rather unintelligent to us who can no more appreciate the symbolic language of the ancient seers. It is sometimes described by some text-books as the three types of chanting that are possible in *Mantra Japa*. They are the loud pronunciation (*Tara*), the muttering (*Madhyama*) and the purely
mental repetition (Mantra). But this does not seem to sit well in the context, though we may accept it as an additional knowledge useful for a spiritual aspirant in his practice.

The external should necessarily mean consciousness of the external world of sense-objects available to us in the Waking-state, and the internal should mean the simple consciousness illuminating the casual-sheath in our Deep-sleep and the middle arena as when we are under the arch of the Subtle-body enjoying our Dream-state of existence.

To superimpose these ideas—Waking on A, Dream on U and Deep-sleep on M—and to chant the OM in one continuous easy flow is the method of properly employing the great meditation-support (Alambanam) in the Path of Knowledge. One who does OM-Upasana properly with sincerity, regularity and consistent effort, and who is well-established in austerity, celibacy and truthfulness, comes to merge himself in the silence between the two successive OM’s (Amaatra), and experience the All-pervading Self, the Life Factor, in himself.

He who recognises himself to be this Vital Factor, which in its essential nature of Knowledge illuminates the Waking, Dream and Sleep, but all the same is ever untouched by any of the happenings in any one of these planes of existence, has understood the unity that underlies the diversity, the rhythm that lies muffled with the seeming discords in life. To be in the awareness of the Infinite Reality into which all plurality dissolves is to transcend all possibilities of agitation.

The child in its ignorance weeps, because it has not received the yellow bird which his brother has got; if only the child comes to know that the bird in the brother’s hand and the camel in its own hand are all made up of sugar-candy it will realise that whether it is the hump of the camel or the tail of the bird it is all sweetness alone! With this Knowledge the child’s agitations and delusory sorrows will certainly end.

To arrive at and see the sweet concord in the hawker’s basket the child will have to grow up to a realization which the grown up man has got. Similarly, the pluralistic world confuses and confounds us, and we, ignoring the Ultimate Reality try to maintain in ourselves an equipoise and balance
while playing with the ever-changing-waves of the objectified world. He who has realized this changeless Eternal Factor, the Illuminator of all experiences, that Vidwan—the wise man of self-realization (Jivan)—"trembles not".

The word used is specially beautiful because of the wealth of its significance. Na Kampate is very suggestive phrase in Sanskrit which includes in its meaning not only trembling because of fear, but all tremors of sentimental emotions: of love and hatred, of success and failure, of honour and dishonour, etc. In short, all agitations, physical, mental and intellectual, are comprehended by this beautiful word used. One, having realized the Self, cannot react to the world outside as he did before, because his innerworld is permanently tranquil and peaceful.

ऋभिषेत यजुरभिष्टिरिञ्च सामभिर्य्यत्क्रस्वयो
बेदयते || तमोकरणेवा अस्यतनेनात्मेति
विद्वान्यस्तस्त्यन्तस्यज्ञसमुत्समयं परं चेति || ७ ||

_Rgbhir Etam Yajurbhiri Antariksam Samabhir_
_Yat Tat Kavyaya Vedaivante—Tam Ombarena Eva_
_Ayatanena Anveti Vidwan Yat Tat Santam Ajaram_
_Atmantm Abhayam Param Ca Iti_ (7)

Through the Rik-mantra-Devata he reaches this world, led by Yajur-devata he reaches the World of the Manes and guided by the Sama-verses he reaches Brahma-loka. By means of the syllable OM the wise one reaches also that which is Quiet, Undecaying, Deathless, Fearless and Supreme.

To read this translation without an understanding of what has been explained in this chapter is to understand how and why our modern educated Hindus run away from the study of the Veda. The Vedic Mantras are so brief that they are to be accompanied by voluminous discourses to bring them within the comprehension of the modern man. Just as we cannot follow it now, even in the past also the Rishis felt that many of
the Vedic Mantras need a correct exposition. It is to explain these Mantras in a more elaborate fashion that we have a substantial literature in the Brahmanas. This Mantra clearly shows that the whole chapter was but an exhaustive treatise upon the last two Mantras quoted here in the form of the Vedic Hymns.

We have already seen how those who are meditating upon the A-sound of syllable OM, guided by the A-matra deity the Rik-mantra-Devata, come back quickly to reach the world and live a better atmosphere of spirituality so that from childhood onwards they get the favourable circumstances to live, exert and grow to be dynamic men of Knowledge and poise.

Those who are meditating upon the U-sound of the syllable OM, guided by its deity the Yajur-mantra-Devata go to the Pitriloka and having enjoyed there for a period of time come back to the world of the mortals to strive and to earn here the Consciousness of the Supreme.

Those who are meditating upon the M-sound of the syllable OM, guided by its presiding deity the Sama-Devata go to the World of the Total Mind and from there they gain ‘progressive liberation’ (Krama-Mukti) in due course.

All these three states have been already described in the previous Mantra as those belonging to the realm of the finite only. But about those who have meditated long upon the OM-syllable with all its letters together and have consistently put all their intense efforts in understanding the Supreme, the Mantra says, “The wise one reaches these and also that which is beyond”.

We started this chapter with the words of the seer, “the syllable OM is indeed higher and the lower Brahman,” meaning that it includes and incorporates in its vision, by suggestion and meaning, both the world of the finite and the realm of the Infinite. In the Infinite the finite world of plurality is but a delusory superimposition and as such at the moment of the Vision of the Infinite the pluralistic world can no more be with us.

To see the past one has to see through and through the ghost. In this sense it is said here that those who have realised the OM completely as represented by its silent (A-matra) aspect
gain a mastery and freedom, a kingship and control, a proprietorship and power over the World of the Mortals, the World of the Manes and the World of the Creator, because all of them can exist but in the Supreme Consciousness. The knower of OM apart from the above also becomes Consciousness Itself, and as such, it is "not only these that he gains but that which is beyond"; when you give a gold necklace as a present to your sister she gets not only the necklace but also the gold, which is not called the necklace but which is the very substance of the necklace.

Herein we have one of the greatest definitions of the Infinite Truth couched in the language-of-negation but seemingly sounding as though it is a direct scientific definition. It is said here that the wise one comes to experience that which is "undecaying (Ajara), deathless (Amrita), fearless (Abhaya) and the Supreme (Param).

These terms are used with a special technical dexterity. From the finite the Infinite can only be pointed out; from the Infinite the finite cannot even be pointed out. The great Rishis having experienced the Infinite have to explain it to us, who are living the seeming realities of the finite, and if they were to make us understand it, they have to talk about it to us in our language-of-delusion. In our delusory existence we experience generally five great modifications during our life. They are: birth, growth, decay, disease, and death. An ordinary mortal life is a round of these agonising fates and their consequent tears. Walking through the by-lanes of ignorance we slip at every step on the rocky surface made specially slippery with the tears of those who have walked over them in front of us. This being the common experience of every thinking seeker, the Rishis have to explain the Infinite, the goal of life, to their disciples as a Plane-of-Existence wherein he will not have anyone of these sorrows.

We find here terms that negate our today's experiences, and this negative language at best can only indicate the experiences in the beyond. The term 'undecaying' only means that the experience of constant decay, which is part and parcel of our life now will not be our lot there.
“Deathless” is the term used to suggest that the mortality that we are suffering here—not only in our physical structure but also in the outer world conditioned by the finite concepts of time and space—is again not there in the Infinite.

‘Fear’ is the bug-bear which seems to have been born with us and it so faithfully remains all along with us that it is doubtful whether even at the death-bed we can really get divorced from it, and it is the fear-complex that taxes us the maximum and punishes us the most with the largest doses of our sorrows and failures in life. The Infinite, being the One without a Second, cannot have ‘fear’ and so it is indicated here as ‘fearless’.

If there is thus an undecaying, deathless, and fearless State of Existence, our intellect may still ask us in the library-halls whether, after all, that factor is in itself, the Supreme. Chances are that we may still wonder at the possible existence of something yet higher, a Truth that produces this Infinite. In order to show that the Eternal, Fearless, Brahman is uncaused, and yet is the cause for the total world of plurality, the Rishi advises us that it is the Supreme (Param).

HERE ENDS THE FIFTH PRASNA
The cream of this Upanishad is in its last query, in which there is a famous discussion on the Purusha with his 16-Kalas (parts). In this discussion, we will find that the Supreme Consciousness the Purusha, is indicated not directly, but through its expressions and manifestations. The 16-Kalas, as will be explained in this section are expressions of life which are very well known in our work-a-day world. The method of explaining the Purusha is by bringing the entire attention of the student to the manifested symbols of life, and thereby indicating that at the core of it all, as a substratum for the entire life, as the very cause of it all, is the vital, dynamic, centre—the All-pervading Purusha.

This is the only method that will be practicable in a subjective quest after the Divine Spark that seems to be out of our cognition and experience in our life. This is something like a coloured slide being observed by a student in his laboratory. In order to bring vividly the structure of the cells to the observers’ viewpoint, slides are generally coloured, pigmented, and during the recording of the observations the student observes the slide so coloured but understands them as without the colour; the pigment in it only facilitates his easy observation.

Similarly, the Atman, being the subtlest of the subtle, is not available for the gross instruments of observation, feeling or comprehension and is available only for an intuitive understanding. Naturally, the teachers of the Upanishad had to adopt this method of first making us understand the various facets on the cut-jewel of life, and then making us feel as best as we can, through our intuition, the total Truth which is the very basis on which all the different facets exist and from which they dazzle out their own glories.

Since the comprehension of the Reality is possible only through intuitive experiencing, it was the responsibility of the teacher to make the student evolve sufficiently through Upasanas. That is why, we had in all the previous five queries very many
types of Upasanas prescribed. Even in these sections, we found that they were not only mere meditation methods. A lot of philosophical thinking was also doled out to provide sufficient exercise to the Upasaka’s mind and intellect which help them to develop. In short, when we understand it sympathetically, we can say that the Jnana-Marga (the Path of Knowledge) consists of a happy synthesis of both the intense technique of Bhakti (devotion) and the philosophical contemplation prescribed in Vedanta. The student is made to practice Upasana hand in hand with regular doses of philosophical contemplation.

Ultimately, this section is addressed to those who have understood the earlier five sections and have practised intelligently the methods of meditation prescribed so far. Then alone will they be able to start on the pilgrimage of subjective quest as indicated in this bold and courageous scheme of enquiry.

अथ हैनं सुकेशा भारद्राजः प्रवच्छः
भगवान्हिर्णयनाः कौसल्यो राजपुनो मामुपेत्यैः
प्रक्षमप्रवृत्तसः। षोढ़शाकलं भारद्राजः पुरुषं वेत्यः।
तमसं कुमारमुलुं नाह्मिमं केदं यथामिममेविविं
कथं ते नावव्यमिति। समूहं वा एष परिशुष्यति
योज्यमिति तस्माहाहंस्यनृत्तं वर्तम॥

tूण्णिः रथमार्श्य प्रवाजः।
tं त्रां पुष्चामि क्वासौ पुरुषं इति॥ १॥

Atha Hainam Sukesas Bharadvajah Prapraccha
Bhagavan Hirnya-nabhah Kausalyo
Rajaputro Mam
Upetya Etam Prasnam Apricchata-Sodassakalam
Bharadvaja Purusam Vettha? Tam Aham Kumaram
Abruvam Na Aham Imam Veda—Yadi Aham Imam
Avedisam Katham Te Na Avaksyam Iti—Sanudo
Va Esa Parisusyati yo 'ntam Abhivadati
Tasmad Nia Arhami Antram Vaktum—Sa Tusnim
Ratham Aruhyya Pravavrajat, Tam Tiwam Prcchami
Kva Asau Purusah; Iti

Then Sukesa, son of Bharadwaja, questioned him, "Oh! Bhagavan! the Prince of Kosala, Hiranynabha, once came to me and questioned, 'Oh! Bharadwaja! Do you know the Purusha of 16-Parts!' I said to the youth, 'I do not know him . . . . If I know Him why should I not tell you? . . . . He who tells that which is not true is dried up verily root, stem and branch. Therefore, I dare not utter falsehood.' Having ascended his car, he went away in silence. That I ask you, "where is that Purusha located."

The sixth of the disciples who had been all this time sitting silently comes now forward in this section to clear his doubt. His question put directly would be simple-looking, for, all that he wanted to know was where is the Purusha with the 16-parts located. But, here we have a description of the whole circumstance under which the student got this doubt. In giving the genesis of his doubt, we are tempted to believe that Mother Sruti had, perhaps in Her mind a secondary intention, in that she wanted to indicate that there are among the seekers, even in those days, some who were more talkative than what is necessary or good for them! Don't argue against this theory; you will be only justifying my theory!!

However, the main justification for this report of the circumstantial facts is to bring out the necessary qualifications of a true Vedantic seeker. The Rajkumar of Kosala, necessarily by birth and status a great patron, visits the Ashram of Sukesa for Satsang when he asks of the Sadhu what exactly is the meaning of the 16-Kala-Purusha. There was no hesitation in the mind of the spiritual seeker, in the ascetic, to admit plainly his own ignorance of what it was.

A true seeker of knowledge must be ready to own his ignorance. And yet how few of us can stand against the self-insulating challenge of knowledge not known! These are days when even an ignoramus would try to look wise with a simulated smile-of wisdom. To cover ignorance with a look of wisdom
seems to be the trademark of pundits in these days of competition and lucre. Without hesitation, Sukesa owned his ignorance.

Herein we have also the dramatic beauty of the Upanishadic Literature clearly brought out. Prose Upanishad, discussing dry philosophy, is no excuse for the Rishis to ignore a dramatic situation. They exploited it to the maximum. Irresistible is the charm of art for those who have perfected it in themselves. Physical uncleanness, mental confusions, or intellectual slovenliness meanness in behaviour or lowness in thoughts or grossness in ideas—none of these can ever come from one whose heart is dancing in unison with the Rhythm of the Unity in the diversity. Thus we find that even the casual thoughts of a Perfected Master, have a scriptural style of their own even when he is unconscious of it. A casual glance through quotations from the Bible or the Quoran, the Gita or the Upanishads, the words of Buddha or the declarations of Ramakrishna, lectures of Vivekananda or talks of Ramana, writings of Aurobindo or the songs of Mira, will clearly show that when the mind is divinely composed and is resting in the God-consciousness, words gain a momental ring of sincerity, and the construction gains a brilliance of its own.

Thus, though not themselves written as drama, the Upanishads here open with a description wherein all the dramatic possibilities have been carefully exhausted.

When the Rajkumar hears Sukesa confessing his ignorance about the Purusha with 16-Kalas, the Prince refuses to believe it literally and insists upon getting an explanation from the ascetic. Sukesa continues to argue for establishing his own ignorance and he says, “If I knew Him why should I not tell you?”

In spite of this argument in defence of his ignorance the Prince was not willing to accept it and so the ascetic was compelled to continue his self-defence. “He who tells that which is not true gets destroyed” in the world of finitude, as well as in the Realm of the Infinite. How truthfulness is helpful in the material world has been already discussed.

With reference to a seeker’s pilgrimage to Perfection, truthfulness is considered, by all schools of thinkers, to be at the very top of their list of qualifications. It has been more than
once discussed in the Upanishad: according to the Rishis, the Path to Truth runs through Truth and is laid by Slabs of Truth at every short distance.\(^1\) To be dishonest or untruthful is to bring in a large amount of disintegration into the world of our personalities.

When thus convinced, the Prince, in pregnant silence, declaring at once his confusion, despair, disbelief and frustration, enters his car and rides away. In concluding this report the disciple asked the Guru, "That I ask you: where is that Purusha?" Here the word where not only denotes the place of its meditation but also the identity of the Purusha.

\[\text{Tasmai Sa Hovaca—Iha Eva Antassarire} \]
\[\text{Somya Sa Puruso Yasmin Etdh Sedasa-} \]
\[\text{kalah Prabhavanti Iti.} \]

(2)

He replied, "O Gentle Youth! That Purusha in whom these sixteen-Kalas are born is right here within the body".

Here in this Brahmana the master is replying the direct question which the student had raised, "Where is the Purusha?") Divinity or Perfection is not housed somewhere in an unknown and unapproachable heaven, away from the cognition and reach of the ordinary folk. On the other hand God or the Self is the nearest entity in us forming the very core of our existence. Just as our eyes could see only things that are distant from us, and are incapable of seeing the very same eye balls or the eye lashes, because of their nearness, so too Divinity is not realized or recognised because of its very nearness. This will be explained better in the following stanzas. Here, however, the Rishi is only concerned with the pointing out that the Purusha, the Central Spark of the Inner Light, is right 'here' within the body.

\(^1\) Refer Discussions on Mundakaparishad—Mundaka, Mantra.
If the Self is thus localised as within the body it would certainly become conditioned, and as such finite. The External Reality, in its own nature must necessarily be an All-pervading Consciousness and to limit this Infinite Factor, as the Truth localised within is certainly a philosophical falsehood. At the same time we cannot accept that the Upanishad would, without any benevolent intention, tell a lie.

This seeming contradiction is reconciled when we understand that the teacher here is not discussing the definition of the Infinite, but he is only declaring a method of its realization. Since it is easier for us to realize subjectively the Truth Factor within ourselves, as the very core of our very existence, it is explained here, in the language of the teacher-taught discussion, that "this Purusha is here within." In fact, in its Absolute Nature it is to be realized as at once nowhere and yet everywhere.

Kalas are not exactly parts in the sense the hands and legs are parts of the human form. Limbs are parts that give an entity a form and all that have forms must necessarily perish. The imperishable and the Eternal, therefore, cannot have limbs (parts in itself) but must necessarily be a homogeneous whole, One-without-a-Second. Therefore, the word Kala here should not be translated as "parts" because, thereby we will be bringing down the Infinite to the status and destiny of the finite and the mortal.

Here the Kalas are to be understood as facets of a cut diamond or as the phases of the moon, wherein, in spite of the seeming diversity and plurality, the diamond is one whole lump and the moon is ever undivided. In short, the Kalas are to be described as being parts of the all-pervading Purusha just as the hands, the legs, the head and the trunk, etc., of the ghost are all super-impositions upon the post. At the vision of the post all the limbs of the ghost disappear to merge in the 'reality of post.' Similarly, on realisation of the Purusha it will be understood that the Kalas had no separate existence of their own.

And yet, you may wonder why the Rishis laboured thus to explain that which is false in such an elaborate fashion only to indicate at the end of it all that the Purusha which is the Reality behind them alone is true? This is the only method by which
the Infinite can be pointed out to those who are living and experiencing the finite. An order to bring some water can be executed only by means of some vessel or the other; without that vehicle water cannot be conveyed. Similarly, the idea of the Purusha can be conveyed to the comprehension of our finite intellect only through its manifestations in and through life’s warbling notes of rhythm and activity, of noisy cries of wars and silent songs of peace, of the heated roars of hatred and the soothing songs of love. Therefore, the Rishi is justified in the technique he had adopted, namely, explaining the Truth in and through Its own manifestations in the subjective world.

सैंत्रृकृतरूपमें, कार्यित्वमच्छेद्वृत्तेऽक्तातो
भविष्यमिति, कस्मिन्त्व निर्धारणे प्रतिष्ठात्यामाति ॥ ३ ॥

Sah Iksancakre, Kasmin Aham Utkranta utkranto
Bhavisyami, Kasmin Va Pratishthite
Pratishthasyami Iti

He (Purusha) reflected upon, "What is it by whose departure I shall depart and by whose stay I shall stay?"

Causation is the very stuff of the intellect and it is as it were the only method by which the intellect could understand and act. When this instrument is brought to comprehend the Eternal Reality, unborn and ever-pure, Infinite and untouched by finitude, necessarily it must fail. But the best that we can do is to reach up to the intellect's own level, and then try to raise it above itself through suggestions and inferential deductions.

The creative urge in us cannot act and express itself unless it is driven by the motive force of desire; when we analyse the actions of man in the world of plurality we find that action is impossible unless it is pre-determined and guided by the desire-force. When we seek for the source of thoughts we must necessarily come to the mouth of its source—the desires. Without a desire deep below no seedlings of thoughts can sprout up.
Every flower need not necessarily fulfil in a fruit but every fruit pre-supposes at least a flower. There may be some desires which are not strong enough to bust out to conspicuous thought-forces but wherever there is thought it must have risen up from a desire behind it.

Desire is the expression of a want felt in ourselves and it is our attempt to complete the want that is being expressed as our desire. In our real nature we being the All-Full (Paripoorna), to feel this want is itself the ignorance (Avidya). Thus, when the great Rishi analysed the source of all our sorrows he found that it is nothing but our ignorance about ourselves. The same ignorance expressed through the intellect is desire. The desires expressed in the mental zone are thought, and thought frozen and solidified is action; according to the actions we gain the fruits thereof which are called the fields of experience, the Loka.

In this stanza, in an attempt to explain the causation chain in the finite world the Rishi points out how it all rose up from the Supreme Divine desire. He, the Lord of the Universe, the Creator, the Total Mind desired or reflected, or thought, or meditated. The Total Mind, we have already seen is the Creator, or the Cosmic expression of the total creative urge. We have also found that it cannot express itself into any modifications and come to exhibit its own glories without a desire propelling it in the microcosm. All through the Vedantic discourses, we have been reminded of the sacred Truth that the macrocosm is the Microcosm, and therefore, as in the individual so in the Total Mind.

He contemplated on what should be the great Vital Factor that must dynamise the Matter envelopments so that I, distinctly Self-evident in my own nature shall remain in this limited form and play the drama of finitude and its sorrows, and thus express Myself in My own Infinite variety! The ocean desiring to express its own glory goes into a hornpilation, forming on the surface piles of mountainous waves and deafening roars. So too, the Creator thought in Himself how best He could express Himself His own illimitable vitality!

The physical structure endures itself only so long as the ego-centric misconception exists to keep the elements constituting
the gross body in a net-work of delusory charms! As far as the
Reality is concerned, it being All-pervading we need not make
any special mention of it. When you are describing your
meeting with your friend, you may give all the details of his
dress, of his composure, of his attitude, etc., but you need not,
complete the description by saying that your friend reached you
carrying his head on his shoulders. If the head were dislocated
from his shoulders the entire story falls down lock, stock and
barrel! Similarly, the story of creation cannot happen except
in the Eternal atmosphere of Reality; and so we talk only of
the Ego—and wherever Ego is mentioned the Atman also is
indicated: a reflection cannot be without the 'Object' reflected.

Thus, in all attempts at explaining the evolution of a
pluralistic world a macrocosmic Creator is accepted and that
Creator is to be given a line of thinking to contemplate upon
or else creation of plurality cannot be maintained or explained.
Thoughts give us the concept of the mind and the chart of the
mind determines the shape for the world. The Creator, it is
said here, contemplated upon what should be that factor at whose
departure the body shall come down and at whose contact the body
shall maintain itself singing its songs of pains and joys, thundering
its roars of success and failure, breathing its sighs of gain and
loss, weeping in tears of meeting or parting.

From what we have understood so far, it is certain that
it is the ego-centre that maintains the body, since the physical
structure is planned, prepared and maintained for the ego to
sing its Song of Life through the beats of its various experiences.
The Ego is the simulated self-forgetfulness of the Reality of its
own Eternal Nature, in its deliberate identifications with the
non-Atman (not-Self), and the consequent bundles of false
values in life forcing it to believe that it has to maintain its
transactions in its own world of delusory nothingness. Without
the various false matter envelopments the false-identification
will become impossible.

It is a fact that no lady can enter a room without her form,
nor can her form run about without her! Similarly, the ego
cannot be without the matter envelopments, and matter packings
cannot exist intact and play their contentions without the egoistic
self arrogating dream-factors, the Ego. What the Purusha reflected upon was with what vehicle shall I delude myself! What dress of matter shall I build up and having built, shall I enter to give it a substantial existence and a similitude of growth, feelings, knowledge and vitality?

Since the contemplation of the Creator is on this line, in the following Brahmaṇa we have been given a full description of the 16 different Kalas which in their totality together constitute the matter vehicle in which the Atman comes to play its temporary game as the mortal and the immortal, the sinner and the saint, and the seer and the seen, as the pitiable individual in the world or as the Divine prophet from the other world.

A child at home contemplates to herself what game shall I play myself, and what adornments I must have to play that game! To her, a wooden toy-pot on two stones in one corner of the drawing-room is a kitchen! Any piece of a doll is its own beloved child!! Some bath-towel from the dressing room thrown over her body is sufficient make-up for her to feel that she is the mother of that house!! And as the mother she has to cook for the child and look after the child! And yet, she has not become the mother, she has nothing to cook, and she has no weeping child at any time to look after; all the time she is the child of the house . . . . and yet, the game is to worry for the house not built, the child not born, the food not cooked, the worries that are not real!!

Similarly, the Atman, Eternally Pure, ever the Infinite, has none of the limitations of the finite but it comes to live the experiences of the playful finitudes just as the child in the drawing-room corner is creating a world of its own and believes that she has to attend to her self-imposed scheme of sorrowful duties and pressing responsibilities!!

स प्राणमद्युजत प्राणघृष्णां खं वायुर्योतिरपः
प्रृथीवीनिद्रियं मनं अच्छमनञ्जारीयं
तपो मन्त्राः कर्म लोका लोकेषु च नाम च || ५ ||
So Pranam Astjata Pranat Sraddham
Kham Vayur Jyotir Apah Prthivi Indriyam
Manah, Annam Anum Viryam Tapo Mantra
Karma lokah Lokesu Ca Nama Ca

He created Prana. From Prana the Faith, Akash, Air, Fire, Water, Earth, Senses, Mind, Food, Strength, Thought, Mantra, Karma, the World, and in the world the different names also.

Here are the 16-Kalas named and their sequence given in a seemingly unintelligent assortment which, without proper thought and guidance, would read quite unintelligent and even idle. But one who has meditated upon these ideas can certainly come to understand the sequence and the inter-connections between the items enumerated herein. Certainly, we can come to understand that in the total those 16-Kalas constitute the world within and without the individual and the universe.

First in order to create there must be the ego-centric Energy, the Prana, which is the stuff on which the entire apple cart of life is rolling on. But this Energy, creative in dynamism, constructive and destructive in potentiality, can come to play and express itself only when it is self-conscious. If the self-consciousness, as expressed in terms of its own faith in itself, is not truly wedded to itself, the Prana in itself can neither create nor manifest any more of its component parts which alone constitute the vehicle for the ego to play its endless Drama of Death! Thus, after Prana comes a faith\(^1\) in itself or a consciousness of its own Potential-strength.

When thus a self-conscious Energy comes to play out, the rudiments of the mind are born first in the concept of space (Akasa) and the other four great elements constituting together the five macrocosmic Elements. These very elements expressing themselves in the microcosm have already become the ten sense organs in us. To recapitulate, therefore, (1) Prana, (2) Faith, (3-7) the Five Great Elements, (8) the senses.

When these 8 items come to play, the focal point of all:

\(^1\) Conception of Faith—read Ibid. 227—PRASNA V Brahma 3.
of these becomes the mind and the mind gets crystallised in the beaker of the Universe growing in its sharp cornered challenges; the sense-organs receiving their impulses fattens the mind. When thus, (9) a mind is formed which is regularly provided with experiences of an outer world of plurality made up of the five elements, nature has to provide the mind with its nourishment and so the next in the serial of creation is (10) food. The food taken in gets digested to become the (11) strength.

We have now at this stage of the evolution a mind which is fed from outside with challenges, and from within with food, and the mind so fattened and energised erupts out its (12) thoughts. Thoughts can either run into disintegrated wastefulness or can be conserved and directed in any right channel of thinking. Every human being, whether he is consciously training himself or not, has one solid trait of mental character which is determined by the pattern towards which his thoughts gravitate in their general formation and flow.

Under such a scheme of things the individual gains a capacity to direct and maintain his thoughts in a chosen line consistently for long and this capacity (Manana Sakti) is indicated here by the term (13) Mantra.

Mantras are generally translated as mystic words or formulae collected and compiled in the four Vedas which are to be repeated and thought over sincerely, intelligently and consistently by the students of Veda in order that they may raise their heads to higher planes of consciousness and vision. But in these days of our utter ignorance of Veda and our Self-damaging faithlessness in our own scripture, I would rather consider this in terms of the more modern psychological suggestions that it declares. If a child from childhood onwards maintains a line of consistent thought to become a doctor or an advocate, the consistency can be indicated in the language of the Vedas as, "he is doing doctor-mantra" or, "he is doing advocate-mantra", etc.

Thoughts, classified and marshalled through consistent reflection (Manan), order the mind into a definite pattern, and this determines the texture, efficiency, sincerity and quality of actions. Thought tracks in the mind ramble themselves into actions. Thus (14) Karma evolves out of the thought patterns in
ourselves; the ‘advocate-mantra’ makes him a lawyer and the ‘doctor-mantra’ makes him ultimately a doctor.

As the *Karma* certainly is the (15) world created as a result of the activities. If the thoughts are animalistic, actions should be criminal and immoral and such a pursuer would be thereafter creating for himself a world of jails and by-lanes, back-doors and lock-picking, day-sleeping and night-walking. According to the world created by our actions there are the different (16) names: We are named—as advocates or criminals, doctors or killers, Judges or Jail birds, Contractors or Collectors, insurance agents or looters—according to our actions. Not only are we named but we also name our world of things and deeds in order to distinguish one from the other.

Thus there is, in fact, a beautifully scientific and a highly intelligent connection between all the 16 items enumerated in the *Upanishad*. They form as the 16-facets of the same great *Purushas*. From the *Purusha* to the *Kalas* is the direction of the seeming fall of the Infinite to finitude, the story of God’s devolution to become the self-confused, the self-arrogating man.

He stands in the midst of the entire universe, revolving around and about Him and Himself becomes a child of His own delusory confusions! Dazed and threatened by His own imaginations, He stands amidst them all—courageously weeping and pathetically tearing His hairs off.

In the following *mantra* we have been given an idea of how one, who turns away from his own confusing world-dream and starts on the self-discovery adventure, can, through discrimination and detachment, come to drop off the 16-*Kalas*.

On reaching his destination in the Self he shall realise and discover that he is none but the *Purusha* and never were the *Kalas* in him. It is in order to find the strength for the individual to accomplish this discovery of the *Purusha* that here, the *Rishi Pippalada of the Prasnopanishad* has taken such laborious pains to explain the delusory *Kalas* to us. The sacred scripture is fulfilled when she shows us ultimately that which is the Eternal Reality beneath the *Kalas*.

The thickness of a mirror cannot be gauged by a mere look at its reflecting surface. Generally we put our finger
on the surface of the mirror and then we find the thickness by understanding the distance between the object thumb and the reflection in the mirror. Touching the mirror with the finger is not gauging thickness. Looking at the finger on the mirror we shall not know the substance of the mirror; nor can we know the thickness by looking at the finger in the mirror. But by viewing at once both the object and the reflection, and then intuitively recognising or understanding the distance between them is the only method known to gain the knowledge of it. Similarly, here the Kalas are described and, in and through them, we are provided with glimpses of the Eternal Purusha, and in the following Brahmana we will be advised upon the way to reach the Purusha in nakedness transcending all the Kalas and the delusions.

स यथेमा नचः स्वन्दमानाः समुद्रायणः
समुद्र प्राप्यात्सं गच्छन्ति भित्रेते तासां
नामरूपे समुद्र इत्येवं प्रोच्यते ।
एवेदवास्य परिद्रश्तुरिमा पोडःकलः
पुरुषायणः पुरुषं प्राप्यात्सं गच्छन्ति
भित्रेते तासां नामरूपे पुरुषं इत्येवं प्रोच्यते
स एषोक्कलोक्योंतो सवति तदेष श्लोकः ॥ ५ ॥

Sah Yatha Ime Nadyah Syndamanah
Samudrayanah Samudram Prapya Astam Gachanti!
Bhidyete Tasam Namarupe Samudra Iti Evam
Procyate Evam Eva Asya Paridrastur
Inah Sodasa Kalah Purusayanah Purusam Prapya
Astam Gachanti Bhidyete Tasam Namarupe
Purusa Iti Evam Procyate Sa
Eso 'kalo 'mrto Bhavati Tad Esah Slokah (5)
Just as these rivers seaward bound, when they reach the sea disappear and get their names and forms liquidated into a oneness with the sea and all is called the ocean, so also these 16-Kalas that go towards the Purusha disappear and their names and forms get destroyed and all is thereafter experienced as Purusha alone. He becomes without parts and immortal. On this there is a verse.

Here in this Brahmana the Rishi explains how the ego-centric concept rises out of the identification of the Self with the Kalas and ultimately disappears when it turns inward towards its own Real Nature away from its false identifications with the Kalas.

We had found how the activity and inactivity temperaments in us cause the tossing and veiling of the mind which in their turn create the unmanifest emotions and thoughts, and the manifest world of sense organs and their objects. The ego-centre overgrowing in its stature, fattened in its gluttonous and continuous feeding upon the experiences of sensuous life, becomes more and more extrovert in nature.

When it slowly tries to disentangle itself at least temporarily from its preoccupations with the worlds of the body, mind and intellect, it, to that extent is destroying its own conditionings. As it were it sets the flow in the Kalas turn inward instead of their present flow outward. And when they thus turn inward just as the rivers flowing towards the ocean reach their common destiny and get themselves merged therein to become themselves nothing but the ocean, so too the ego-centre becomes merged with the Purusha and becomes one with him.

The different names and qualities of the rivers—the frolicsome Jumna, the queenly Ganges, the gushing Brahmaputra the roaring Krishna, the mighty Cauvery, the rambling Saraswati—all come to surrender their different names, locations, qualities and arrogations to become one with the homogeneous waters of the ocean. From the Ocean the waters rose as vapour to form clouds which as rain came down to soak the lands and

---

3 Refer Discourses on Kenopanishad introduction while discussing the
"Fall of Man".

4 Explains Mundaka III-2-4. As a Brahmana Upanishad it has to explain the
Mantras.
flow off as rivers back to the ocean, and there again become merged with it and regained their own Real Nature.

Similarly, from the Purusha rises the ego-centres and flowing through the 16 different Kalas reach back the Source of all Energy, Dynamism and Life, to become merged there into one homogeneous whole. This is the story of "the end of the mortal" at the portals of his own Self-discovery.

The elder brother plays with the younger one just one afternoon for 10 minutes the game of the "big stick and the small stick". For the time being he is a child but thereafter he washes clean his hand and feet, and enters the house again, as the elder brother. Even while playing the child he was but himself; but, in order to play the game, he had assumed for himself, for the time being, an identification with the child, and its childishness.

Similarly, the Purusha who is ever the Purusha Eternal Divine, Ever-beyond the contamination of finitude, eternally revels in its own glory; but to play the game of plurality one afternoon for a short time as registered in the clock of the Infinite, He started playing the seemingly endless game of birth and death!!

On discovering the rope, the head, the tail, the mid portion, the slimness, the shiny spread, the hood, the vicious tongue, the fangs and the biting ability and the horrid colours of the serpent—all become merged with the "reality of the rope"; so too, all the 16-Kalas exhaust themselves at the discovery of the Reality of the Purusha. At the end of the serpent-vision the serpent-bite threat in the heart also is removed, similarly, when the Kalas end, the Kala-created stupid egoism and the pain-ridden egocentric existence, all end at one dash. This idea could never be more beautifully brought out than by this inimitable metaphor of the rivers spending themselves out in the ocean.

Now, one may reasonably ask, "Why, Swami should I, thus turn inward and reach the hypothetical goal, the Purusha and get myself merged there to become one, transcending all the Kalas? Why?"

To those who sincerely ask this question the answer, according to Vedanta, is "My friend, there is no use you trying
to do this; go out into the world and honestly work, truly earn, moderately enjoy and live a long life! Religion is only meant for those who have come to observe life with a Scientist’s detachment and have come to experience the hollowness of it, and who, therefore, are struggling hard to get out of the destiny of pain and the anguish of confusion”.

The result of such an attainment of perfection has been clearly pointed out in the Mantra when the Rishi says, “He becomes the partless whole and immortal”. Mortality we have already seen is the destiny of the finite. So long as we are indentifying ourselves with matter, we shall be experiencing this incessant death produced by the ‘spirit of change’. Mortality in such contexts is not only experience of death, in the sense in which we understand it but implies and includes every experience of change which is an expression of the finitude.

This statement of the Rishi is being substantiated by quoting the relevant Veda Mantra. “On this there is this verse,” says Pippalada.

आरा इब्ब रथनाभौ कला यस्मिन्प्रतिष्ठिता: । ।
तं वेंचं पुरंवं बेदं यथा मा वो मृत्युं परिवयथा इति । ।

Ara Iva Rathanabha Kala yasmin Pratishthitah
Tam Vedyam Purusam Veda Yatha Ma Vo Mrtvuh
Parivayatha Iti

Know that Purusha, who ought to be known, in whom the Kalas are centred like the spokes in the nave of a wheel,... in order that death may not harm you.

The dependence of the Kalas upon the Purusha can never be so fully and beautifully described as by explaining that they are connected to the Central Hub of the Whole,¹ the Purusha,

¹ Ref: Mundakopanishad II. 2. 6.
as the spokes of a wheel are connected to its central nave. Earlier also we had in this Upanishad the use of this example.

The rim of a wheel gains its strength and capacity because it is supported at short distances by the spokes rising from it. The efficiency of the spokes depends entirely upon their tension, which rises from the fact that they are held firmly together at the centre of the wheel by the hub. If the hub does not exist the spokes must lose their tension, and soon the very rim of the wheel must get first crooked and ultimately collapsed.

In the core of the individual is the Purusha (or the Atman) and out of this Centre of all Efficiency in Life diverge out the 16-Kalas which extend out to the very peripheral rim of the entire cosmos. The very pattern of enquiry in this Prasnoanishad was a scientific analysis of this Wheel of Life constituted of the world-of-objects and centred round the Life Spark in me, which is the central hub with the outer-most circumference of the wheel lost in its embrace of the entire Universe of thoughts and ideas, of things and beings.

To play on the rim of life without understanding the place of the hub in it, is to ignore the Reality and run after the shadow. To ride on the wheel is to get ourselves established at the centre of the wheel; “moving on the wheels” means travelling in a car or in a train and in both the places we are established on the axle of the wheels—perfectly established in the centre of the wheel. But, if, on the other hand, literally taking the words of the expression “to move on wheels” a man hugs on to the tyres, certainly, at every complete rotation of the wheel to a length equivalent to its circumference, he must once get crushed and run over! In our life, we refuse to come to the axle—to surrender to the Narayan, meaning the Axle—but live ever on the circumference and thus at every short period get ourselves crushed by the very wheel-of-life to which we are hanging on for security!!

To understand the world outside—a mixture of joy and sorrow, success and failure, peace and agitation, etc.,—to be a pleasant delusion created by the rays of the Kalas clashing and colliding among themselves into ever-changing patterns, is to
get away from the dangerous existence upon the tyres of the wheels! When a thousand beams of light are made to shoot up at different angles towards the heavens, from a distance it would seem as a beautiful trellis of light-beams standing in the atmosphere against the skies. This symmetry woven with dreams of light in mere space is not a firm and solid trellis over which we can hope to scale to any heights!!

It may look substantial but the fool who tries to jump on to it shall each time fall and get himself lacerated at the base of it on the ground. The play of light is to be enjoyed from a distance. Similarly, the world of plurality is caused by the play of the 16 beams shooting out in all directions from the central Purusha and these create the pattern of a Universe of plurality which can accomplish no greater mission than providing an enjoyable sight for an “Onlooker” watching it in complete detachment and full discrimination.

To understand the pattern of beams is to understand the source of the different streams of light to be the electric current; similarly, when we are enquiring into the pleasant but delusory and false ego-created world of Plurality, here also we must understand that it is made up of the 16-Kalas and they all rise from the same source of Reality, Eternal and Immortal, the Central Purusha. To know oneself to be no other than the Purusha is the Goal; thereby he is sure to get away from the threats of the finitude and the fears of death. Hence the Veda Mantra here says, “In order that death may not harm you, know that Purusha in whom the Kalas are centred.”

Not satisfied with this idea and its explanation, the Guru insists upon the disciple that he must strive to know this Purusha, “who ought to be known.” For, our life is not an empty dream; it is not an idle holiday. It has a great purpose and a greater meaning than making and eating of food. The call of life is to live; and to live is not merely earning and hoarding, eating and meeting, making and selling, producing and destroying, learning and earning. There is a great mission with which the man has come to live on the face of the globe; it is to rediscover himself to be, in fact, the Lord of all Lords, the central Purusha
in the entire wheel of its reflections (Bimbhas). Not to know the Purusha is indeed the greatest of tragedies; it is to lay waste our powers and miss a chance that has been given to us—so rare, so sacred, so divine.

तान्हेवा चैतावद्वाहेश्वरतपरं वश्य वेद ।
नात: परमस्तीति ॥ ७ ॥

Tan Hovaca Etaavad Eva Aham Eiat Param
Bramha Veda. Na Atah Param Asti Iti

Then Pippalada said to them, "This much alone do I know, the highest of the Brahman; there is nothing higher than this".

In the Veda-Mantra quoted, which we examined just now, the Prasnopanishad has concluded and Rishi Pippalada has nothing more to add on the topic of Self-realisation. In order to make the students realize that the topic of Brahma Vidya has ended the master makes here a direct statement.

When he had said "this much alone I know of this highest," it smacks of a doubt inherent in itself that for still higher studies the disciples must approach some other master! Probably, the same doubt flew past the minds of the disciples which is evident in their look, and so the Rishi added immediately and explained to them, "there is nothing higher than this." To know the Central Hub Of Life to be nothing but the dynamic Seat of Life in us, the Purusha or the Atman, is to realise at once the All-pervading Reality, the Knowledge and Bliss Absolute, Eternal and Immortal, Evershining in its Infinite beauty. There is nothing higher than the Self and to realise it is to gain the strength of all moral life and a consummate satisfaction—Kritakrityata.
To get ourselves awakened to this transcendental Super-conscious state of Pure Awareness, and experience the Purusha in the All-pervading Reality is to reach what Darwin had suggested as the Supermanhood, the supreme goal of Nature's evolutionary scheme.
They, worshipping him, said, “Thou art our father who helps to go
across the ocean of our thick ignorance. Salutations to the highest Rishis!
Salutations to the highest Rishis!!

When the great Pippalada Rishi had thus finished his
discourses and retired into his sacred silence of Pure Wisdom,
Self-satisfied at himself and his students, in their turn, the disciples,
realising how much they owe to the teacher, try to express
their sense of gratitude by these words of weak and effeminate
contents.

A Brahmmavidya Guru is considered here as “Thou art our
Father.” This is because to realise one’s own Real Nature,
the Self, is really to be born again. And the Birth of the
Brahmana in me is fathered by the kind act of love of the teacher.
With a fatherly concern, devoted love and selfless anxiety
did Pippalada tenderly treat each student to get him across the
agonies of his doubts. Understanding for himself the conditions
of each student’s mind and intellect, again, like a father it was
Pippalada, the Guru, who nursed and nourished the students
inner personalities to become sufficiently subtle and sensitive to
grapple with, absorb in and digest fully the highest Truth.

Therefore, the six students are crying together in one voice
of love, “thou art our Father.” It is fitting conclusion in which
the eternal Student’s feelings are snapped and recorded for ever.
Whatever be the clime, class, age or sex, wherever and whenever
there is a fit student coming across Pippalada to understand
the Prasnopanishad, he must necessarily at the end of it, in a pure
spirit of gratitude and incalculable sense of indebtedness echo
the same sentiment as those that exploded from these six students of extreme self-control and almost super-human intellectual balance.

Both the teacher and the taught together thereafter Salute the hierarchy of Gurus and disciples who evolved the theory of Brahma Vidya, lived it to their complete satisfaction, and passed down the torch of Knowledge to lit the heart-lamps of the growing generations, all along the March of Time.

Our own salutation to the highest Rishis!!
Salutations to the highest Rishis!!

HERE ENDS THE PRASNOPANISHAD

NARAYANAYETI SAMARPAYAMI